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ritcse tigures are worth looking at by
se interested in poultry keeping.
It
he observed that the net profit is
ar '■ four dollars for each hen kept.
If
.1 that profit could he realized, it would
iy as well its anything kept on the farm.
In order to make the raising of chieks
profitable, they must he hatched
.v iii the spring, and then fed well—
0on all they will eat—to keep them
v ow ing as fast as
possible all the time,
i-to send them to market early andsefaney [trice for them. When
kens can he got ready for the market
September, and twenty to twenty-live
uts per pound obtained for them, there
: .tit ,n raising them, even though all
: '".1 for them is purchased.
l!y havwarm quarteis for ihe liens in winter,
to obtain a good supply of eggs for
at high prices, and by raising chickis
feeding well and marketing early,
try keeping can be made profitable.
l’i itry raising alfords an opportunity
O'l.'s mid gills to make a little money.
: give them useful instruction in the
of domestic animals. Women in
:•
lie health will often find that looking
f:ci a large flock of poultry, by keeping
’hem it the open air part of the time,
"ill icing them, by improving their !
health, something of more value than
K
ry farmer will find that a
money.
'tie atteinion given to poultry will add
their revenues in quite an agreeable
Lewiston Journal.
■
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Culture.

11 is sometimes called **pie plant," is
much used as a substitute in early
ling lor fruit, being generally eaten in
shape of pies and tarts. It is also a
st rate substitute for apple sauce, when
in small pieces and stewed, when it
be sweetened with good molasses,
It is very healthy at any
gar. or both.
ae, on account of its gentle action on
liver. It can also be canned and kept
winter, when it cannot be had inrnarThe two best varieties are Myatt’s
acaus and the Victoria.
The former
•
airly of very large si/.e, and very teu: the latter matures later, and is also
ge and good
Idle best time for plant:s fall. The
ground should he ploughvery deep, first having been well
mured, for that is the grand secret of
'tabling large stalks; then harrow
.""tli. and take a plough and draw
rows. live feet apart ; take a spade or
c
and put the sets also about five feet
trt in the row. deep enough to give
“"it tour inches of cut over them. The
■is should not contain more than one or
: wo good buds.
When all is done, put
alio:" two nr three shovelfuls of any good
■: a nine over and around where the set is.
the spring, when the plants are about
v
or
eight inches high, hoe around
ein, for it must he kept clean of weeds
id the ground loose,
N'o stalks should
pulled the first year, unless there is a
strong growth, and then only sparg'y. The second year will yield a full
■

'■Mil.

M't'w the

patch has been in bearing
three or four years, it will be well to
a strong spade, dig the ground away
one side, and cut about one-halt’ of
whole plant, roots and all, away, as
ic will be
too many eyes by that
c, causing the stocks to be thick and
■
railing, i tf the part cut away, the best
as should lie selected for a new
plant!-•
With good culture and plenty of
mure in the fall, there is no trouble to
-e
giant rhubarb, and it pays well for
trouble, especially as it brings a little
riiiev early in the spring when one is
generally in need of some small change.
Rural World.
■

I'm-: < tsnonxi-: Pi.uw Sri.KV. The reinventions in agricultural impleads are taking the poetry all out of the
i pat i<m of farming.
Here is Fred
'wood advertising the Osborne Plow
ilky, by which the agriculturist sits
enfortably on a cushion, and turns up
i" sod as
though he was on a pleasure
i:ivc. Poor Richard said that—
nt

Lie who by the plow would thrive.
Himself must either hold or drive."

but here is

an invention by aid of which
may double his thrift by doing
'tli —which shows how far we are in admcc of Ren Franklin’s time.
Xu more
■ "-s the
plowman, like the one in dray’s
i
egy ‘‘homeward plod his weary way”
Hut at supper time just gets on and
: bes
to his evening repast.
What will
UwinkI bring forward next'!
man

Tree-planting should he encouraged.
timers' clubs and granges should disiss tills subject.
There are miles of
high way along which not a tree is seen.
If both sides of the road were lined with
rows of trees, the country would present
much more attractive appearance than
'l does. Idle trees
planted might be fruit
h'ees, nut-bearing trees or timber trees,
m
that the trees would pay, either in
h'uit, nuts or timber, for the trouble of
s
tring. There are large tracts of pine
lands whieh have been stripped of trees
and left in a semi-deserted condition,
"hich if ornamented with long rows of
pine trees along the highway, would pre■'ifmt a much more cheerful
aspect and
’he trees would soon be worth more than
•he laud along side of them. [Lewiston
•Journal.

• he Arbutus
Andrachne, oriental strawwas brought to England from
berry-tree,
•he
Levant, in 1721.
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Once a Mouse,
Frog, and a little Red Hen
Together kept a house ;
The frog was the laziest of frogs.
And lazier still was the .Mouse.

He who lives in the country and has no
at least one heavy sin
of omission on his conscience for which he
never can give an adequate excuse.
If
the man who does "not provide for his
own house is worse than an infidel,” he
that will not "bother" with an asparagus
bed is anything but orthodox, and yet
cannot call himself a rationalist. Some
are under the delusion that an asparagus
bed is an abstruse garden problem and
an expensive luxury.
Far from it. The
plants of Conover’s Colossal (the best variety) can be obtained of any seedsman
1 have one large bed that
at slight cost.
yields almost a daily supply from the
middle of April till late in June, and I
shall make another bed the next spring
in this simple way : As early in April as
the ground is dry enough the sooner the
better 1 shall choose some warm, early,
but deep soil, enrich it well, and then on
one side of the plot open a furrow or
Down this
trench eight inches deep.
furrow I shall scatter a heavy coat of rotted compost, and then run a plough or
pointed hoc through it again. l?y this
process the earth and compost are mingled. and the furrow rendered about six
inches deep.
Along its side, one foot
apart, I will place one-year-old plants,
spreading out the roots, and taking care
to keep the crown or top of the plant five
inches below the surface when level:
then half till the furrow over the plants,
and when the young shoots are well up,
till the furrow even.
1 shall make the
furrows two feet apart, and after planting as much space as I wish, the bed is
made for the next fifty years.
In my
father's garden there was a good bed
over fifty years old.
The young shoots
should not he cut for the first two years,
and only sparingly the third year, on the
same principle that we do not put young
colts at work. The asparagus is a marine
ulant. and dustings of salt sufficient to
kill the weeds will promote its grow th.
F F. Roc. in Harper's Magazine.
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The general suspension of laying by
the liens during the cold weather this
winter, has shown the elfeet which cold
has upon them. Ileus will not lay in
cold weather, unless they are kept warm
and have access to sunshine.
Vet unless
they can be made to lay in cold weather,
the protit from keeping them will be
greatly diminished. The experience of
this winter should be sufficient to make
it plain to all that warm quarters must
be provided for the hens, in order to attain to the highest degree of success,
lien houses made with single walls do
not keep the fowls warm.
There should
be double walls of jointed boards, and
the space between tilled with sawdust,
sha\ ings. spent tan, or something of the
kind. Then by having the house well
banked, to keep the winds from blowing
under, the walls resting on a ditch tilled
with small stones, to keep the earth floor
drained, and the south side covered largeh with glass to admit plenty of sunshine,
the liens may be expected to lay. provided food is suitable.
That there is a profit in keeping hens
wlirn eggs sell tor from twenty to thirty
rents per dozen and the hens lay well, is
admitted by all who know.anything about
the matter.
A local paper in Rhode
Island pnblishesau interesting statement
by ( 1>. McfJetriek. of the profits during
the year 1SH0 for keeping 190 hens, including live ducks. In .January there
a ere
produced l.tl44eggs: in February,
1
7
in March, TUI:': in April. l.-tiii:
in May. !.—n
in June,
in July,
l.l'o
n August, I.-(!•'!: in September,
1.114: in October. 719; in November,
171: in December, 4go: total, Jo.ii-Ti
It will be noticed that in January,
•ogs
Ft c-iiary and March the largest number
of any months in the year were
id. and the eggs are generally
gl liirough these months. The total
i, iber of eggs show s that each hen pro-i a little over eighty two eggs each
uiniig the year, evidently not a very
:ii.' number The average {nice receivlor the eggs was twenty-live cents per
i'ii.
The duck's eggs were all set untile liens. The following shows the
ci
i[its and expenditures

i

A

The work all fell on the little lien,
Who had to get the wood,
And build the tires and scrub and cook.
And sometimes hunt the food.

day as she went scratching around,
She found a hag of rye :
Said she. “Now who will make some bread !
Said the lazy Mouse, "Not I !"

One

"Not 1," croaked the Frog, as he dozed in the
shade.
Red lien made no reply,
But dew around with bowl and spoon.
And mixed and stirred the rye.
"Who'll make a lire to bake the bread !"
Said the mouse again. “Not 1!"
And, scarcely op'uiug his sleepy eyes,
Frog made no reply.
The little Red Hen said never a word.
Hut a roaring tire she made :
And. while the bread was baking brown,
Wlio'H set the table !" she said.
"Not 1.” said the sleepy Frog, with a yawn
"Nor 1,' said the Mouse again.
So the table she set, and the bread put on.
said the Hen.
"Who'll eat this bread
"And 1 !"

will!" cried the Frog.
squeaked the
Mouse.
As they near the table drew
Not much you won’t '" said the little Red lien
And away with the loaf she Hew,

"1

■
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|Christian Register.
Grandmother

a

Reticule.

a skant narrow rattle, revealingtrim little high-heeled slippers (for Deborah s vanity began and ended at her
feet), and at her waist lutng a huge beaded reticule full of keys, which made a cool
little clinking.
Her brown hair was not
very thick, but was full of golden streaks
and waves and crinkles, and was twisted
up into a large loose bow on thecrowu of
her head, where it looked like some huge
brown butterfly posing, and her eyes
when they at last opened from their dazzled pucker, were real china blue under
their lashes.
"I beg your p; rdon,” said the youngman choosing the most useful words made
and provided for opening a conversation.
■•I had heard this house was Washington’s
headquarters, and was sometimes shown
to strangers—and an artist.
My name is
Hugo Clifford;” but he could scarcely
have explained the impulse by which he
had told his name.
‘1 shall be very glad to -how you the
house,’" said Deborah, simply, "if you will
please wait until 1 put these eggs away.”
Clifford smiled to himself over her directness and simplicity, and stood contentedly waiting, while Deborah stood up
on a green wooden stool and bestowed
the eggs in the chimney cupboard.
He
was a handsome fellow, tall and straight,
with regular features, which must have
been a satisfaction to his artistic tastes;
his dark moustache was trimmed into a
tierce and truculent expression, but this
lie had done himself, while Nature had
I ut the kindly sparkle which belied it in
i.is dark eves.

had been at home some months, Clifford
imagined he could think with tolerable
equanimity of some other of Montrose’s
verses, though he could not bear as yet
to frame or exhibit a certain picture of a
rosy-pale girl in an old-time blue gown,
leaning against a window full of gerani-

The

Chios,

Literature.

of Tragedies.

called also chio and Scio.

by

an

killed.

earthquake,

one

same name

has

and 11,000 persons are reported
city of an island of the

in the (Irecian

Archipelago.

The

city

of 11,500, and the island about
50,000, most of whom are Turks Ureat as is the
reported calamity, it does not compare with the
a

population

one that followed the rebellion of I Odd, when the
Turks within two months put to the sword dll,000
Sciotes and sold 17.000 in slavery In a short lime
the Christian population was reduced from 101,000

to jest.
All the lovely autumn went by
and the early winter, and Achsa seemed

*2,000. We quote as follows from an article by
J. S C Abbott, on Turkey and Russia, published
to

anxiously expecting some one or something, which never came. When Christ-

ill

and gone, however, with
no sign,
Achsa, watching the hopeless
look which had grown in Deborah’s eyes,
at last blurted out her question.
“Deborah, did—that Mr. Clifford never say
ani/thing before he went away
“Never,” answered Deborah, with a
little sigh quickly repressed.
“Well, then, he's a mean snide," answered Achsa, which was her depth of
reprobation, expressed in the strongest
words her school girl vocabulary afforded.
The winter dragged on and in March
Deborah bestirred herself to contrive a
••ring “suit” for Achsa. < hie cold snowy
uav she sat by the wood tire in the hall

Harper's Magazine

for March. IStid-

come

A

of the

It is the chief

When Achsa returned that night it was
with a merry look of sly questioning; but
Deborah’s face was unresponsive; she
only looked pale and tired. Days went
on while she
grew paler: her bright smile
was not so ready : her gay voice so quick

had

Scene

many places that have claimed the honor of be
ing the birthplace of Homer, has been destroyed

ums.

mas

NUMBER 16.

lt is but about thirty years since the Creeks rose
in the desperate attempt to throw off the yoke of
the Ottoman. The-sympathies of the world were
with them. Alexander Yysilanti, who first tin
furled the banner of revolt, had been au officer in
the Russian army. He assured the Creeks that
the Czar Nicholas had secretly pledged his word
to aid them in their struggle for emancipation.
The ferocity of the Turk was signally displayed in
this conflict. Contemplate for a moment the massacre of Scio.
This island was one of the largest and most
beautiful of the Grecian Archipelago. It was the \
home of a refined and cultivated people, enriched
by commerce. Its chief city, sheltered by a beau
lu! and spacious harbor, held twenty thousand iu
habitants, while a population of more than one
hundred thousand were clustered in the villages
which were spread over its hills and vales. The
ladies of the island were renowned through Eusurrounded by paper patterns, pins, ma- rope for their beauty.
Many of its wealthy famiterials, and contrivances, working soberh lies had 'raveledextensively on the Continent, and
had
mingled witli the polished circles of Brussels,
enough with her deft little hands, when
Berlin, and Paris. Above all the other islands of
Achsa, who had recovered her brightness the
Hast Scio was famed for its intelligent and
after expressing her opinion of Clifford,
fascinating society. Schools nourished. The col
came merrily in. a mass of snow.
I lege of Scio attracted students from a distance
music was almost a universal accomplishment. !
“l’lease, Achsa, to go and drip in the and
The tourist,
the beautiful island, was
j
kitchen,” said her sister, which Achsa ever charmedexploring
with the tones of the voice, blend
unwillingly did, but could not resist pop- ing with the harp or the guitar, iu harmony which j
evidenced the highest artistic skill.
ping her curly head in the door to say,
The young men of Scio eagerly joined m the
‘•nil, uipsey, 1 nave xhi'Ii an idea
to emancipate themselves’from the thrall
|
Dry at last she danced in to embrace stniggle
dom of tho Turk Sultan Mahmoud resolved upon j
Deborah and develop her idea.
vengeance which should make Scio a warning to
“Dipsey dear," she said, “you know all Greece He issued a proclamation to the des
peradoes of the Bosphorus, declaring that the ingrandmother's reticule
habitants of Scio wore outlawed, and that they
Deborah nodded.
all. male and female, old and young, were to be
Well, they’re all the fashion: every- surrendered to the vengeance of the adventurers j|
body is to wear them. 1111a ilarriman who would embark for their destruction.
Moslem hate combined with semi barbaric do- !j
has an embroidered satin one that was
to raise the ferocity of fanaticism to its |
pravity
her aunt’s : but ours is ever so much pret
highest pitch. All the lewd fellows of the baser I
tier, and was our real grandmother’s. sort, who crowded the ileus of Constantinople, or
Now, you dear old Dipsey, mayn’t I wear who prowled about the shores of the Bosphorus,
rushed to
the enterprise. All were welcome
it, ami line it with the blue bits from my —the morejoin
beastly and demoniac the better. An
dress ? Those marvelous llowers will go
of
fifteen thousand men were thus collected, J
army
with anything, you know."
who in character were as near to demons as earth
The decoration of her pet was Deborah’s has ever furnished. As the fleet dropped down the
l»av mi it< dreadful mission salvos of artillery from
only thought, so She obediently laid down i all the fortresses which lined the shores
of
the pale blue breadths, and fetched the and Asia uttered the Moslem benediction. Kurope
old bead bag.
It was a lovely afternoon in the month of April,
when the fleet anchored in the defenseless
•■It has been lined with cardinal almost
like your ribbons." she said, slipping her bay. and vomited upon the doomed island its murderous hordes. The scene which ensued no imagihand down among the rags which had nation can conceive. A
general massacre, with
once been a thick satin lining.
“1 have all the concomitants of cruelty and lust, swept the
island
for
six
and
not seen it since last summer, when the
nights, and then nothing
days
remained but a blackened, bloody .smouldering pile
keys wore it out so, and 1 had nothing to of ruins. Forty
thousand perished by the sword,
reline it.
Why
bullet, or in the flames, and many were put to
j
Deborah stopped. In a slit of the nig- death after having li**st experienced' the most hor
ged lining her lingers touched a folded | rible tortures.
j
Forty one thousand of the youth of both sexes
paper.
were reserved to be sold as slaves.
The young
•■Miss
Deborah Kstey,"
she read. men from the university, refined in manners and
“What can this be .'
of cultured minds, were consigned to hopeless
Aehsa sprang up to see, but Deborah bondage. The young ladies, torn from the parlors
ot their opulent parents—ladies who had visited
recognized the careless scrawl, and turned in the polished circles of London and of Paris—
lint Aehsa became the property of the most ferocious and
away from her curious eyes,
read' it after all, for with a little cry of licentious outcasts of the human race. For weeks
were exposed in the slave shampain and joy. Deborah dropped it to lay and months they
all the marts of the Ottoman em
her head down on the cold beads and bles, through
The
maidens found a ready sale to
beautiful
pire.
burst into tears.
replenish the harems of the Turks. As slave labor
•Yes, 1 remember,” she said, after a is uot profitable in Turkey the market was quite
with the young men. and tlicx were dis
while, drying her eyes, “he stood near me drugged
of at prices so low that even the poor could
and was looking at the old bag that last posed

HANCOCK COUNTY NOVELIST.

Miss Mary Agnes Tineker. author of Signor
Monaldini's Niece," and who has just published
a

now

hook, -By the Tiber," which is attracting
a native of Ellsworth, and has

much attention, is

named the heroine of her last hook Valeria Ells

worth,

as a

place.
Tineker:

little

compliment

The Ellsworth

"She belongs to

here twenty years ago.
have lived here.

her

to

American

own

says

birth

of

Miss

family well known
though it is long since any
a

Her father

was

Tineker, known in this country
tician in the Democratic party

as
a

Hon
in

Richard

active

poli-

generation ago.

Old residents of Ellsworth will remember the famwell as among the tirst settlers of the place.

ily

The taste for literature was inherited, and Miss
Mary is not the only member of the family who
has shown literary taste, three of the sisters tuning always written, though anonymously. The
sisters were and are above the average of women
iu education, refinement and ability
NOTES.

1 nder the title of the “Round Robin Series"
Messrs. James R.

Osgood

A Co. announce the

pub

lication of a new scries of anonymous nove.s
These novels will be chiefly by American authors.
It will be the aim of the publishers tiia- each
novel shall be distinguished tor power, originality
and interest, and that the sueeessive volumes of
the series shall bo marked by variety of incident
and treatment. Two vo,umes are nearly ready.
1. "The Nameless Nobleman
hove."

\

l.esson iu

Tlie joint owners of grandmother's retiMr. Roswell Smith, the publisher, has bought
cule lived in an odd house in .New Jersey
the interest of Charles Scribner Sons in Scribner's ,
which claimed to have been Washington's
j
Magazine and St. Nicholas, lie had previously
■I ueg your pardon,
said Dehorah,
head-quarters. It was a large white gambought the interest of Dr. .1 D. Holland, the editor
brel-roofed house, with two little win- wlu> belonged enough to these days to
of Scribner. Mr. Smith has distributed shares of
use
“hut
litis
hard-worked
in
like
the
dows, shaped
phrase,
you
half-opened fans,
the stock among six of his fa.thful assistants, and
gable end; alight like a wide-open fan do look so warm and tired! Won’t you
the corporation ot'Scribner A ‘Jompauy propose to
rest and get cool before you look at the
over the front door; wide windows in
The tilings are not worth
three divisions at either end of the long museum!
chango its name to “Century Company.' with Mr.
j Smith as president, and at the end of the present
broad hall: a huge red-tiled chimney, much." she added, with a mischievous
with brass tire-dogs, no mantel-pieces, smile : “perhaps you will be more chariyear the name of the magazine will be changed.
but funny little closets high up and round table toward them when you have had a
j The name of St. Nicholas will ;x* retained for that
the corners of the deep jambs. The halls glass of milk."
.Magazine.
Clifford sat down, not unwillingly, in a
on both floors were spacious and unThe Literary Revolution says
Mrs Harriet j
broken. The stairs wound up in a stingy corner of the hard, slippery sofa, which
ITeseott SpotVord s early novels ‘The Amber Dod> i
little space between two rooms: they had at least the merit of being cool, while
Flower and Garden ]\otes.
and‘Azarian' are lobe reprinted in the Leisure Hour
Deborah opened a door which let in a
were shut in by a door, and painted of a
‘The Amber Hods" can hardly he called
Series.
The heliotrope i> a native ol‘ IVru.
cold glazy light blue, and had whitewash- rush of hot sunlight, and disappeared
It was Miss I’rescott's second story (■•In
a novel
The credit of having raised the first
ed walls which gave a perpetual reminder with it.
a Cellar' was the first
-Atlantic Monthly Feb.
pansy is said to belong to Lady .Mary Ben- to those who went up and down them.
■T«y .love!" thought he. “Am I reverslSd'.M and was published in the Atlantic for .Ian.
nett. at Wallon-on-Thames, Lugland. in
the
Van
Winkle
The rooms were a little cold and bare, ing
Kip
proceeding:
and Feb. lSdii. In tout year was published Miss
L-III.
with some handsome heavy old pieces, have i waked up lifty years ago and
Prescott’s first and we believe only novo'. “Sir
I'he old canes ot raspberries should be such as
fallen
in
love
with
own grandmother '!
clothessecretaries,
my
mahogany
Rohan's Dhost." In this book her poetical talent
removed while the earth is frozen. Then
Where
did
the
that
curious
calm
with
brass
girl get
presses. and bureaus, glittering
The two noems it eoi.t:on< are
was first shown
the roots will not he loosened, and the knobs and
of
hers
’—one daren't put bis
rings: a tall bullet with glass dignity
marked by a delicacy of expression and musical ca
canes are taken
oil' with less delay,
doors so set in a twisted scroll-work of hands in bis pockets before her." He
deuce which have characterized the later produo
[breen's Fruit (Towers.
wood that but little glass was left through glanced round him. the iron fire-place
Two teaspoonsfid of carbolic acid mixed
tions of her pen.
was full of asparagus branches with red
which to see the old yellow mugs and gilt
in three 01 four gallons of water will kill
and white china coffee within. Thechairs berries like sparks, the Venetians were
A Grain Elevator.
currant worms quickly, and is equally
were as uncomfortable as possible: those
only half lowered across the back winvaluable in destroy ing the ro.se hug when I
them
a
dow.
and
between
landlu
order
to
backs
and
which had not lyre-shaped
begin at the beginning—get to the
lovely
applied to rose hushes [Lxchange.
bottom, as it were, of an elevator—one must climb
horse hair seats bad backs like the facade scape glimmered in the hot afternoon
to the very tup.
The building is perhaps one hun- !
When good earth is used for potting, of
sun: a little breeze was chasing some
a Gothic cathedral and cushions in
dred and fifty feet long by seventy five feet wide,
plants seldom need any special manure. dim embroidery, one room contained a scraps of gingham and a geranium leaf
and, like all of its class, it rises eighty feet or more
The best soil for plants is found in old
over the shining blue-painted door.
to the eaves, above which a narrow top part forty
The
sort of museum of relics of Washington
j
meadows, and the corner of fences where and of
or fifty feet higher, is perched upon the ridge-pole.
battlefields, such as silk bird and Abraham caught his eyes
Revolutionary
It is built of wood, sheathed with corrugated iron
the sod has grown a long time.
for a moment, then they fell on a shaky
a seagreeu spectacle-case or a piece of
a little way up. and then slated the rest of the way.
In regard to watci mg plants >u pots, as
And beyond these spindle-legged table at his elbow, overa Hint-lock musket.
Entering one end. where two railway tracks ran
good a rule as we can give < to let them the ornamentation of the house was of a weighed with some old blown books:
into the building, we find a narrow wooden stair
have water only when tiie surface of the
way, and begin our ascent. The flights are short
A still' Dope's 1 Hard. Milton, -full of long s’s like
pale and meagre description.
ones, but eighteen are stepped over before we
soil appears dry
except in the ease of branch of brown sea-weed balanced a I's. The Vicar of Wakefield. Shakespeare,
Alongside of us.
emerge into the topmost attic
plants in bloom, then, as they drink shark's tooth on either side of a tall light with hideous pictures of noted actors and
as wl* climbed, has been running the strong belt
more at that time, keep them damp all
the
from
the
which carries
actresses, an odd volume of the Spectagreat engine on
power
green pier-glass, in front of which a gilt
the time.
American Cultivator.
the ground floor to the gearing in the roof—a belt
faced clock on four black stilts ticked tor Charles l.amb, Coleridge, and one or
of rubber canvas four feet wide, and perhaps two
It' you begin pruning fruit and ornatwo more.
At the left of the door was a
with aggravating deliberation. An ivory
hundred and fifty feet long.
mental trees and shrubbery wliih young, tusk leaned
w
with
a
broad
indow
When grain is bought—perhaps a hundred car
ledge, on
against the sloping chimney, long low
and follow it up each year, you can form over which
loads from the vast fields of Dakota «»r the wide
hung two painted wooden which a work-basket and some gingham
such
a
as
If
farms
between here and rSt. Paul—the train is
just
top
you want.
your hand-screens with long handles.
In the kept company with a tabby eat. Clifford
backed right into the elevator and stands so that
tree needs spreading out, cut the young
crossed
over
and
sat
down
in
the
ball a piece of petrified wood kept eomsplint
opposite each car door M a receiver, which is
purchase.
shoots oti' just above a bud on the outside
! puny with a horse-hair sofa, an embroid- rocking chair beside it. in which a book. day, lint I didn’t know he put it in
and
Huropean travelers frequently met in the slave kind of vat or hopper, in the platform Rv th I
of the shoot, and if you want to train upered bird with wildly impossible colors, Lady
Montague’s Lectures, lay open. with a sudden impulse she kissed the ret- shambles young ladies offered for sal** to whom help of steam shovels, operating almost automatior
ward, leave a bud on the upper side of and a
had previously been introduced in the sa- ! cally, two men in each car will in ten minutes
sort of scriptural chart, in the bor- | Presently Deborah, coming in with a
icule, blushing beautifully, though Aehsa they
loons of their wealthy parents, in the mansions of iess empty the whole train.
the limit where you cut it off.
Farmer's der of which Solomon
made
room
for
it
on
the
was not looking.
ledge.
slept and dreamed tray,
As fast as the grain is dumped, the receiver deScio. They lmd to endure the agouv of seeing
Advocate.
There is milk and switchel," she said,
mi a RUieen Anne bedstead in the hall of
“Oh!" was that young woman’s brief them dragged away by the brutal Turk, for the livers it to iron buckets holding about a peck each,
bod Almighty first planted a garden,
belts, and travel up
a Greek temple, and Abraham welcomed
••help yourself. And I have just baked, comment. “.So he wasn't a snide, after haughty Mohammedan would allow no ••t'hristian which are attached to endless
and indeed it is the purest of all human
to tins roof
a sort of chimney, called a “leg
dog" to rescue a captive.
so 1 have brought you. some fresh bread.
a fat well-favored angel to a two-story
all. Aren’t you glad ?”
hoist boon bushels
chamber.
These
buckets
will
\\ hen the fleet returned to (onstantinopie. havpleasures. It is the greatest refreshment house, with a latticed window, in which Most people like it."
Olad she might have been, but it was
ing perpetrated its lk-ndisb mission, the whole an hour at their ordinary rate of speed. That is
of the spirit of mail, without w hich build“This is a jewel of a girl," thought Clif- a sorrowful gladness, an aftermirth of
stood geraniums in red Hower-pots. Here,
city was assembled to witness its entrance into equal to one buckft going up dl.ooo times, at tlu*
and
are
hut
handiings
palaces
gross
rate of MO times a minute—tub rably lively work
As the ships rounded a point
too, an old iron movable fireplace, with ford. as he thanked her, and ate and comfort full of thorns, for what could she the Golden Horn
works. and man shall ever see that when
To day up hero in the topmost loft there is noth
ot land which brought them in view ot the royal
brass dogs and a tall wire fender, occu- drank, even tasting the switchel a vile do ?
a salute was fired from ship and shore,
mg doing, and we are saved strangulation. The
ages grow to civility and elegance, men
“Aren't you going to write him?” in- seraglio,
pied the place of a hall stove, and did not compound of ginger, molasses, and vinewhose echoes reverberated along the hills of Eulight hardly penetrates through t he < M webbed
conic to build stately sooner than to garwindows, and the most pulverous of dust lies
gar, much affected by haymakers, but Uiiired Aehsa.
keep any one warm.
rope and of Asia. As the smoke cleared away
den finely, as if gardening were the greatBut to make up for this, the old house which, with the best will in the world, lie
“No,’’ said I leborah, gently and gra\ ely. hundreds of Greeks were seen hanging by the neck everywhere half an inch deep, showing t lie marks
of a few boot soles, many foot prints of rats, and
est perfection.
to the bowsprits and every yard arm. struggling in
[Lord Bacon.
stood on a little knoll, and every window could not like.
Nor send him anv word ?"
the agonies of death. These were the trophies of the lace-like tracks of hundreds of spiders and
Manuring of grapes should lie regulated framed a lovely view of
■•I must paint this girl," he was thinkbills and
“No."
You step over and under broad horizontal
sloping
barbarian triumph. In view of them the shores of bugs
by the nature of the soil. If it he damp
wide valleys, in a mosaic of every shade ing, glancing at I >eborah as she leaned
to let
him think you don't the Bosphorus were shaken by the explosions of belts as you make your way gingerly from one end
“Doing
in most eases a had condition for grape
of the attic to the other.
They run the fans that
of green, decked here and there with the against the window, idly swinging the care ?"
artillery and by the shout of the million of inhabi
I winnow the grain as it comes up in the buckets,
growing stable manure in great quanti- diamond sparkle of a stream.
Aloud lie
tassel of the beaded reticule.
Haven t 1 thought all this time lie tauts who thronged the streets of Constantinople. after which it
is dropped into the hopper, ten feet
|
ties means diseased vine.
I’era, and Scutari.
In dry ground,
Here, under leave of Uncle Kdward. said, “1 should tell you that I have been didn't care '"cried Deborah, passionately.
The sympathies of tno/»■/"'< all over Christen j wide, and twice as deep, that open like hatchways
it has a beneficial effect. Many persons
Now all
in the centre of the tloor.
who had built for himself not far away a doing a little walking tour, but I find this
few
feet
“Humph!” said Aehsa, “hut she can’t doni were with the Greeks. But the governments, j every
of small places have grapes in damp
is perfectly quiet: we arc so high that even the
for various reasons, had declined to interfere.
It
square and hideous brick house with a a pretty country, and 1 don't think I keep me from writing.”
Rut
clamor of'the wharves does not reach us
ground, or can have none. They must tall cupola like a long neck, Deborah and shall go any further."
And never had she taken so much was well understood that the Grecian insurrection j when the
was incited by Russia, as one of the incipient
machinery starts in motion, then fearful
take care to keep the roots near the sur- Aelisa
\
it
is
a
es,
assented
of
care
thenI
over
trouble
country,
or
pi»‘tt.\
of
slackened
of
and
Kstey lived, taking
pen, paper,
handwriting steps by which the Czar hoped to weaken Turkey, roars, and clash cogs,
whipping
face : never crop the ground about them old
father, a gentle, pottering, unsuccess- Deborah. “Vou will like the view from as she did over a little note she wrote on so as to enable him to advance his battalions to belts, assault the ganei. until this whole upper
to destroy the small fibres, if it can be
iu
1
ik•»
a
a
rocks
•■»»gale, and chaff and
coveted
while
window
Thus
the
ship
region
ful man, with a small clerkship some- the hall
Constantinople
,
up stairs,” and Clifford the sly that night by firelight and posted long
dust cloud liie eyes and stifle the throat.
avoided, and even good may often fol- where,
of the complications ot diplomacy.
thankful for his brother’s promptly decided that lie would paint the on her way to school in the morning.
I />/', regardless
meekly
Descending one story, we find anotiier garret.
low, w hen the vines seem falling, to care; were in sympathy with the struggling Greeks, the
For a week or more she wore a face of j
bounty, and never wondering why the view, though, indeed, landscape was not
/.< both of England and France,
regarded I with nothing in it but the square bodies ot tin*
fully follow up the roots, left near the rich old bachelor did not do more for his his line. A wild idea crossed his mind of mischievous
Doing down a second ilight shows us
expectation, and dropped the independence of Greece with apprehension, j hoppers.
the hoppers arc suspended not upon pillars.
surface,-and encourage, as much as pos- pretty nieces.
getting Deborah to take him as a board- mysterious hints: after that her face be- and secretly wished foi the triumph of the Turk. i that
But the shriek which arose from the massacre | but loosely on iron stirrups, so as to shake a little,
sible, those remaining there. Wood ashes,
Hut this was too daring. She had, gan to grow long, and the mischief died
Achsa was a bright damsel of seven- er.
of JScio pierced the ear of Europe. Christian tm j and the iron gate which lets on or shuts off tiebone dust, and such like fertilizers are
with
her
a
little
air
of
all
modern
and
fashionable
as
it
as
was
gentleness,
teen,
shy out of it. She had a long time to wait inanity could no longer endure such outrages. The fall of the grain through the tubular orifice at the
best for grape vines in low ground.
possible to be on no allowance whatever. pride which forbade intrusion. So he lor an answer to her letter, and no wonder, wave of popular indignation swept so resistlessly | bottom is operated by steam.
1 hero are twelve or these hoppers. Sticking i.p
She copied with fair success such styles only talked of himself and of his pictures for this was its address:
aloug that it surged even into parliamentary halls
diaries 1'. Wingate, in a late article on
and regal courts. The combined ileet of England
through the Hour underneath each one gape the
to arouse her interest, till she voluntarily
as penetrated to the sleepy town, wore
Mi: Unit) Ci.irroKii.
and France, almost by accident, encountered the
"Uural Hygiene,'’ gives the fallowing sigdaring mouths ot twelve spouts or sluices, all «*t
a little slang from
\u Artist. Xew York.
which point directly at the gate in the hoppe:. as
suggested that he was welcome to paint
Turkish lleet m the bay of Xavarino. A spark
nificant hint as to the ventilation of cess- .Montagues, picked up
the girls at school, and tried to appear the view, the old house, or any of its bebegging its bounty <.f grain.
Needless to say that Clitford was not tired the train, and a storm of war ensued of but though earnestly
lie says: “To do this two openone ot these 1 11 spouts leads into a bin. near
two hours’ continuance, during which the Turkish
pools,are
Kvery
he
was
not
slow
too
much
wide
with
not
suclongings—a
permission
very
awake,
famous, and he had moved, besides ; so lleet was annihilated. But no sooner was the deed ! or distant, and all are numbered, so that the su
ings
necessary, as is illustrated by
After that lovely, lingering after some
for she was in reality a simpleheart- to claim.
the following simple experiment: Into a cess,
wanderings, Aehsa’s note performed than it was regretted. In a moment of perintendent knows which spout conducts t" any
which
he
saw
and
ad- found its
little girl. Deborah was afternoon during
one bin, and can distribute his cargoes accordingly
common wide-mouthed pickle bottle tit a ed, unspoiled
way to the Dead-letter tillice. generous passion England and France had crippled j
the result of his choice being recorded in cabalis
her elder by four years, and much less mired till that the old house had to show, and was there
in the search for a the energies of the Turk, and had thus facilitated
opened
\
bung; into thisputa piece of tube of any
tic abbreviations upon a blackboard close by
the advance of the armies of the Czar.
in her gentle way than she should heard the story of the grandmother in the clue to the
writer, or the one to whom it
kind, about eighteen inches iong. l-'iil girlish
movable conductor is swung into place bet ween
The battle of Xavarino secured the emancipahave been. On her fell the cares and black frame and the British officer (a was addressed.
But the clerk who open- tion of Greece, and humbled the Turk as. for live the hopper and the spout, the gate nulled open
the bottle with smoke from a tobacco
economies of their
life, and lovely story with a little treason to spice ed it had never seen a more puzzling let- hundred years, he had not been humbled before. and down slides the wheat, with a musically rush
pipe or otherwise, then blow across the the toil and effort tostraightened
Since that day the crescent has been rapidly on | ing noise, into the grateful Mu.
stretch an inelastic it.) and even heard some of Deborah’s ter.
It was dated simply:
To see the bins we descend again, this time
top of the pipe, and you will tiud it will sum of
tbo wane. The battlements of Ottoman power
own opinions as to men and things
Clifover years which seemed
money
I vpnehing 1fo trip of the wide part of the building
11
it.US
not clear the bottle of its smoke.
IS—,
Now
IV,
i are now every where dilapidated and crumbling
his
ford
there.
made good
somehow to have more days, if not more
But
footing
Dkak 111;, fui io.ii>,—D-'borah has just to Jay
Turkey, so long the terror of Europe, can no longer We walk very circumspectly, in the half light,
repeat tiie experiment, but previous to
every time they came round, had little of his holiday was gone, and every round the note you put in grandmother's reticule, stand alone. It now exists only by sufferance. As j amid a maze of beams, stringers, and c :oss pieces
doing so make a hole in the bung, into weeks,
marked a tiny pucker in her forehead, minute that was left would he dedicate aud she is very sorry, br-tsae is very glad, for she the eternal glaciers of the Alps press down into I of wood and iron The whole interior of the ele
which a short piece of pipe is put. Then
fond of you and she thought you didn't
the vale of Chamouni with a power which nothing I vator below this level is now seen to consist of a
and given an anxious arch to her straight to his shy goddess in her grandmother’s is very
blow across the upper opening, and you
care, and had gone iway w.thout saying anything
can obstruct, so is gigantic Russia crowd
I seiies or rooms, between which there is no com
earthly
black brows. All her thought and care gown. Every day his easel was set up on
purpose. Aud 1 thought you were au
down through the passes of the Balkan upon munieation. They are eeihugless. and the only
will find the bottle clear of smoke, as if
ing
in the cool upper hall, and every day
was to contrive that her pretty Achsa
ijiirtl hi,i, hut 1 am glad now you are uot. and I the plains of Turkey, and the doom of the tur- | exit from them is through a spout in thefootbottom.
by magic.
walk.
baned Turk is sealed. Russia has her manifest
should go to church and to school dressed Deborah and Achsa—Acsha first drawn hope we shall see you soon
Peering over the edges from the narrow
1 remain yours truly
A> visa
| we can only guess how far the person would fall
destiny as well as the Fnited States.
Mr. Ira S. Bean, of Mouticellu, raised as nearly as might be in the fashion, her by insatiable curiosity and love of chatter
I’. S —Deborah is m thin
lose his balance, tor the eye cannot
who
should
j reach the bottom : it is
came and sat near him, one on the winlast season on three-fourths of an acre of fresh and dimpled beauty set olf by bright
sixty-live feet below, and
I
The clerk stared at this epistle blankly,
The
iTench
Fian.
colors
dow
of
the
and
sill
other
on
hidden in darkness. Of these deep bins there are
fabrics.
As
for
Subsidy
course,)
herself,
(Achsa,
ground, fifty bushels of corn. His son, it did not dainty
all
the
•
1 U, some twice the size of others.
Sometimes
hardening effect of
the crooked upper steps of the staircase, hilt through
The English are already beginning to be appre
aged lo years, raised on one quarter of found a matter much, she had long ago
routine and custom it made itself felt.
they are all full at once, and hold eight or nine
| hundred
press full of old dresses which her work-basket on the tloor beside her.
of
on their maritime interests
hensive
the
effect
an acre eighteen hundred pounds or thirbushels,
thousand
weighing fifty millions
was a misunderstanding between |
matched the house—short-waisted and By and by Achsa would wander off or Here
of the general subsidy p. m of the French Where [ of
and good for over two hundred thouspounds,
ty-1 w i> and one-eighth bushels of corn, short
two lovers, and the native effort to set it
the margin of prolit is small -and this is the ease and barrels of Hour
sleeved dresses, many too rich and fall asleep on a rug, for these were hot
[ Krnost Ingersoil, in Harper's
being equal to one hundred and twenty- delicate for her
of those who have vessels plying
and sleepy days. Then Deborah, feeling right had wandered away, and who knew 1 with a number
| Magazine for April.
use, but most of dark
bushels
to
the
acre.
This
would
will
be
bard
for
those
on
the
trade
routes—it
eight
great
whether it ever would he set right now '!
who depend on their own exertions to make
indicate that corn can be made a profita- colors, and of those old-time stutfs with it necessary to entertain Clifford, talked, The clerk was a tender-hearted
man, and
Latest
Development in Steamship
no wear-out to them.
and all unconsciously showed what ShaksInto
these
Deborah
in competition with new vessels, so heavily The
money
ble crop in Aroostook.
He had been ! subsidized that their owners can afford to take
Construction.
romantic,
elderly.
though
\
had
with
no
waste
of
in
Milton
Co.
done
time
alterafor
a
mind
peare,
stepped
I
for less than it costs them to carry it. But
tion, and went about the old house like naturally thoughtful and searching. It jilted once, which had injured his diges- freight
There was launched on March '-M, from Messrs
Brighton Cattle Market.
in
its
is
not
to
be
couliued
the
competition
opera
the ghost of her grandmother, who smiled was a lovely nature she thus revealed to tion. though lie had come to realize it as tious to losses on the water, for there are certain Dobie's yard. Govan, the first of three steamers
Boston, Whonksdav, April I:!.
\inomit "J stork :U market: Cattle, H>s2; sheep
at her in miniature from a black painted
and no wonder that from day to day the greatest favor she could have done ; laud trades that may also sutler. Hitherto the j which form an entirely new departure in our comhim,
and lambs,10,47o; swine, 11,5511; veal,11 1; number of
mercial navy. Tho owners and designers of the
frame in the parlor. In winter she cover- he loved her more.
But the end (of all him. iier temper being had. still, the lot wool crops of Australia, Xew Zealand and South
western rattle, .‘KM; eastern cattle, 1 s.I; milch cows
Africa have almost all of them been sent direct to Xotting Hill and her sister steamers the Tower
of
an unhappy lover seemed to have
and northern eattle, 215.
ed what Achsa called her old-time rig things, Deborah half thought) of his holiHill and Li. lgate Hill, now in course of construe
London, to be disposed of there at great quarterly
Friers of beef rattle F loo lt> live weight, extra
with an ample gray cloak, and so could day drew near. The very last of all these more claim on his sympathy than the | auction sales, which are attended by wool dealers tiori by the same builders, have adopted the twm
quality, $0 25a(J 75; lirsl, $5 7550 25; second, $5 00
had
on
his
acuteness.
He
a5 »‘>2‘2; third, $4 47 l-. <j I s71-.; poorest grade of
and manufacturers from France, Germany and this screw system now invariably applied to the armed
go to church without distracting the lovely days had come, and Clifford was government
navies of the world, as they believe the modern
coarse oxen, hulls, etc., $:; 5054 25.
Aehsa’s little letter, and sent it ! country.
The incidental results of this trade
pocketed
with
the
his
of
the
in
the
resolve
in
and
climbing
hill,
congregation;
transatlantic steamer has reached the dimensions
Brighton Hide-, sc ¥ It*; Brighton Tallow, 5r ¥ tt». thoughts
amounts each year to a large sum. in tlie commisto
a friend in New York —a man who did
Countrv Hides, 7c. ¥ It*; Countrv 'fallow. 4 «*41 .<•
summer—well, in summer she did not go. mind to speak out that day, and a little
warehouse charges and other items paid to which require the application ol means that have,
sions,
sketches
and
for
the
who
It.:
¥ lt>; Calf Skills, 12!,r. ¥
weekly papers,
after a long trial, been found to insure speed,
.Sheep Skin-. $T 25« for which we can scarcely blame her.
note in his pocket in case circumstances
But now the largest buyers, the
I Englishmen.
1 75 each ; J.amb Skins, $1 50 52 25 each.
It was a hot and dusty July day. did not favor his speaking by word of was likely to know the by-ways of Bohe- | French, have determined to save these outlays by handiness, and safety The two screws at the
Working Oxen—We quote sales in full
It so happened lie did not know | buying their wool in Australia, and having it stern ot the Xotting Hill will propel her Id knots
1 pair girth 7 ft., 0 inches, live weight 4000 lt>, $152;
1 >eh- mouth.
He was whistling, perhaps to mia.
Achsa had gone to a school picnic.
in French subsidized steamers to Marsoil- when laden, will enable her to turn round almost
1 pair girth 0 ft., 7 inches, live weight 2000 t!>, $120;
the
particular
by-way of Clifford’s abode: il shipped
orali had baked bread and made a rasp- keep his courage up, and pondering on
in her own length, and allow her entirely to dis1 pair girth 7 ft., o inches, live weight 4000 lt», $175;
les
By this means a saving can be made at the :
hut
lie
him
a
successhunted
was
up (lie
1 pair girth 7 ft., 0 inches, live weight 4ooo n>, $150;
short cake; she had dusted the some words by that late Marquis of Mont!
of the English wool factors, and it is also | pense with her rudder, if anything should disable
berry
1 expense
ful
s
1 pair girth 0 ft.,
inch.*,-, live weight 2700 It*, $110; room
lover) with the zealot a fellow-feeling, possible that, by these economical inducements, it. Should an accident befall one set of engines,
they called the museum, and brought rose, about fearing his fate too much, for
1 pair girth 7 ft., o inches, live weight 4000 11>, $175;
the French may persuade the Germans to bin' ! or shafting, or propeller, the remaining set will
in a handful of blazing red geraniums, indeed it had come to this, that if this and at last he found him.
Milch Cows—Extra, $50«70; ordinary, $20 5 45;
propel the vessel at a speed of 10 knots, the aver
wool of them instead ot buying it in England.
And
out
ot
now
last
one
at
-ales
wrung
We
of
2
springers, $18555 per head.
quote
which, stuck in the half of an exploded little country girl should reject him, his
ago of ocean going steamers. Thus the frequent
|
[Boston Herald.
cows and calves at $50.
|
the
of
the
^
many wrongs
wrong-headed I
life would become what he scarcely dared
delays, anxieties, and salvages almost daily result
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West cost shell in the midst of the relics, somehow
muddle of a world was righted, for you
iug from such accidents, will be avoided, to the
landed at Brighton, Iroin 0‘, to 7'.c. 4^ tt> for sheep, looked cool.
and did not like to contemplate.
and 7 to 8c. 4? ll> for lambs.
great relief of owners and underwriters The Not
Distribution of the Profits.
may well be sure that Clifford did not
Ninie people are born to good luck, but
finally, she had been to the barn and
N eal Calves—There were but a few from Maine.
ting Hill is built entirely of steel, and she will dewait over many trains before rushing oil'
We note two sales of lots of 14 and 25, at $5
From the latest official sources of the business liver a larger cargo in her drat than any steamer
smokehouse, and along the fence, where Clifford was not one of these. The pend- to
the old house in New Jersey. It was of 1880, it
head. Prices for veal calves range from 4 to 0e. ty
hens of ill-regulated minds chose to lay, ant and thoughtful Achsa had taken herappears that prosperity and activity now running or building. Her ’tween decks, ready
tt>. live weight.!
litted with sidelights, would carry upwards of a
and had brought in her narrow apron ten self away, but Uncle Edward had arrived dusk, and very damp, and the 1st of were distributed with an impartial hand through
Swine—Fat hogs. All owned by butchers, costthousand steerage passengers, or a whole regiment
out the country, not visiting all iu the same pro
ing 0 *4 to 7c. ¥ It*, live weight. >tore pigs. Only a warm, pink, glowing eggs, and as she on one of his periodical visits of inspec- April, when he knocked again with the
what
was
ot
soldiers upon the one deck. She is provided
iu
one
direction
but
making up
few in market, sucking pigs selling at $2 50 to $4 ¥
crossed the darkened hall to put them in tion, to find out how much more his nieces old brass knocker, and Achsa, when she portion,
with armor tor the protection of her engines and
llow the profits were distributed
lost in another,
head: shoals from f* In sc.
11., live weight, or from
opened the door to him, positively kissed is rather interesting. New York takes the lead in boilers, and with such a number of bulkheads, all
$5 to $12 ¥ head.
the cupboard, her sun dazzled eyes dimly had than they needed.
lie poked and sniffed at everything, him before she stumbled, in her eager- the quantity of exports, increasing from $*1.30,000,- extending to the upper dock, that the steamer
saw the figure of a young man, who stood
when loaded will float oven if any one compart
000 to > 1ST.ooo,otto—lb per cent.: Boston, how
hat in hand, just within the door. The said geraniums were a costly flower, gird- ness, up every step of the old blue stairs. ever, made the
What is Behind it?
Her crank
largest percentage of increase, ris- ment is absolutely open to tho sea
Hut
whom
she
had
been
on
Deborah,
ed
at
an
old
man
had
faded
blue
Deborah
been
there
some
dress
an
increase
of
shafts
are the latest improved built description,
to
from
$.31,000,000
No amount of money can stand in the stead of dusty young
$60,000,000,
ing
j
a series of unHer propellers are of the
90 per cent. New Orleans stands next to New and of Vickers steel.
time, for, having vainly used the knocker, had [Hit on (because Clifford liked blue?) spasmodically practicing
a good name.
It is a blunder everywhere and
same material, and with movable blades.
She is ;
to Boston in
York
in
actual
and
next
all
went
successful
tricks
increase,
day,
April-fool
which grinned at him mockingly, he had and kept the poor girl at his heels till a
1
every time to suppose the loss of rlmractv, can be
when Achsa announced percentage of increase, rising from $81,000,000 to litted with instantaneous hydraulic starting gear
finally tried the knob—one of those wob- parly of sight-seers claimed her. Then ahesitatingly down
that enables the movements of both propellers to j
cent. ; Baltimore increased
ijjl02,000,000—26
per
paid for. Dr. David Kennedy, ofRondout. N. Y
gentleman: and only when Clifford’s her exports about 9 per cent. San Francisco and be controlled at tho same time by a mere child.
bly, uncertain brass knobs, slippery, and came her father and Achsa. and supper
proprietor of the great medicine called “Favorite too small to
and at last Clifford had to go, trust- voice confirmed her vague recognition of Philadelphia, though not behind their sister cities Sue has Harrison’s steam steering gear. Her boil
common to the doors
time,
grasp,
but
little confidence to
Remedy," would have
of our ancestors—and as it yielded, lie ing to his earnest and loving little note, the figure indistinctly seen in the gloam- iu general prosperity, fell off 8 per cent in the ers, ten in number, with 'JO furnaces, are of steel,
of their exports, the actual export of the made upon Turner’s patent principle, which has
recommend the public to buy and use it If hi* turn
had entered the welcome shade, with the in which he had begged for a line to his ing and the fire-light, did she know that quantity
excited so much attention lately, and given such
former being $28,000,000 against $16,000,000 from
•food name were not behind it. But the fact that ho happy consciousness of not being tramp inn in the village before train-time in the her weary waiting was done, the winter Philadelphia.
satisfactory results. She lias four masts and turtle
was over at last, and the spring of joy
has staked his rrptihitiitii upon it ought to be. and
In the total foreign trade, the relative positions backs fore and aft. In the latter ample space for
or peddler. And now in the gloom of the
morning.
which tho firemen and crew is provided. [North British
is, better than a thousand cheap certificates—in hall a tall young girl came toward him
Hut no word came.
He waited over a was come with the singing of birds. of the various cities differ; Now York,
stands first iu exports, also stands first in imports,
Daily Mail
Hazar.
the opinion of the people. The Doctor is a regular
[Harper's
he
to
and
tra
il—two
even
a
rushed
little
in
the
effort
trains;
blinking
up
frowning
Boston second, and then Philadelphia, San Franand
a
as
It
and
while
New
to
see
the
old
house.
was
bolted
in
but
as
if
she
despises
cisco
and
Baltimore
did
Conscientious. A man asked to test a jug ol
physician surgeon,
humbug
shut,
order,
Orleans,
him,
smiling too,
A Chicago editor advertises for a wife who
which stands second in exports, stands last in imwhiskey to see if it was a first-class article, proved
heartily as any man. If you are sick with any not dispute his right to be there. Her barred. Deborah had gone with her unknows less than he does. And if a woman is fool
ports. The order representing their total shares himself conscientious. He gave no snap judgment
complaint of the Blood, Kidneys or Liver, invest short-waisted gown had little pull's for cle to purchase a dress for Achsa, with
enough to answer the advertisement she will be iu the foreign trade is: New York, Boston, Now on just smelling and tasting it. but tried it seven
One Dollar in the “Favorite Remedy," and it will sleeves, leaving her round pink arms humiliation and embarrassment, under a
different times that he might be thoroughly satis
very sure to bo the one lie is looking for. | New Orleans, Baltimore, Philadelphia. San Francisco.
tied before expressing his opinion. [Boston Post.
*2wI5
quite bare; it was very short in the skirt shower of sharp speeches. And after he Haven Register.
[Boston Commercial Bulletin.
speak for itself
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FARMERS' CONVENTION.

The farmers oi ii.ic swtion of Aroostook county
held their semi annual convention in this place
Thursday, April 7th. The afternoon was devoted
What
mostly to considering the question of
crops shall we raise when potato culture ceases to
bo profitable
Remarks were made by Henry
Tilley of Castle Hill, who thought he could make
no profitable suggestion to the convention.
Wm; Otis, Easton, thought the hay crop the
most profitable, but would consume it upou the
farm in place of selling it—looking for profit from
beef, mutton and wool, and the products of the
dairy. Thought potatoes paid better fed to stock
than sold to the factories at present prices.
lb ii. Jewett, Maysville, said he had convinced
himself that potato raising was unprofitable to
him. Was inclined strongly to mixed husbandry
as not only a source of
profit, but as a means to
increase and keep up the fertility of the soil. If
any one article was to be raised as a leading crop,
would certainly raise hay. Rooking, like the pro
ceding speaker, to other sources for direct profit.
Veranes Chandler, Maysville. said potato raising
had benefited him and did not wish too much
blame thrown on this crop,
ii some men had not
prospered pursuing this line, it was quite likely
that err irs in culture, too much attempted, etc.,
were more responsible for the failure. When farm
ers make haste to get suddenly rich by one par
tieular crop, they overdo the tiling and
master is
pretty certain to follow. When potato raising
ceases to be profitable to him he should rely upon
the dairy as the surest source of profit.
E E l’arkhurst, Maysville, thought the potato
crop had paid. Some were yet making money at
it and would continue to do so for some time,
while others had cultivated this crop long enough
and should now go into something else. The most
profit derived had been from clearing the farm and
preparing 'he land for other crops. He regarded
stock raising, earriedon with care and intelligence,
to be the principal business of an Aroostook farm
er if permanent prosperity was expected. Hay pays
to raise and put into stock.
So used it was worth
Si J per ton to every farmer.
Albert Haines. Fort Fairfield, agreed with Air
Farklmrst in the profit derived from Stock raising
F. Wiggiu, Maysville, said certain men were
adapted to certain lines of husbandry, and if pur
sued would prosper, while otiiers with no adapts
tion would fail. If some men like stock raising,
let them turn to that: if others fancied dairying
let them go into that ; hilt no man should take tip
that industry for which he had uo taste or do
adaptation. Mixed husbandry, upon tho whole,
would best answer tlie question propounded for
discussion.
n. VV. Kastman. Fort FtiriieM. said potato rais
ing paid him better tliar any other line ot tanning,
but when obliged from any cause to discontinue
it
he should raise sheep.
Believing that this
branon of farming was most profitable and best
adapted to the tanners of Aroostook.
l>. StijCkney. Presque Isle, did not think the po
tato culture a failure, neither would it ever be in
With time and experience better
this county.
methods would. < me. fewer acres planted but
better cultivation and consequent success and
pi <dit.
The subject of stock raising was then taken up
by K K. Farkburst, gave a brio*t history of the differs m breeds of catth*. He urged upon his brother
farmers the ne.d oi raising thoroughbred stock
and stop the breci ing <•!' so called natives. He was
more ravorald** to the short horns than any other
breed and thought them best adapted t«* ti >
county
[Presque Isle North Star.
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The unsolvabie <otiuudrum about our dairy t*x
liibit at the Slate Fairs still awaits a solution. Mr.
Prince essays a little sale light upon the matter,
but does not attempt to solve the difficulty. Two
or three remarks are pertinent by way of com
urent.
The statement <-f what things the man
agers try to keep m view shows how entirely so
intelligent a man as the President ot the Society
fails to comprehend the situation or its needs
The premiums arc arranged according to the
value of an article, and the trouble, risk and
expense of getting them to the'Fair. This Sounds
very satisfactory, but it is a most superficial state
merit, and falls entirely short of meeting the ne\ trotting horse or a pamcessities of the ease.
pered, over-fed bullock is assumed to represent‘a
and
large investment: therefore a
heavy capital
larger premium and extended notice ; but a little
dab ot butter which a housewife can take under
her apron or few pounds ot cheese can be tucked
into a corner with a temperature of xo deg and
run for luck.
There lies, we will saj a cwt. of cheese in that
It represents- no parcorner awaiting its luck.
ticular amount of value, and no trouble, risk or
Is that true
expense in getting it to the Fair
Let us see. That modest cwt. lying there without
••friends" or “influence." represents the whole
capital invested necessary to its production. If it
represents anythirur. it represents the whole season's work t>f the factory, and that ct the cow
It represents
owners who furnished the milk.
tirst, the cows, their care and keeping through the
season, the labor of milking, cooling and delivery
at the factory, for at least six days in the week, tor
from three to live months of the year: second,
the investment in the factorv building and appara
tus. also (what really is of little importance) the
-kill and reputation ot the maker: and third, the
sum total of the value of the manufactured article
as it tills the shelves of the curing room. Will {unintelligent arithmetician in the State do me the
favor to figure out the value" of that product and
the trouble, risk and expense" in the putting that
representation of twenty or more tons < ! cheese
Will some one
upon the boards of the State Fair
further please state which represents the more
value this little cwt or the horse or bullock yon
der. m their spacious pens
further, suppose one ot those square blue boxes
of Mr. Bennett's blitter so well known to many m
Bangor, had been put oil exhibition. It might
have been said in the same strain. Here is a lot
of butter, perhaps sixty pounds: possibly will
bring twenty cents ; twelve dollars ail told." I
will ask the same man of figures. “Does that state
ment in anv adequate measure set forth the value
Let one visit that establishment
as an exhibit
Look
and see what it costs to make that butter.
over that barn with it> superior accommodations,
count up the number of choice cows, see that milk
house with its spotless purity, the careful ar
rangements of temperature, the dairymaid with
her untiring and ceaseless assiduity, the great
farm to support, the cattle, the skill and energy of
Mr. Bennett himself, and then say what other sin
gle entry at the Fair “represents" any more than a
box of butter w<mid.
The utter
Another word by way of comment
worthlessness of the award of the average commit
tee. as assigning any true position to the goods
passed upon, in the large markets to which of ne
cessitv producers must look for remuneration, is
only two well known. An award of the State Fair
might be an index ot absolute merit for the general purposes of trade and reputation. Is it so ! Let
those who frequent the fairs say. Without intending to charge anything of personal design on the
part of the managers, the whole method or lack of
method about the dairy intcres* i> as radically
wrong as it well could be
| Maine Farmer
■
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MAl’s

boy knows that a dispute in regard
boundary line between Maine and New
school

the
Brunswick came near involving the 1’nited States
third war with Great Britain, in is.’fo. The
boundary was linallv set tied by the treaty negoti
ated by Daniel Webster with Lord Ashburton in
lsiq
The otlieial survey was made by Major .1.
D. Graham, head of the scientific corps, assisted
several
civil engineers, among whom were Folby
liot T. Lully of Augusta and Lieut. George Thom
of Portland !l began at Monument No. \" at the
source ot the St Groix river and extended along
tiie Maine New Hampshire. Vermont and New
York frontiers fur hundreds of miles, to the point
where the rivers- cut Lawrence forms the natural
hi. imlary between <mtari" and the latter Stall
A
.-cries of :V* map- was prepared at Government ex
pcu.se for reference in case of dispute, and a large
mini her of copies printed
These were prepared
ill Philadelphia, when a lire broke out in a build
mg where they were stored, and only three com
plete sets were rescued trom the tlames. die ot
these is in tin- National Library at Washington
another is owned in Portland u hiie the third and
last was purchased for the State Library by Major
Dickey, in lsxo. he having got an appropriation
from tiie Legislature for the purpose. Last winter
it was decided to have the maps mounted and
colored, in order that their value might be en
hanced. Smith and Beid. State binders, mounted
the maps in tiie highest style : the art, and Mrs
K R. Pierce of Augusta was selected to do the
This was a task which involved
water coloring.
The
seven weeks of patient, backaehing work.
were
so
large that they could not be placed
maps
it
an
easel,
and
was
to
them
necessary
upon
spread
upon a table. They are upon the scale of two
inches to the mile and every village, store, land
mark, brook, lake, or hill, along the vast stretch
of boundan, is depicted. The islands m the St.
John and St Lawrence rivers are colored, so that
a glance is sufficient to tell one which belongs to
the Fnitcii State and which to Canada. The coloring is very nicely done the boundary lino is
represented by a narrow streak of red which runs
from map to map. Gentlemen who have seen the
set belonging to the I nited States Government do
not hesitate to pronounce the set belonging to
this State much more artistically and clearly col
ored and therefore more valuable tor ready refer
encc than the former.
The set at Portland is un
colored. The maps will be placed in a black wa!
nut case and put in the State Library tnis week.
Should any complication arise over the great
northeastern boundary they would be of almost
priceless value. ( Kennebec Journal.
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11 was announced from the pulpit of the First
Church, on Sunday, that Hr. Robert <L Stanwood.
formerly principal of the \Yaterburv Knglish and
Classical School, who suddenly disappearetl last
summer while visiting lus mother in Brunswick.
Me., and was thought to have been drowned, had
been heard from in Brunswick, Ua., whore he
was recovering from a severe attack of brain fever.
Dr. Stanwood was spending the summer vacation with his relatives in Brunswick. .Me., and ex
pected to return to \Vaterburv in September to
again take < barge of the Classical School. On the
afternoon of Aug. -•’» lie complained of uot feeling
very well, and thought that a row on the bay
would do him good, lie procured a boat and
started down from Bunganiie. which is about three
miles west of Brunswick, about ! r. m. lie rowed
down the bay as far as Little Flying Point, and
was seen to go ashore and cut a bush which beset
lie then proceeded on his
up in a boat for a sail,
way down the bay. and was next seen oil Crab
Island about five and a half miles from Bunganiie
landing. His coat was oft', and he was evidently
making a strong effort to force his way through
the eel grass that impeded his progress.
He finally got clear of this, and )vas seen to rise
and put ou his coat and to throw the bush over
board. He was not, so tar as could bo learned,
seen after this, lint, his boat was found next day on
Spruce Point, the lower eud of Cozzen's Island,
and about ten miles from Bunganiie landing. In
the boat were found one oar and Dr. Stan wood’s coat
and hat; the latter was placed under the inside
rail in a way to prevent its blowing away. The
boat contained no water, nor were there any marks
to show that it had suffered injury. Dr. Stanwood
had with him a light cap which he was accustom

eil to w ear when rowing, and this accounts for his
bat being found in the position named.
It was an extremely hot day. and as I)r. Stanwood had complained of pains in his head, it is
possible that he was overcome bj* the heat.
W bile in an unconscious condition the boat
may
have been carried out to sea by the tide and lie
may have been picked up by a passing steamer or
vessel of some kind, and the boat being abandoned
it drifted back oil the incoming tide to the poiuf
where it was found
Brain fever may have su
pervcued rendering it impossible for the doctor to
clearly explain his position. Knough was probably gathered from his delirious talk to lead those
who had the care of him to the belief that his
home was iu Brunswick, (ia.. instead of the town
of the same name iu Maine, and tlnther he was
sent.
The latter place is a seaport town about
miles from Savannah. [Bath Times.
II!K
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Pour arrivals from old Sweden have recently
been added to the colony at New Sweden.
Storer the pedestrian, is said to be the best
swimmer in Maine
It is said he can swim twenty
miles at a stretch with comfortable ease.
One thousand tons of quartz have been
quarried
the past winter a few miles below Bath and a por
tion of it has been shipped to Massachusetts. It is
a very white and clean looking stone and is said to
realize about Si 50 per ton. It is stated that glass
is made from it and also that it is used for making
a coating for stone ware.
Sandpaper is also made
from it.
Luther P Hurd, the agent for the Illustrated
Bible, who was kicked to death at the Grape hotel
Lancaster, i‘a by the proprietor, belonged in
Sanford.
W A. Waterhouse, late publisher of the Maine
Standard. .Augusta, is reported failed and offering
his creditors d0 cents on Si
Judge Appleton informs a reporter ot the Bangor Commercial, in regard to the questions sub
mined to the Court by the Council touching the
power of removal of officers by the Governor, that
a decision will not be rendered
probably before the
Judges meet at the regular law term.
The Milton Mining and Milling Company's
Works, in Sullivan, will soon be lighted with the
electric light of the system as applied by Prof.
Edison.

INSANE ASVLl'M.

The Augusta Journal says that the trustees of
the Maiue Insane Hospital were iu session at Augusta on Tuesday and Wednesday, up Tuesday
bids were received for the erection of the new pavilion authorized by the legislature. The legislature restricted the trustees in putting
up this
building to a sum not exceeding £-4,00(1. The
of
the
plan
building which ♦he trustees desire to
erect was drawn by Mr. F. II. Fassettof Portland,
uud the proposals received for erecting this addition
were all in excess of the limit fixed
by the legisla
ture. Mr. \\ J. McCallum, the clerk of the trustees,
tendered his resignation. The trustees, feeling that
inasmuch as the number of inmates was constantly
increasing, it would be wise to increase the medical
force to the former number,elected Horace B Hill.of
Lewiston, as second assistant superintendent. Dill ill is a young man, about BO years of age : gradu
ated at Bowdoin College in the class of 1S7B. aud
is a graduate of Long island Medical
College Hos
pital of Brooklyn. N V. He was very highly recommended by many of the leading physicians in
Maine He has been giving, for some time, his at
tention to the study of insanity, and proposes to
make this speciality Ins life work. The trustees
instructed the .Superintendent, a-, soon as prac-ti
cable. t<» cause all insane convicts from the State
Prison and from the county jails, convicted f high
crimes, committed to the Hospital, to be confined
in a hall or iu lodges by themselves separate from
other inmates of the Hospital
IN
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Plaisted 1ms renominated .1 B Redman as
Judge of the Kllsworth Municipal Fourt Mr. Red
iimu was once rejected
by the Executive Council,
and Kllsworth is without such official at the
present time
The Sentinel says that the axe factories at West
Waterville are now driven to their full
capacity,
but work m the scythe shops is verv slack, com
paratively no orders being tilled.
It is estimated that the expiration of the
McKay
patent, which it is said wili occur next August,
will he a saving t<» the shoe manufacturers ot Annum of SJii.iiiiii per year
The next Fair of the Kennebec Founty Agricul
-oral Society will be its semi-centennial, and no
e'bjit will be spared to render it one of its best.
Frank A Sturgis, a former resident of
Augusta,
‘bed recently at Knoxville. Tenn
He was :U
years ot age. and leaves one child. He married
the second daughter of ex-Fovernor Fonv. who
d;vd ill Augusta, just after arriving home from Philadelphia a year ago last May.
The body of the O'Brien bor. who was drowned
in tlie Machias liver last winter, was discovered
by Mi Feurge Perry, while at work on the logs on
1 hursday afternoou about six o’clock, onlv a short
distance from where he went
through the ice
The Kllsworth American rather destroys the ro
inautic story copied last week from tin* Kennebec
Journal. It says:
While Miss Bartlett im> all
flic energy and ability with which she is credited,
and richly deserves the good fortune attributed
to her, neither sin* nor her
parents are aware that
she has lost an uncle or has had such a fortune left
her.
Lewiston girls are n«»l to be trilled with
A
young man iu that city undertook to h ave town
the other morning, hut instead
passed the dav in
the lockup.
His intention of marriage was
tin*
promptly published
following morning
Mr
has. Otis, of otis, has in his possession a
scl of chairs and a brass candlestick over |i n years
old
Also a pair of andirons, brought over from
France, at the time f the French Revolution.
1 hey are :„’J inches in height. < f verv line material
c.illed Kings metal Their loim is an < b *lisk with
<>"\
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largo number

of portraits of Merrill, the Fhina
aiatricide. has been sold to
who have a
morbid desire to possess a likeness of he murderer.

people*

Merrill puts his autograph. Mr. Fhus Merrill.' on
the back of them. He writes
rapid!v- and in a legible band.
1 he story about 1,is
being unable to
read or write, is ail moonshine.
A model postal cai fa> just been turned out ol
the company.-, shop at Waterville. and will be
put
on the through Pullman train from
Bangor to Bos
ton
Heretofore tic* j -tal cars have been used
par: A for baggage, l\i uns is to be used entirely
1,1 tbe postal service
If is finished in white ash.
and i- fitted up with all the modern conveniences
l.'o- I nion Lite Insurance
Foiupauvreorganized
-•u the Idtli under the act ol last
winter. and tilled
the vacancies iu the board of directors
by the
i.oice of the
following Haniel Sharp of Boston
L R Scceomb. of West Newton :
<
Henry Hutch
U-. of Boston :
Percival Bouncy, of* Portland
1 red K Richards, of Fauiden: Thomas A
Foster,
ot Portland; Henry L
Paine. (f Portland ami
F.
Mariptis
King, of Portland The first throe
were members of the old board.
Kents are very scarce in the vicinity of Hover
Tim American says that the Last Bluohill
Bap
Hst church-building committee, were
very much
encouraged, this week, on receiving a loth r from
Bon. hugene Hide, enclosing a cheek for >.‘»o to
wards paying off their indebtedness.
A few mouths ago a man
residing in Atkinson,
wore a*, ms wife s funeral the same suit of
clothes
><it. pants, vest, hat and boots
that lie had on
at their
J4
wedding
years prior.
nit- chj
government ol i.armner lias decided,
not to appropriate
any money to the library build-
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and who was adjudged insane and committed to
the Hospital, was disci.urged
Thursday. Durmg
Ins sojourn at the Hospital he
gained nearlv sixl\
pounds in llesh.
1 tie Mail says ills.- Alum Kldeu. sister of
Air .1
i. Hi den. ot U aterville. is err route for
South
A trice under an
engagement to teach music in
"Bnmmhoir Female Seminary,' in Stdlcnboch.
near ('ape Town
The Telegraph reports several cases of
tvpboid
lever ill Brunswick, also
diphtheria, and'everybody having colds as a diversion.
The Dockland cement works have shut down,
having manufactured taster than llie cement was
sold.
Due hundred and sixty two thousand bushels of
potatoes were purchased at the starch factory iu
Fort Fairfield, last season.
There is a handsome portrait ot Annie Louise
Carey iu the May Harper
llic North Bridgton lady who
put her foot into
a bucket ot
water, wa> more than matched bv
another who iu passing through ashed with
apaii
lul ot slops and greasy dish water, sli
pped in a
hole in the door and fell headlong,
ducking the
whole id her head iu the sav
ry contents ut the

pail.

1 hen will be a daily line ol' steamers between
Bangor and Bar Harbor next summer
Last Corinth bus been thrown into great excite
incut by the absconding of a citixen with his
steplaughter. The man took all the money lie could
hire, and went oil to parts unknown with two
good horses, an express wagon and a good supply
ot provisions.
He left two children by a former
wife, anil one by the present wife whom he has
gist deserted. It is said lie has mother wife and
ehild living somewhere in the West
Thursday afternoon anrost painful accident hap
pened on board a sellr at Bangor The vessel was
getting a hawser aboard a steam tug to tow down
the river when the line caught Ui'urv \\
,,m of
('apt. Eaton, breaking Ins leg inafrigh'tl manner
at the ankle
It is not yet amputa'ed. The
buy
is only thirteen years old
('apt Charles Caler, a surviv ur of the wai ol I8r>
is living iu Waldoboro. The
sloop Alary sailed
Iroui the port of Waldoboro tor Boston oil I he ol h
ol
1*1
June
I. and was captured the next day
day
otl'Cape Ann by a barge from the British frigate
Junou
('apt. Jacob Caler, Charles W Caler.
Henry Caler and James Benner were taken prisoners and the sloop burned
The prisoners were eon
veyed to Halifax and thence to England. Capt
Caler is now eighty six years old
Benjamin
Brown and Benjamin Kinscll of Waldol.oro were
also prisoners at Dartmoor.
Senator Frye went Thursday morning to the
Treasury Department and introduced to the Score
tary the Presidents of two banks iu Maine. These
banks own considerable amounts of -i
per cent,
and (1 per cent, bonds, and tiro Presidents said
they
were perfectly wilting to surrender both
classes
and take :U per cents, iu exchange in accordance
with the oiler of the Secretary.
The new Cony High School building, at
Angus
ta, is finished, and seems to be a very elegant
structure, judging from the description ill the Augusta Journal
Just a ton of Chicago beef came into Lewiston
Friday morning, and was all sold out in ail hour.
The beef was all hind quarters and was sold tor
1

ten cents

a

pound.

On April 28th at the First Parish church, Bruns
wick. Miss (iracc Dupee. daughter of President
Chamberlain, of Bowdoin College, and Air. Horace
<1 wynne Allen will be united in
marriage.
The municipal debt of Wiaeasset has been reduced during the past year the sum of $2,801. and
is now fill,020 tilt. The railroad debt is
$178,HAD ti7.
The defaulted coupons and accrued interest is
$18,020 07.
The Dexter Cazette sanctum has been gladdened
by a full blown dandelion, and the dockland
Courier has received a box of garden sass'' from
Florida
The Aroostook Times says: Pine lumber is not
entirely a thing of the past in this section. At
Alexander's steam mill in Linneus. mar be seen
eighty nice pine logs, each from 2.7 to .70 feet in
length, and averaging in size about 2 feel in diameter. Three of the logs measure over H feet in diameter at the butt
Kverett Smith. Esip. has. we are glad to learn,
entirely recovered from a long and serious illness.
Rev. Dr Hamlin, formerly of Bangor Theologi
cal School, is succeeding admirably as
president
of Aliddlebury College. Vt and will be
inaugurated as permanent president July 7th
The erection of an opera house in
Bangor is
assured, and a corporation to be known as the
House
Opera
Bangor
Company, with a capital
stock of $80,000 has been organized
Rockland teamBters have been engaged in a
strike.
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Mr. Roach says
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The

Senator

Surly

Senator.

voice is

Doubling's

lor

war

against

President Curtield's administra-

tion,

it

as

Hayes,

against that of President

was

lint this

really

concerns

no one

bands.

President

Hayes, it is true, but
since then lie has lost some ot his Demto

ocratic allies, and

the
open
latter course, as his well-wishers hoped
ami believed lie would do.
The nomination of

Conkling as a basis tor his hostilities
against a Republican administration, and
the President certainly need have no regrets

The civil

fears

concerning
Judge Robertson

or

sented.

the issue preis, in the lir.-t

in every way competent for the
position, and in the second place, lie is as

Republican

Mr.

the nomination.

able

do.

to

This lie will

The tact

Conkling’s egotism
the better of him.

rectly described
sneer."
his

is

and
Rob

him

as

He lias made

of insolence.

ing,

as

a

hardly

that

lie

Senator

vanity have got
Ingersoli has cor“a well-dressed

study

of tiic art

It characterizes his hear-

expression and

his

and

language,

he lavishes it upon friend and foe alike.
All his abilities are exerted in this direction.
He is quite indifferent to legislation

affecting public interests. It is only
in executive sessions, and when he wants
to demonstrate that he is a bigger man
than a Republican President, that his
voice is heard.

Disturb the tenure

otiiee ot one of his

followers and he dons

Ids

01

paint and rushes into the thicktight: but when the Republiparty and Republican measures arc

war

star

at a

the

exposing
absurdity
ship arguments, which have already been pretty thoroughly ventilated.
to

of

the free

Mr. Roach thinks that
nut build

He

a

nation that

ships cannot afford

to own

can-

them.

savs--

No nation that did not build its own
ships ever
held the tirst place on the sea.
Kngland has more
than *57ll.0lJi),<K!0 invested in
ships. She could
not afford to own such a tied hail she been
obliged
to buy it in
foreign ship yards and send that
amount of capital out of her own
country. To
maintain such a lleet costs „t least ten per cent, of
the whole value, or *57,000,000 a year. Could
any
nation stand such a drain of gold as that l To re
g un our lost carrying trade we ought to invest
sloil.lKMI.OOO in ships within a few years, and to
increase investments from year to tear. Could we
send that capital out of the country without iniurv
to every interest in it !
Franco and Germany have shown what disadvantages non shipbuilding nations labor under
Tuey have had the full privilege of “free ships,"
and in all other conditions of
competition with
Kngland have been equal. *.. cheap capital and
labor, rates ot taxation and mail compensation to
steamship lines The following shows what ton
nage tlu-.-e nations own compared with that of
Kngland. the Fnited States and Norway
N ation.
No. of ships. Total Tonnage.
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It is of a very ephemeral order of litera-

hardly

bottom of
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number of very indifferent books by the
same author, after lie had revealed his

seem

That Husband of Mine."

Dennison,

Mrs.

its

author, had been writing
years; goody-goody stories,

stories for

but whose

have been

names

These ventures have been
the

A

of Boston.

Co.

is known

It

to

Last week’s storm

Kuglund
ported.

tain the works of

prominent
The ty pography is in the best
writers
style of the art preservative and the binding very quaint and pretty. The initial

ed

an

honora-

ble family in the old Colony of Massachusetts will invest it with additional interest to American

readers.

The story
opens in France but the scene is soon
changed to Cape Cod. The actors are
French nobles and

cleverly

arc

l’uritan rustics and

drawn.

There is

no

attempt

sensationalism, but the book abounds
in incident, and has a most ingenious and

at

complicated plot.
rife

as

Speculation

to the author, who it

is

already

is said had

the christening of the series.

very
along the New
and many marine disasters are rc

Senator Davis, of Illinois, is endeavoiing to
a David Davis
partv for 1881.

Solon Chase has been
No doubt the

!

people

talking in

out

Frank Fogg has the measles
it

Illinois

a

tint small pox

isii

and

Fishin'i;.

business done in

dipping them

a

lobsters small and
not abundant.... When the sardine factories in
Hast port are in full blast, between three and four
;

thousand dollars are paid out every
Saturday to
laborers in. and connected with the factories_
1 he W big says that the sea salmon at the Broad

article

the poet
Review for

Longfellow
(North American
April) Anthony Trollope, after stating that Longan

fellow had

on

never

seen

the country de-

scribed in the poem of Kvangeline, says
that in his own writings all liis clergymen

“have been but pastors and parsons of
the

imagination," and then adds:
has been with Longfellow, and

“So it
! doubt

much whether those who go southward
down the Mississippi will find the scenes
which he

paints.”

conclusion

This is

an

erroneous

the part of Mr. Trollope.
If-Mr. Longfellow did not see with his
on

eyes the

regions

in Nova Scotia and

tration had resolved to

In a test case to determine the
legaliiv of the
celebrated anti-treating law of Wisconsin H was
found that the law was inoperative, because of an
error in its
supposed enactment.

incubatory house, Bangor, are now rapidly
hatching and thousands of diminutive tish can be
seen under the
ways darting about. The entire

street

The first arrest in Wisconsin under ti e anti
treating law was id the news editin' ot the Alii
waukee Evening Wisconsin. He "set 'em
up" for
a friend with a desire to make a test ease.

l<*t of sea salmon will b hatched soon, it is
thought,
and be ready tor distribution about
May loth, allowing the usual time. 30 days, for the absorbtiou
ot

the

yolk

sack.

These salmon will be

placed

the Penobscot river, with the exception of one lot
which will be* put in the Saco ueurits head waters
in New Hampshire. The land locked salmon, too,
aie

<i<>ing finely,

hatch

'*ii

warm

weather will

time... .The Rockland Fourier
reports

lobsters small but

caught

and with

plentiful

large quantities

are

Owls Head... .Seth Croen says the
iakenand ponds of New York, properly
cultivated,
would annually produce tish of the \aiue of
near

live millions of dollars..
Mr. Alden Condon, of
Mat inicus, has published a pamphlet giving marks
and directions tor

vicinity

of that

finding fishing grounds
island.

He

has fished

in the
on

the

grounds for 3 > years-The steamer Cambridge
had on freight from Rockland 1 i’th inst. 300 bbls of
lobsters, worth $8 per bbl. inthe Boston market_
A

Lewiston fish-dealer is

collecting

statistics in

regard to the amount and kinds ot fish sold in the
city: the several species of tish which inhabit the
brooks and ponds in the vicinity, how
many of
the above are sold in the market, etc
These sta
tisties are collected in answer to a long

category

by Prof. Baird, of the Smithsonian Insti
lute, to all cities of over 10,000 inhabitants. The
tacts collected in this way will
probably be used in
connection w ith tne census.... Work began in the
sent out

Camden sardine

Healers claim that the standard of
butter is getting higher every year,
would readily sell for a choice article a
ago is now put down as second or third

in

thirty-

In

Latest returns from C’hio show that 800 I
persons
were killed and 10.000
injured by the recent earthThe
which
sultered
quakes.
mi st is Nelocality
vita, where FJ00 were killed

factory last week_The lirst
trout of the season was
caught in the Audroscog
gin Thursday-The Booth hay canning factory is
(b»ing a good business. Week before last about
1 -.000 cans were
put up, one ioat bringing in -Jl
ooo
.Smelts have been caught
pounds of lob-ters
at the head of Franklin
Bay in large quantities.

I

tirst-class
and what
tew

vears

rate.'

Lust year t Uicago tarnished ten divorce sails to
every seventy nine weddings, there being an
average ot two and one eighth divorce suits per
day instituted in that city throughout llie t ear.
It was not tlie widow of the (unions John
Brown who called at the White House and asked
tor ail otliee, but Mrs J IV Brown whose husband
had been interpreter in the government service.
The Legislature of North Carolina lias
passed a
liberal public school law than the State has
had
This
is
the
best
indication
recently
that has
come trom North Carolina since the outbreak of
the war
more

The James brothers, notorious Missouri bank
robbers and desperadoes, have been discovered by
the United States marshals near Adainille,
Ky
They, with friends, are strongly fortified and offer
desperate resistance.
At midnight, Sunday, the ninth decennial census
of (treat Britain and the seventh of Brent Britain
and Ireland under the authority of Parliament,
was taken
it is estimated that tlie
population
will reach J.t,UUO,(IUO.

By tlie will ot tlie late Stephen N S'ockwell
$.'>Ulio is left to the Massachusetts Homo-ipatbic
hospital for a tree bed for sick and destitute
printers; SI(Hil) is left to eaeii ot seveial missionary and charitable institutions.
Fred Grant lias forwarded his resignation as 1st
Lieut, in tlie fourth cavalry, and Burnt. Colonel on
the staff of tile Lieut General of the
Mr.
army
Grant will accept a position in tlie employ'of the
Chicago, Texas and Mexican railroad

Thursday

last

was

the sixty third anniversary of

the birthday of the present form of tlie ll ig of 'the
photographic accuracy. The site of “the
United States, as adopted and established by- Con
Conkling whatever Federal patronage he little village ot (trand-lTe' may be visitgress in ISIS, when it was for the first time hoisted
ed
over the House of Representatives
and
its
now has.
to-dav,
He would be all the better for
surroundings arc just
as Longfellow
Smi'i'iNi;
1
iK.ms
All
has
Tim
little*
a little wholesome
So
steamers
those condemned to deatli for connection
i
Nellie
painted them.
discipline. The counwith the Czar's assassination, namely, Roussakoll,
Kan-* and Little Buiteivup weie launched at
with
the
has
of
the
been
lower
surfeited with his sneering
try
scenery
Mississippi Oakes'
Miohaeloffi Kibaitschilisi'ii. Jeliaboil' and Sophie
'ard. Brewer '1 hursday, in the presence ot
it is depicted in the most truthful colors,
and snarling.
Pieoffsky, weie hanged in St. Petersburg Friday
a large concernse of
The boats were
sjui-tators
morning Miehaeloff's rope broke twice.'
and with perfect accuracy in detail. let oil the
ways at about a quarter past ten o’clock ;
Sergeant Bates, who achieved notoriety byThe doctrine asserted by Judge J. s. There is no
difficulty whatever in finding they "lid into the water gracefully and without ac- mare iiing through the southern slates and part ot
Black and others, that a State Legisla- “the scenes which he
cident
i he Polly, a small schooner owned
bearing tlie American Mag, is reported dyby- Kurope
(Longfellow) paints."
ing in abject poverty in Say brook, Hi. 11,. baa a
Lewis
A
ret of South Thomaston, which is
ture may at will regulate the fare and
Of course we must accept Mr. Trollope's
repair
wife and six children to be left destitute
at Rockland. is said to lie 77
years old. She
freight changes of railroads incorporated statements concerning the pastors and mg
The ollicers and soldiers at Fort Adams have
was built i:i
Anmsbmy, Mass-The price of lime presented Ida Lewis,
keeper of Lime li,.ck light
by the State, and which is in some de- parsons who figure in his own writings.
has dropped to on cents per cask in Now York, and
house in Neyy port. R. I harbor, with a solid silver
sustained by decisions of the Suas
a
from
gree
reward
Rockland
to
that
for
her bravery in
freights
port are dull at -JO teapot
Kngland.2I.8S7
saving tyro
11,5)8.000
A Republican Senator, whom Charles
soldiers from drowning in the harbor last «inter.
fnited States. 0.181
cents per cask-It appears that the remarkable
preme ( ourt, is very cle.irlv shown 1»v
“,043,000
l'ranci. 3,000
the special Washington corres- turbot shaped yacht Livadia. built for the late
The Republican plurality in
080,000
.Michigan will reach
George Tieknor Curtis, in an article in N'ordhtiH,
Germany. 3,403
about to,00(1
1,103,000
The prohibition vote lias increased
ol the New York Herald vouches Czar ot Russia, is likely to prove a complete fail
pondent
Norway. 4,313
1,443.000
the North American Review for
from 1000 last tall to 1-J.OOO, due to the failure oi
on
April
ure
At present she is lying at Ferro), in
tor tis “a candid and moderate
These tigures are official, and speak for themSpain, Hie legislature to submit to tlie people a consti
man,"
“The ownership of Railroad I’ropertv,”
selves.
Kitife Norway, building her own ships,
thus explains the object of the Bourbons waiting for repairs, though it is her first voyage tutional amendment prohibiting tlie liquor tratlie.
owns more
to be an unjust and
tonnage than either France or Ger
.Messrs \\ (i Sargent A Co and Capt Win.
arbitrary exercise of and the
Tile New York Herald, m
concluding a long ar
many, and we own more than France and Germany
policy of the Republicans
1)
tio.ver
of Sargeutville are about to commence
tide on Secretary Winduin'* plan for
The
which
combined in spite of all obstructions. I leave it power.
this actheory upon
taking care
the
Presidential canvassSenators Bayard,
During
of the maturing ii | er cents say s that
lor the “free
a
three
there is
masted
schooner of about BOO tons
building
ship advocate to explain these curl
tion is predicated is that railroads being Hampton and others went into Virginia, denotinc
reason to wish the Secretary the fullest sue
every
ous facts
lie cannot well say that France and
to be used in the hard pine trade.
eii Mahono and declared it the dntv of
burden,
She
cess
with
his
every Demplan, because in every detail it pro
Germany do not need more ships, for they do not dedicated to public use, “must submit to ocrat to vote against him : and now that
will b<* built with a centre board, in order to
motes the public interest and guards’ the
Mahono
go
Treasury
carry one third of their own products.
Besides, be controlled
has taken them at their word and lias left them he
the
for
the
comby
public
over Southern bars.
France has just awakened to the necessary rela
The firm of Goss, Sawy er A
Fx Secretary Kvarts and party readied London
is again denounced as a traitor and a wretch
I,
tion between ship building and ship owniug, and
mon good."
II this principle apnlies to for one, do not mean to be deceived
at Bath, Me
on Saturday, eu route lor the
turns out more wooden ton
monetary conference,
by this pro' Packard
has passed a hill to encourage
which opens al Paris, Tuesday. Kngland declines
tence. It is
shipbuilding at railroads, it must also
to me that the aim of the South
It has
nage than any other concern in the world
home by ottering a bounty for every ton built in
apply to other era leaders plain
to participate,
is to crash out white opposition, as
a representatiye of the
although
France for use in the foreign trade.
about son men employed m its
in
common carriers, and indeed to all kinds they have already crushed out black
India government will attend
simply n, -watch'
opposition, to a large number in the forestyards, addition
and to perpetuate and make permanent that
the proceedings
out ma
I lie concession of free material which of business
getting
Nothing can be accomplished
politwhich receive public patron- ical
without
known
as
the
solid
monstrosity
Kngland.
South
ferial-The largest ship ever constructed iu Bath
The
the free ship advocates are
willing to age. There is a good deal of demagogery very spirit in which they have attacked Mahonc will be built hv Albert 11 at horn the
Secretary V\ indorn, referring to the returns from
coming sumand in which they speak of and deal with indemake amounts to very little, as Mr. Roach
behind this discrimination against rail- pendents in the South
holders of the six per rent, bonds, says the
She will bo of the following dimensions.
mer
pros
proves the absolute necesof refunding exceeds all bis
shows clearly.
Ninety-five per cent, of road corporations. The popular side is sity of breaking this Southern solidity at once and Length of keel. T-V. feet ; breadth LP feet, depth peels of the success
Some of the Treasury ollieials
anticipations
at all hazards.
prethe cost of a ship is for labor, and as labor
She will register TJOU tons
•JS feet
Building dict that the government will not lie required to
always that opposed to corporations. But
The Macbias I nion recently published some ex- operations will be commenced the latter
is better paid in this country than in this
of pay out more than ten millions of easn for repart
ought not to operate to the detri- tracts front an account book and
demption under this call.
journal kept by next month.
England the American ship costs more ment of chartered rights and property- Nathan
Mr. Henry K. Abbey lieruhardt's
who
came to Macbias in 17H7,
Longfellow
manager during
than the English ship. Mr. Roach esti- interests.
I lie Maine Farmer lias a iier tour in this country, says that the receipts of
Newstateh notes.
If, as many profess to believe, The following will show the prices and orthogra
tile tour have been between l id,dim and £-110 000
mates the difference in an iron
ship at corporations are an evil, they are certain- phy of more than a century ago. lit Sept 177S, new Campbell press, ami the conductors "will that there has not been an accident during' the
fifteen per cent; but other
spare no pains to make the Farmer a model paper.'
trip. She will play two weeks ill New York and
things being ly a necessary evil, and but for them this items are charged as follows—
then return to France, taking with her m.t less
..The Daily Newspaperreeently started in
I
To
Black
Silk
Handkerchiefs
at
sc
I2d.
Bangor, than
the
:
Ss.
first
cost would not prevent a
equal
£'-00,Out) as her share of the proceeds
country could not have attained the po- To 1 scan of silk and I stick of twist,
William Baton, who has
has gone up-Mr
|-js
successful competition with England. Rut sition it
I lh tea,
-jc. |4S]
The ravages of the plague in Asia, are
occupies to-day among the na- To
been eonuected with the Maine Farmer for
terrible.
thirty It us
To 25.1 lbs. of browne sugar,
-JilC |-js
now when we undertake to
thought not to be extending beyond the sanHe is nearly
put capital tions of the world.
seven years has retired.
eighty three itary cordon Four thousand
In May, 17711 among tho charges are-inhabitants
have
into the foreign trade we
years of age-The Bar Harbor Tourist will be
bring it into
quitted N’cjedou, near Euphrates, and encamped
The following is the Republican policy, To I mogs Hip 12s : to 2 queries mo
tn salubrious localities.
and published twice a week, as last
lasses 5Is.,
competition with the capital of other
Nejed and 1‘juhara were
year
ill : 110 enlarged
burned on the 8th inst. The disease has become
to be developed in legislation next De- To 1 mug Toddie ; to 1 quorte rom,
The lirst number this year will be issued early in
lit': 12s
peoples who have more favorable condimost violent, tile afflicted
dying in ten hours al.The
Damariseotla
Herald
Maj
isenlargcd liy the ter being attacked.
cember, as stated by a leading Senator :
t ions of interest, taxation and labor.
A reader of tho Journal thinks we were in error
We
addition of a column to each page_The Satur
“We are for protection to home industry, iu
do not build ships for the
stating that B. F. Butler was Attorney (ieneral
foreign trade
day issue of the Bath Times is bright and newsy_
Tub Boston Marink Insurance
because they can not be run profitably for internal improvements, for a revival of of the I'uited States from 18111 to 18111, and says: The Christian Index, a religious paper
by
published in its last tnerease ofcapitai ot anotherCompany
He was appointed Nov 15th, 181111, and served
our foreign commerce by
half million
proper aid to
under existing laws in competition with
Atlanta. Georgia, has a font of type cast from bulot dollars paid in cash, is
in the highest
placed
the appointment of Felix
until
American ocean steamers.
(irundy, 18118.'' lets used by the Union and Confederate armies be standing as the second largest purely marine inWe are for
the ships of other nations.
Rut, in our
Wo considered the authority on which our state
surance company in America.
The paid up capital
de\
the
fore Sherman entered the city.
This
is
a
eloping
country.”
coastwise trade, where capital is on an
of the company is now one million
policy meut was made to lie good, and it is confirmed
dollars, assets
by
over
two millions, and a uet
it would be difficult to improve
surplus of over four
upon, and Appleton's Kneyclopedia, which ought to be cor
equal footing, there has been no lack of
Death of r.ord Beaeonstield.
hundred thousand dollars. The net
earnings of
which should commend itself to all pa- rect
this company have averaged, since the
ships and on the principal lines iron
commence
I.< in I ion, April 111.
Beaeonstield had a very
ment of its business, one hundred
triotic citizens.
thousand dollars
serious relapse during the night and died peaceful
steamships of the most approved and
The I'uited States Senate is a healthy beer garper annum, less than half of which has been divid
He was perfectly ed
ly at •"> o'clock this morning
den now, and only one month ol (iarlield's adminamong stockholders, the balance being placed
improved build are running to-day. Give
Isn’t it most time that Cape Cod canal
conscious to I lie last
Drs. Kidd and Quain and to
istration. [Dem.’Ex
surplus account. Principal offices are at 17
Lords Kowton and Barrington were present when
our ship builders an equal chance, and
state
Street, Boston, and Pt Wall Street New
project thawed out f
The Democratic bier is visible there that's all.
Lord Beaeonstield died
York.

gressive and

to take away from Senator

>

1

giving
clea:

!

plaintiff".' injury

was not caused
by negligence of
defendants. In other word-, that the alleged
negligence of the defendants is not proved; that if
the plaintiff 's injury was not the result ot her own
Negligence, then, in the opinion of the Court, il
must be regarded as the result of an unavoidaic

the

no one

i> to

IlANFlt

(

small boat when she was run into by tin*
which had just left the wharf. Thu r.-^c
i> given to tin* defendant.-. Tilt*
following i> the
rescript—•• li is the opinion of the ( ourt that the

blame." j

orintliian B. A. Chapter of Masons, of this city, on Thursday of last week, drove
to Liberty for the
purpose of conferring degrees
upon candidates in (ieorges it. A. Chapter, working
under dispensation at that village. Members from

of the best

On

\r.

tit-ion

The

principal offirersof tic- new < hap
ter—\\. H. Moservey, II. 1*.; Alexander
Cooper, K
C- H. Smitli,
J. W. Kuowlton, ( .of H
B. s.
Keen. 1*. v B. 11. Baehelder, Trea>.
\. 1*. < u-

l

iic-.lay

ev

ening,

tin' g»5th

oui

The companv

next.

i-

Philadelphia Ledger

-ay

-t Kit

“Kit, the Arkansas Traveler,’’ is essentially an
American melo-drama. and Im*mi
the lnmor of
one -.f the originals of the modern school of chara.
ter impersonation-.
Kit is a life like picture of th
Western man of
distiller type, full of pluck. eve
oil the alert for adventure, lond, to a remarkabl.
of
the onvivial eup. and made up ot
degree
.piali
tics oddly at variance, all of wind, ha
the effect
mixing sentiment with fun in a manner that en
‘■nains the interest and i- very amusing.
The plav
embraces a number of other character- who -barthe glory with The Traveler
M-. Lhanfrau hu1*laved the part so often that it lia- grown as familial
a- that popular actor himself, and if the -i/c ..| th.
audience la>t evening and the interc-t evinced ma
Ik* regarded a- any indication, it is -at. t.. -av ;h ,i
"Kit- i- a- great a lavorite a- .*\ cr.
rill.

Waldo ( OUllty Council, I*, of II
Harvest Home (.range, at Brooks, laweek. There wa- a good attendance, twelve gratig.
icing represented. W'ortin Master, (.diaries !;.
lows, of Freedom, at the hour appointed railed
icaNi,f.**.

*.

with

met

order

The

(.ranges

forenoon

the

They

appear and the audicr.c di-

Tuesday evening

on

following

arc

r-.a.

under the management of F. W. Pole, of whom
tickets can he procured three day- in advane.

farmers by scores
Prange standard.

in

the

«»n

brim full of wit

people will again have the pleasure of witnessing
at Hay lord < >pera Hni-c, Mr. I- s. Chanfrau in th.
charaeterof “Kit, tin A rkansas Travelei
tine yeai
ago Mr. Chanfrau played the same character here
to a large audience, and we
bespeak for him a rep.

the vicinity were present. Ten
petitioners asked for dispensation, and it is believed
that a chapter can be sustained at that
place The

Chapters

entertainments

and

management of Mr F. W. Pole, at who>..; place ot
business the sale of ticket- vviil begin this mon
iug at :»o'clock.

a

(

'1 In-

perse with their sides aching with laughter
Mi
<
Bartlett who made such a favorable impr>ion here as Ralph in Pinafore, is the
leading tend
with the “Jollities." The pre-s speaks in high
terms of this company, v\ liicb comes here under th«

steamer

>f

Lamoine.

travel to the east.

summer

J.

Sanford, of Bangor. The accident occurred off' the
Camp (.round in August, l"77. Miss <iilmore was

inevitable accident, for which

one

and

-parkling,
Please wherever they

a

law court has made a decision in the case of
Cilmore v>. Hugh Boss et. al. This case
ha> been tried several times.
It was the result of
an accident to Miss (iilmore
by being run over iu a
boat by one of the defendant's strainer-, the C. li.

The officer-

is for

Buttercup

Tin-: Joi.mtiks. On Saturday evening next th.
Jollities will present at Hay ford Opera II..u>e. m
fhi- city their musical
absurdity, “The Kleetric.tl
Doll." The company i.-composed of thirteei
pc..pic
including flu* < >rehestra. and hav c the reputation <. t

I he

or

contain

papers

of her largest freights, and was
obliged t
leave some at Rockland. Among the freight at tin
latter place, were duo barrels of lobsters, tin tic
-’>th the boats begin to make four trips per week

Carre- A.

!

Bangor

one

Bangor Whig

rowing

Tin*

-Freight traffic on the Sanford boats steadily ii
Last week tin* Cambridge took to Hostoi

The

Court they filetl an offer to he defaulted fur $1 Jo
and legal costs. The plaintiff says that he not
only
did all the work called for by the
specifications, but
additional work, which was requested bv the dc
fendants while the cottage was being built. \ crdii :
lor plaintiff', $1 l;{.4b. W. II.
Fogier, of Beltn-r. was
one of the counsel for defendants.

Nmtks.

creases.

Of Saturday contained the follaw case wherein Newell Maiislowing report
tieid, of Belfast, was the defendant—A. T. W. Wing
vs. Newell Mansfield et. al.
The plaintiff* sues to
recover $4’>i«.s7, balance due for
services and nia
terial furnished to the defendants in building a cot.
tage at Xorthport. The defendants set up that the
plaintiff did not do his work according to specilicaHons agreed to. On the first day of this term of

id'

'There is a revival of confidence among the Com
missioned oi I tie Woild's Fair id lxx:t. ut NVw
York, and now the project is spoken of as certain
to he carried out

The Kllsworth A men cun

reports snieits running plentifully and quite

The

V Race Rock light-house.
Island light-house, W.
>.

V K.

Cardiner

The Nellie Kane hails from

Little

unusually early this season, putting iu an
a majority of tin* fisherman
got

are

V.MKK

I K

week.

appearance before
their weirs ready.

desperate plunge.

General Grant told a 81. Louis reporter the other
that he did not want to talk politics. "1 am
out of that now, said the General, as he wound
up
the conversation.

were

f

tl>h

V.

ment.
riii< enterprise will n<
be relished l>\ »u
coasters, of which Belfast na- a large licet.
,T\.
small steamers, the Nellie Kane and Little Butter
eup. were launched at Brewer >n Thursday of last

very

of

day
as

was

tell which is entitled to be recorded first.

to

The New Yo k Graphic says it is undirs'ood in
anthracite coal circles that an agreement has been
reached by various companies to advance
prices
on llie 'doth inst.

there are ill o’ noise.

>

snow

wind

light house.

W

the advertisement of the freight steamer dame- \
Dary, which is to run between New ^ ork and Ban
g<n\ Tin* steamer will probably leave New Y«»rk «m,
the -hth. touching at Rockland find other point- on
the Penobscot, should there Ik* sufficient indie

Berry, Frye A Co., of Boston, write under date
April 1-th, that they received on that date, a
Penobscot salmon which they claim to In* the first
one caught this season.
The lish in question w a>
taken by James M. I rent. Several salmon were
caught about the same time last week, and it is hard

Two Nashville wives eloped with two
soap ped
dlers a few dins ago
At latest accounts the deserted husbands were following the
guilty pairs
with shot guns.

build up

American

the actual traditions of

on

coast,

N

of

was

severe

was

Hill

fell—enough to bring out sleighs.
heavy at sea, mam vessels
losing sails, Ac. No damage in this vicinity. Tin
snow vanished in a few
days, leaving the roads
very muddy.

the sixteenth anniversarv of the
Friday
death of Abraham Lincoln
He was shot April
1-ltli in the evening, ami died on the evening ol
the 15th.

the laws of the State passed

Buoy, painted with horizontal stripes, and giving
blast- of a whistle at short intervals, is now moored
southeast of Cerberus shoal or Middle <•round,
eastern entrance to Long Island >ound, in seven
fathoms of Water, on the following eompa-s beai
Montauk light bouse, s. **. !•;.
logs
K : Watch

sroit.M.

liK

1 he

the late Rev. Hr Chapin will
for ten thousand dollars, and his
whole estate is estimated at sevenn live thousand
dollars.

•

as

eon-

library
probably sell

by the sixtieth Legislature.

these series of anonymous no\els is now
in course of publication by James K. <>sthe "Round Robin Series" and is to

The

supplement is issued with this number of the

containing

a

Webster,

few

II.

inches of

A carclul calculation places the number ot' dei r
killed in Michigan in 1*80 at 0(1,000. Such si,lighter as this will in a few vears exterminate The
game.

eh.

as we

•lourr.i'l.

received with great favor by the reading
public. What bids fair to be the best of

gcod \

pier,

stalking abroad" in Bridge
leaiu from the News, and rowdyism
has been rampant." Cause and effect are here indicated

and have been

publishersand authors,

Paradise and the

"The Rum Fiend is

ton.

withheld.

protitahle

paradise

escaped by

in Mauinkks.
The light house board
the following which will he of interest t<- our
mariners—“Notice is hereby given that a Whistling

A severe northeast gale and storm
this vicinity early Friday morning of last
week, and continued throughout the day. several

The cooking aud canning of rabbits is one of the
industries of Australia, and one linn last season
canned nearly Offi.OOO id the animals.

Pony Island is to have a now pier to accommo
date the clamorous multitude who visit that summer

1

A crazy barber at Marion, lad
attempted to
cut the throat of a patron on
Thursday. Thocus
turner

Notick

send-

set in in

ent, starved herself to death.

The wife of Mr. C. M Davis of Newt;eld. gave
birth to three boyshist week. Theyare all bright,
and the mother as well as could be expected.

tin- Hon. Moses

up at this term.

remains of .John \V. Wight, accompanied by
L. Burgess, reached this
city on Saturday
noon,
h uneral services were held on
Sunday, at
the residence of (ieo. I\. Wight. Mr. Wiglit was a
member ot tin* Knights of Honor, which
pavs a
largo death benefit. He was a son of Joseph Wight,
not of John, as stated last week.

A woman. 01 years old, living in New York, was
recently robbed of S’J.fHMl. and becoming despond-

The Rath Times prints the following under the
heading of “Business in Maine"

picture of
inalhaven, has for a

an

The regular session of the County Commissioners
Court began in this city on Tuesday. The court
will setth the compensation of special state const a
hie >. <«. Kills, whose hill was rendered last term,
hut which was not acted upon. The account was
made at $1 per day, covering nearly every day
since the appointment. The tramp «juestion which
agitated the court at the last session will also come

llu*

Mr.

It is facetiously observed that in Florida old
darns aud similar barracks are made ovri into ho
tels for Northern tourists.

the high C's.

very line
\

allow ed to pass it will he hard t<» find

chance is

other.

Vinalhaven.

Mr. Rutherford 11. Hayes, jr, is
engaged to
marry Miss Alice Smch, daughter ot Mr William
c
Henry Smith, f Chicago

editoiial writer on spring topics speaks of
the shad and the swallows coining "twittering
Northward from their winter home 111 the sweet
South
Perhaps these singing tish were merely
practicing the scales.

Belfast, and

days been on exhibi
tion at Woodcock's, it was made
by the Auburn
Copying Co., of which W. c. Tuttle, < Belfast, is
agent. It is said that the picture, which cost $70, i>
a present to Moses Webster
lodge of Masons at

There were 100 business failures in the I'uiied
States aud t anada last week, the smallest number
for several months past.

An

were oq

A
ot

•lay Gould has bought the entire interest ot Col.
Thomas A Scott in the Texas and Pacific Kail
road, for
000,000.

very ditliculty, hut in this instance the
to he at fault.

Oh no. they

Mrs. C. A Kvans, of Omaha, Sunday, gave birth
four children, two boys and two girls

Ohio has passed n stringent law
requiring all
places for the sale of liquor to be closed on Sunday
under a severe penalty.

same

paragraph, published last week, concerning
purchase of the Angier property, on High street
for a city building, meets the approval of a large
number of our citizens. We learn that the property
is held at $.*{,300, which is considered reasonable
fora lot so central. Suitable lots in the
city for
such a building are exceedingly scarce, and if this
The

i'he attention of produce dealers and farmers
called to the card of John Atwood A Co. product
commission merchants, Boston. They deal extensively in produce of all kinds, eggs, poultry, iish,
Ac. Mr. Ytwood is well known t<> eastern
people
and is a brother of II,m. Fred Ytwood, of Winter
port.

stock.

A hail storm at Fayetevilie. Ark..
Thursday, un
roofed and blew down houses, doing $r>.oiHt damXo lives lost.
age

a

identity. More wonderful still was the sale
of nearly one hundred and tifty thousand
copies of that silliest and trashiest of

Jersey

Foster will be n nominated in Ohio by ae
elamation, aud ihe Cincinnati Gazette says that he
will be elected

date, reached this otliee
It is said that a woman is at the

Saturday last

on

the

of

as

the

company for the engine.

Gov

The Cnion Chronicle of March Is. and the Lew-

ture. and yet, published anonymously, it
had an immense sale, and helped to sell

of

The result of the spring elections in Missouri
has caused grave alarm among Southern Demo
cratic leaders.

Bourbbnism.

iston (Jiizette of the

supplanting

Cates, Jr.,

('.

ease

city,

The Register of Deeds is in no way responsible
for the report of transfer- in real estate which appears in this paper. The Register's books are open
for the inspection of any citizen who cares to look at
them. The transfers are published because the
proprietors of the Journal think them of sufficient
interest to the public.

Kngine company No. 2 disbanded on Wednesday
night of last week, dividing among the members
what money there was in the treasury. Dr. Fletrh
er, Alderman of \\ ard •>, and chairman of the committee on tire department, is organizing a veteran

It is estimated that at least 7,000
people in Da
kota have been driven from their houo s t>\ the
flood.

defender ot South-

a

and two sons, J.

It i9 a criminal offence to carry flowers in one’s
baud or about one’s person, in Central Park, Xew
York

Uerahl subscribes to the indorse-

Rut tin* Prog. Age is

farm

of the heirs of Mrs. Oakes Angier, of
mentioned last week, nas been entered
in the supreme Court at Portland, and will he tried
in <>etober.

James Cates, of Jackson.

A laige part of Kock Island, 111., was submerg
ed ou Friday, by the rise of the Mississippi

ready

the

a

The

this

Mr. J. C. Cates, the father of city marshal Cates,
city, died at his home in Jackson, on Monday last, at the age of 80 years. He leaves a wife

Saturday was the thirtieth anniversary of the
destruction of Minot’s Ledge Light House.

get

kit

the “Fool's

Louisiana, described in the poem, he saw
them through the eyes ol others, and tindetails are reproduced with almost a

the ag-

Ayrshire is

craft does he propose to take his
passengers
\\ e should like to know before we
our

a

Errand," cannot be accounted for in this

books

H. II. Carter went to Boston la-t week. to make
slight repairs upon hark Sarah A. staples.

some

of this

Among Vermont dairymen and breeders the

(iath (Ceorge Vlfred Townsend)
literary quali
says that “four
ties than to the timeliness of their subjects tilths of the Southern press is either incendiary or
The Mobile Register reand the method of treating those sub- stupid, bigoted or silly
tor’s that “the Southern press, or at least a
large
jects. Mrs. Stowe's novel struck the key
port in of it. thinks he (Path) is a conceited ass."
note of the anti-slavery movement, while Now let Kli
Perkins say something.
Judge Tourgce’s book appeared at a time
1 he tialveston (Texas) News, a Democratic
when the Southern question was upperpaper, and one of the most intluential and widely
most in the public mind.
The success ot
circulated journals in the Southwest hacks up Ma
“Helen’s Babies,” scarcely less than that hone in his
tight with Southern Rouihonism, and

indeed, critically speaking, it

Vicinity.

Mr. Hall, at the Belfast foundry, has sold to Bosparties a twenty-live horse power engine, which
is being put in good condition. The
engine was
formerly owned by the Cooper Bros, at Mt. Desert.

The Federal Government will at once send food
aud clothing to the sufferers in Dakota.

their success less to their

own

assume

—

quit these land sharks that on earth
Cause trouble and commotion.
And roam with me. content and tree,
l pon the boundless ocean.
Is the poet skipper of a mudscow—or what kind

was

H

ashington that he w ill "stick” are therefore very gratifying.
It would he still
more gratifying to hear that the adminis-

persecution

Then

Judge Tourgee. He had
published a number of novels
attracted no special attention, and

or

and

ton

strike

Two girls of ’JO and 0‘J Tears manage
1 GO acres near Frost
burg, Mil.

'A Sou of the Sea’ sings in the Waterville Mail
.toys of the Ocean," and concludes with the
following liberal invitation—

And

of “I'ncle Tom's Cabin”

Belfast

Schr. Wm. Flint, of Bangor,
C'apt. Pendleton of
Isleslmro, reported last week as missing, arrived ai
Charlestown on Monday. Her long passage was
caused by rough weather in which her sall< were
blown away.

Five torpedo boats have been built in Lugland
for the Greek government.

the

<-f

not until the “Fool’s Hrrand” ap
peared that he became known to the
general public. Both of these books owe
it

on a

doubt decide in fa-

no

The poet tells us that
Heaven has r.o rage like love to hatred turned
Nor hell a fury like a women scorned.

written and
which

concerned it will

of the pastor Perhaps in
marrying Mr Rainsdell may have dashed the hopes of some of the
female members of his congregation, and hence

au-

celebrity

of

Fast Day.

is

Henry Wyman, of this city, went to Warren last
week, to make preparations for the catching of
alewives.

General Grant reached the city of Mexico on

Friday.

vor

lieve, fact that the poems of William
Cullen Bryant have never had a remuna

Conkling or
His appointment
any of bis followers.
"A Nameless Nobleman,” is alis, furthermore, satisfactory to a large volume,
out and the second volume
A Lesready
majority of the Republicans of New York.
son in Love.” is in press.
The story of
Rut it is not satisfactory to Senator
"A Nameless Nobleman" is dramatically
Conkling, and lie hopes, with the aid of
and the fact that the plot is foundtold,
some of the Rcurbon Senators to defeat
a

i- devoted

us

market for his

a

can no longer control
temperance stories, very moral and
majority ol the Senate. President somewhat
prosy, and showing no special
Hayes tried to conciliate the domineering
talent.
We fancy she was as
literary
New N orker, but soon found out his mismuch surprised as theconscientious critic
take.
Notiiing short of virtual abdicaat the success of her anonymous venture
tion in favor of Conkling would have seinto the regions of bathos and absurdity
cured the latter's condescension. The
The publishers were quick to take the hint
same
problem lias been presented to
from the rapids ile of these anonymous
President Dartield.
lie had cither to
books, ami have given ussoveral series of
submit to Conkling's dictation or brave
novels by clever and well known writers,
his
wrath: and he has taken

assailed in the open Senate, bis voice is
silent and he manifests bis indifference
in a manner which would do credit to a

placed

find

a

disadvantage : but no steps have been taken since
to enable us to compete with our
great
maritime rival as we bad previously done.
The greater part of Mr. Roach’s article
war

a member of the Roman Catholic Church.
This
has caused a great commotion at the national
capitol. Mrs. Kamsdell attends the morning servieo

prod- erative sale, while on the other hand the
ships, great, and at the time unprecedented
by our sale of “Cucle Tom's Cabin,” certainly

Take the history of the three wars we have
fought for independence, for equal rights on the
sea. for the preservation of the Union, and I ask
you, could we have altorded then to be tfepeudeut
upou England for ships, and if we had been de
pendent what would have been the result.' To
simply poiut out the effects of such a condition in
our late civil war
Where lay the strength of the
North ! Was it not chiefly in her ability toatonce
send sixty thousand trained men from the private
shipyards into the navy yards : to send thousands
more of skilled mechanics into the arsenals and
in the private shipyards to build the "ninety days
gunboats : besides being able, through the work of
those left at home, to supply the wants of the peoOf wliat
ple and support our armies in the field
value was it to us that we were able to send out
the little Monitor troin a private shipyard in New
York in one hundred days? Had she been four
days later the capitol of the nation would doubt
less have been captured.
W here lay the weakness ot Hie Sooth !
\V as it
not in her undeveloped condition, without ship
or
or
or
factories,
yards engine works, rolling mills,
or the means m
any way to supply the wants of
her people or maintain her army either in cloth
ing or implements of war I She never surrender
ed until we blockaded her coast and shut off her
chances to get supplies from Kngland
In our
throe wars what should we have done but f ir our
ability to build ships

good

trade

§4:i“,l!M),oon was carried in American
bottoms,
against sliiOjU?jioti in foreign ships.
Then came our civil war and England's
opportunity.
I p to this time the carrying trade of
the

least

at

we

ucts to

another

should

we

effort to retain this

an

country: that

and of

foreign

that

imperative

place,

total

Generalities.
There are'J3,000 female farmers in Great Britain.

special protection? The ques- a stereotyped complaint with unsuccess- in her husband's church, but attends mass and the
Walt Whitman lectured on Lincoln, iu Boston.
ship builders or full writers that their works are rejected confessional in her own church A portion of the Friday.
The new name of Scribner’s Monthly will be
even the ship owners. It has a wider
sig- by publishers, not upon their merits, but congregation have had the pastor on trial before The
Century.
the Presbytery for marrjing outside the
of
nificance—a national importance. For the
pale
because
have
not won a
simply
they
Small pox and Typhus are alarmingly prevalent
the Chri-ttiau church, but the rosult was favorable
ocean carrying of freight,
iu New York.
passengers and name in literature. There doubtless is, to Mr.
Kamsdell, and so the ease will be taken to
mails we paid last year over $14(1,000,INN1 or rather has
some
truth
in
this.
Sitting Bull, it is now asserted, seriously prothe Synod, which meets in Baltimore next Octobeen,
poses to surrender
to foreign ship owners.
In the last fifand
from
after
a
thence
it
deal
will
to
the
ber,
(ienera!
Asall,
go
But,
good
depends upon
The crops in Texas were greatly damaged Friteen years wo have paid over one thous- the book
itself, and now-a-days the book sembly, the highest Presbyterian court in the day night by frost.
It is said that 110 case involving the
land.
and millions in gold out of the country in
ques
and magazine publishers are giving enCadet Whittakers ears have already cost the
tion at issue has ever been considered by this
this way, and at a time, too, when gold
government $100,000.
couragement to all who show themselves high church tribunal and it must
naturally attract
was at a premium, and we
sorely needed worthy of it. The writer who cannot a
About
hundred street railway employes iu
good deal of attention. So far as the general Cincinnatieight
are

pers were seen in every port all over the
world.
In lisiiO we had r>..T>(l,(KIO tons,
our

The Key. Mr. Kamsdell, a Presbyterian
clergyof Washingtot I). 0 recently took for a wife

man

thought that the name of
the author had much to do with
securing
a large sale for a book : and it has been

tion is not limited to the

Judge Robertson to the New York
lias been chosen by Mr.
colleetorship
tonnage

tons, and vve had sold over

liMi.iMio tons of
built

us

war

else.
w as

of

ships.
England introduced the iron
steamship. Siie encouraged the large
investment of capital required by establishing steamship lines with ample mail
compensation ; thus skilfully opening at
once
new markets, and by increased
trade creating new demand for ships.
>he also gave naval contracts to private
shipbuilders, to enable them to build up
iron ship yards. Since 1K17 she has paid
s.-Jill,(itHi in mail compensations and
bounties to encourage her capitalists
to invest in fast mail steamships, and to
discourage competition, and this policy
ing
i In- 11 rand Division ol the Sous of
has
Temperance
virtually given her the power to conholds its semiannual session in (Inrdincr on the
trol the commerce of the world, and has
-*rtil inst
I.dwards, whose voluntary abstincuee treui food
taken the currying trade of the North
in the jail at Uoultou created
a seusation.
quite

lint it may be said that our ship buildsmall class: why should they he

ance

American Rev icvv, and he answers it emphatically in the affirmative. He says

Anonymous Authorship.
It used to be

very much, unless it lie Senator Conkling
lie caused some slight annoyhimself,

due.

question Mr. Jolm Roach

May

from any

competition

no

ers are a

own

v

oughly.

need fear

we

quarter.

built

liENEKAL.

Rockland is agitating the subject of ;i night
train between that city and Boston
A little child of Paul Buel of
Winthrop. about
two years old. pulled a pail of boiling water «
r
upon her and died shortly after
Messrs Morgan A Don* Hit Lynn. Mass have
begun the erection of a shoe manufacture at Rich
moml. to cost £1 l.ooo
At a town meeting in
Presque Isle £ I o.one sub
ly was voted to the New Brunswick railway.
'1 he Vote stood 1 L» in favor with no
opposition.
The Rockland Courier says: The (’lose fog hell,
that was put down at Ragged Ledge. Owi's Head,
some weeks ago. has
proved a success, although
the sea has uot been heavx enough to test it thor

Crawford, recently stabbed in Kingis said to be recovering from bis

icau

by Bolter,
injuries.
man.

were

cation

in

never

a

Waldo

01

(

a>

report,

nourishing condition,
and hundreds are lloeking i■■

more

Tie r.-pie for diseussion
••lb-solved, that farmers nee

was

c

other

subjects more than on farrnii
The question was \erv intelligently di-mi-sed
score or more <•! fanners, one
suggesting a< a
on

_

gill, "ec.; L. T Brawn, B A. (
K. >. Keen. Sentinel. The Belfast Masons were well entertained
at tin* hotel, but the
traveling was a- rough as their
ancient brethren found it on the road from I»ab\lon

elusive argument in the aflirmative, that the r<
lv appointed state V aluation Commission uiP
contain a single farmer, for the supposed re.ithat there are no farmers in the state of Ma’.n

Jerusalem. With the reins in tin* hands of Dana
worth on the outside, and the tlowing humor
of “Our (.forge" inside the
vehicle, the pas-age
was safely and
pleasantly made.

nullified to till the position. In the afternooi
listened to an essay upon the •Dignity of La!.. -,
by sister Praeie Bowen. It was an essay of mm
merit and we felt proud that she was a farnmi

to

South

Insiii V t:xrv I'nntT.
Thefollowing busim---vvas
transacted at the April term of said court
In the
easeof.lolm ThompsonSearsmont, Assignee paid in
$10 to lie applied In payment of fees. Application d
assignee for appointment of -M meeting of creditors
tiled and granted hy the Judge. Meeting to he held

Thursday,

the Uth of Mav. Approved In
Judge of
1’rohate. Onlereil to give notice to creditor-. IV
tition for allowance to debtors tiled and notice o,
•'ored, hearing to lie had at May term. Application
of assignee for summons to T. It.
Cooper. Alex
andcr Cooper, Nicholas Cooper and Freeman B.
Cooper filed. Application granted, and -uinmonisstied to each of them. Petition ot sale ot real
estate and order thereon tiled. Petition fur
proeesagainst Nicholas ( onper and order thereon, and fee
hill of Judge and Kcgistcr liled_Amos F. limveu.

$111.,Vi to i,c applied p,
Belfast—Assignee paid
payment of fees. Proof of ileld of 1 -aae 1. Bowen
Hied. Debtor’s petition fordiseltarge and eertitieate
of debtor's oath liled.
Heat ing on same to lie had
in

May term-Moses W. Biel.. Belt'a-1 Assignee
l>aid in -ilu, to he applied to payment of fee-. 1 lath

at

debtor administered and eertitieate tile.1. First
account of assignee tiled. Debtor's Petition f.rdi-.
eftarge tiled and notice to creditors ordered...
-.
Pendleton, 1'nity statement of expenditure of tit
$iA deposited, and proof of debt of I. II. Mosher
ami II. If. Johnson Hied-Win. ( otlin, Thorndike
to

Apr. II, $io deposited and petition tiled.

Apr. IJ,

warrant..issued— Frank W. Poland
AA arrant returned hy mcsspugvr with solirdub of
creditors and list or assets_i. h. Adams, Fnitv
$'J.'i paid in and petition of in-olvenev tiled. Warrant to messenger issued and delivered.In the

following
of the

eases

s-s

lerport.

statements of the

deposited

( wnverse

were

tiled

expenditure

01

Dew. White AA in-

c. Maeomlier

Belfast, se]ul|Ver
Shute Stockton, Joseph Dennett, Belfast. John
('. ('nndon Belfast.
C.

AA'it.i.s

Fti.tai.

The

following

abstr.'c 1- of
the wills Hied at the last term of Hie Probate 1 am
in this eit-y—
Kx Bov. williamD. t m-l.v, late of Belfast, named
AA

II.

Bun-ill, Ksip,
tin

his executor and

bunds.

and curiosities, and all movables in or
household, also tin- use am I ocrupat ion ol
said household.
After all debts are paid, the
prop
crly is to he divided equally (among his children,
Ann, sarali, William, Frederick and Horace. To
John Cunningham he gives the lot of land now
occupied by Cunningham, providing 1 ledger a.minerals

about t lie

<•<•11111

lie

wife.

The

programme for the day was fully carrii
being interspersed with good music. 1 !
Patrons ..f \\ aldo County went home satisfied wit
the exercises ot the day —stronger in their love f>
the order,and resolved to do more for it.
Flic nex
Council will be held w ith Star of Progress
Prang.
Jackson, Tuesday the loth «>i May. The afterno.
session w ill tie puhlie and farmers outside
<
-•ates, are cordially invited to attend.
The IJi
“lit

-it

for discussion will be ‘•Besolved, "Flint t!
Farmers of Waldo Countv ought to engage m
extensively in Associated Paining.
lion

WllKUKAIlOl

TS

or

Bill.}’ \ST

\

I ss| | s,

s.,

reported last week at New Y rk left H
K-mg, Nov ; Capt. «'• i,.mills re] rt that he pas
ed Cape of Pood Hope Jan J7. st. Helena F. • •.
Cora,

crossed the (•■|Uatoi--joth ; l:a 1 mi trades fr,a
lat I" N after March a had a siicrs-ion of heav

and

gali*s lroni \\
Cape Hatteras

to N \\
and was twice N
lat 7.7. and was driven hack an
the litilf Stream to lat. 33, Ion. 7:; m. had live hem
gales, one after another, in Jo days, Mowing
times with hurricane force, tearing new sails ei,

\\

*s

to

out of the n*pe-, and throwing -hip
nearly on h>
beam ends, the wind ha -king from X W p> W, and
seldom changing uior>’ than t lie eighi points >et w eei
N W and "
afterw ird passe.[ pieces -t wre

Muir, twice struck wreckage tearingmetal
ship’- b.»\vs.... Bark Sarah \. staples, at

fr

-m

P.

ih

.-t

lias chartered to load lumber at I'nion l-land. <.
for Bio Janeiro, at $l‘.i..V> p r tii.m-aui..
B.
David Babcock arrived at Portland on the 17t:
from Sagua..
Bark John i'. Smith an r. ed in N.
V’-rk on the l‘»th from Messina.
.s.-h. WY,
from Mobile arrived at Fall Bin r .m the l.'.th.
day oil Montauk Point, in a gale, I --f jibboon
s

forep.pmast.

'I tie wreck

\va-

under the bow

hour, when for safetv everything was nit aw.
with sails and rigging attached. The schooner
been chartered to load iiay at Belfast for Cli n 7

an

town... .Schs.
ville

are

reque-t- that
To his wife Ann M. Croshv, lie
bequeaths all household furniture, hooks, cabinet of
he give

■

ready

l

iorida and Pi.me
for N.-w York

are

lo-ail

at

J

k-

Anm.

McKcen, from South. arrived at New I md.ei
the |sth.
Lost part «*f deck load.
w. Km Ml
TiiiNM'i:i:s. rim following a
tran>t‘fr~ in real estate in \\ -I
mint, f-r I i
week ending April Hull -dull:
Brown and ai
Frny, to Sally IJiehardsnn, 'atne town. Walter I
1 lessee, Freedom, lo ITinee
lie-sey, Thorndik
Kmeline Iiartk II. Monroe, to Kli.iah ('. Fetider-oi
Jaeksou. Dorathy Haven. M,- tville, lit 11,ii'ttfIts \

ID

I In-

Iiavis,

town.

Mary

\

lilak

Freedom.
oyina \ llrwn
Waldo, to Vnnie II Mont. Frames (all, I:
lo Miller Iflehitrdsnn, same oyvn
Martha! !
and al.. \lhiott, ; Nan,
M Hi liman. Troy
Ilin II. Clou.-.Waldo.:
Prince Bessev.Thot
dike.
Mil,I,' IF, tucker and al. to Hiram II. t
k
• 1
hy guardian. Until Chick, Winterport, to Fran I
same

Kdtmind \. Filth:.-.tun

low.

1

Alonzo liryant, late of Montville, named iramel
Murray, same town, as liis trustee. The proper! v is
divided as follows
First.
To Ills si-ier I.ury
Preseott, idni); to liis lirotlier William Bryant, ♦ion. W.
Haley same town. Cyrus Dollntl'. Dixmont, I
.second, i'o Oramel Murray, lie
bequeaths ;?l,nnM in j \lhert Fernald,
Winterport. Abigail Dodge, l-letrust—$2,000 for each of Ids two sons, Frank and
horo, to l.ois M. Dodge, same town. \ I x in \\ K
Freddie Bryant, lie direels that liis trustee deposit
tin!. Monroe, lo Cyrus DnllolV. Dixmout. Haiti
♦ l.oOO in the Portland savings Bank, ii,lino in the
P- k rye and al. to Hiram II. Crooker, storktm
Bel last Savings Bank, and lo hold one ♦i.ooo lir-i
Klvira (). Field and al., Belfast, lo Anthony \:
mortgage bond of the Ii. A M. I It. it. t o., and one dreyvs,
Belfast, sartih s. Howard, Benton, to s.,:
♦•ilk) f. s. bund, which bonds he directs his execuUnfits It. Hillman, Thorndik*
Uielmrdson, Troy
trix to deliver to liis trustee. The trustee i- to hold
heir of Jason Hillman, Troy and I.iz/.i, s.
one-half of eaehof said deposits and of saill bonds
and als., Troy. t, Naur, M. Hillman Tro\. Mona
interest for each of the sons, and is to allow the
I.. Hunter, Clinton, I,, Jonathan B, (iefrhell, ITilD
deposits to aeeumulate, said income to he deposited Plantation Harrison
Harford, Bclfusl, to I II
unless in tile judgment of the trustee the heirs
Frye, Belfast. William lord, Thorndike, to iirat
shall need it. The legacies are to he paid llie sons ville M.
Watson, same town, o.arah K. Million,w
" hen they arrive to their
majority, if either son Northporl, lwo lot-, to l.ewis \. Knowlton, Belfa-i
dies before reaching the ago of Jl years, hi- share
Isaac K. M< Keen, Knox, to Jeremiah Weld,, same
to go to the survivor.
If both die before
reaching town. Himla W. Patten and al., st. Vilnius, to
that age the legacy to go to their lawful heirs. The
ly Uielmrdson, Troy. Heirs of 1.. If. Palmer, Be
remainder of the estate, of whatever description,
fast, to Aurora Hamlin. Brooks. T. 11. Parke:
to
hiwife
Ariadne Bryant, wiio is named ex
goes
Isleshoro, 1,, Veloeia Coombs, same town. Kli/a A
ecutrix. Mr. Bryant requested that his sons live
Piper, Belfast, to Nahum s. Piper, Belfast, licitwith their mother as one family and to continue to
"f lienrv Partridge, Prospect, to James
Haley Win
carry on the property as heretofore.
tcrport. Mary L. Richardson and al.,Troy. to sal
Abide Carter, widow of the late Rufus 1!. Carter, 1\
Richardson, same town. Mary O. Russell ami
of l nity, first requests that her hills hi- paid and
al., New York, to Ynthony Andrews, Belfast.
M
grave stones purchased, she gives t»> her -on Itufus
hert II. Russell, Freedom, to Eunice S. Russel!,
Alonzo Carter, and her daughter \ugusta Vnn same town.
Win. d. smith, Swanville, to John II
Chaney, #1 each. After making small bequests lo Maddoeks, Monroe. T. F. stinchtield,
Clinton, (■>
her grand children and other relatives, she bequeaths
Luther Means, Buruham. Lizzie E.Task, to Hiram
the remainder of her property, of whatever nature
H. Crooker, Stockton.
Llewellyn V. Thompson,
to her daughter, Adelia J. Bathe, or Bynn, Mass.,
Searsmont, to Jesse II. Frye, Montrille. Janies
where she lias been living. Mrs. Carter directed
Tydee. Lagrange, to Edmund 11. Nealley, Monroe
her daughter, Mrs. Bathe, to distribute ber clothing
Flora J Wingate and al., Troy, to Nancy M. Hill
among her relatives, according to her own. iudgment.
man, same town. Horace W. Woscott, Know I"
Nicholas West, late of Frankfort, after the pav
Prince Bessey, Thorndike. Manly Wilson, Sears
moot of all debts, gives the remaindei of himont, to Jesse II. Frye, Montville. Fred O. y ..uny
prop
erty to liis wife Catharine 11 West.
Liueolnville, to Elijah
same town
—

Young,

oi in.
The April levin of
opened in this city on Tuesday, .Justice Danfort li presiding. Rev. Wooster Parker, of this city,
madr tin* opening prayer.
Miss Cornelia PuDi*
fer. i- tin* oftieial Court reporter. The following
are the jury IDt*--

iain
wa-

A

ini■.

ihist

Tue-day night.

ot

.■udiary tire-

ltiverside Coumdl of the \meriean I.egion of
institute*! at Winterport la-t week, makes
tlie requisite number to form a tirand Coumdl in
1 hi
slate, which w ill d**ubtlcss he done.
dre—and fancy goods should
not overlmik \. P. Man-tield, in Masonic Temple.
H«* ha- in stock a new and -tyli-h lot of good.-, and
We ask an examination
:it price
to suit the time.
want ot

Attention i- ailed to
the advertisement of T. W. Pitcher A: < <»-•silver
H. Illaek-\ugustus Perry calls
watch lo-t, (
attention of farmer- t-» his grass seed, wheat for
-owing, ami -eed for all produce... Mr-. 1*. f

Lane’s Island, mentioned recently, have begun on
their new wharf. George Roberts is building a weir

smiliNI MKII AltIKs.

divorces decreed—

catch small fish for bait-Capt. Iteni. Smith ireeovering from a recent illness_The Ironeladliave disbanded, dividing $P2.'> among the member-.
The Itible and stand were presented to the V. M. <

Hills, Palermo; Frank
A i' x -. iiii. Wu\u\t>
Howe- A ('o, are load-,
" York from Klvia M. York, Winterport.
ing -'di. J,chin with -taxes for New York. The j
Daniel Tyler, in review, \ s. AWlal Krskine. Par-•me- from their mill at Ilurtiham... Woodcar*:-

association.Mr. Samuel Carver of North Haven
is having a marble monument cut !<• be erected in
his cemetery lot.

Wells will have

millinery

an

of

spring and

-ummer

Tuesday there were
Hills, from Hiram

On

two

Ava A.

live in Palermo. Case of trespass before a
Trial Justice with verdict *_*(> and costs against
Tyler. Tyler petition* the court for a review. Decision not

parties with Woods A Mathew-,
II A J. 1‘lenderman for
riding with ha;

lake-, and

1

at'--

-am<*

rendered.

BID-

Wallace for

pltV.

for

On

Wednesday

the court

opened

Odd Fellow cases, W. W. Castle

ith

w

vs.

(

one

W.

of

the

found

-moke,

with

back

.-tit

a

ampbell asleep,

(

to

night

Campbell'-house

it

well fill

room

hour later the

one

see

ina

watch

all

was

'iew

lease was
and ordered a mm-nit.

right

ered an unoccupied lemse, near by.
Phis was e\
I tniiiel Toothaker. on lire,

1

ii•

>v

11i11•

u

I.

■

Tin---*

clear

arc

Charles Palmer,of Belfast, has been
\f
P tint, d Justice of the Peace and Quorum.
Ml ><mls Church,
!; -'a!1 aiion
ul a p;.-t-*r at
an. Washington I» « ..last week, the intro
! -v
rviee was e ndm ;.-d by Re\. .Fame- T.

case

goes to the law

<

Could. Wal-

pith

the

.*

oii-

I’m., formerly pastor of the
,-tra.i n '-ioireti in tlii- city.... Prof Bateman, ot
Bell i-t on Friday, after an
non', arri ed :
'•efiir'n
tour in northern New York-

M

a

lay at ticl’"'ed o. ha\a
-oiir.

I.

v.

and sj

ho

crc« :. \v

the

McadMUe.

mo\

a

sj,j.iii

iii-urance

>up
from this

on

lgiif

iay

I

with

Flora

iM-

child leave

><-:minion-

j

furniture.

I'km

•.j»

annual session of the
P-»rtlai»d, in 'ongresWednesday.21; and 27 iiist.

Tin*

i.mjs

ige will

1.roken.

w ere

The fanner-

h- i

•*

j
|

from the

ment

lively

at

T

ue\;

A

f

■-

o

[

bold it- quarterly session at Ja« kw it i 1 lien, K. Bracket t Lodge on Frida} May Ik
a:
l.ake Lo.lg«- ot swanville.i- very ]u-o-peroiis.
m
planning a count} pi-aiie on the shore-ot
e!\ «...M-e p.»mI early in the summer. The} will
Hill delegation to the C. L. next week;r-m*rt ledge treated itself and friends t<* a

•.

ige

ill

w

e

Mr. (ierrisli Tuesday eveningLodge 1‘eput'n- for the year will not be

11\

e

atw

Be\.

Miiii-sjoned till after tit* t«. !.. -es-ion.

j
!
j
1

»i

--( ii.

.1

!

at

N,

\ ork

:aii.

ml

w

t-ew

rue-day. brought

on

Jaine-Bli-s,

sell.

oi

Brig Letitia which

Bi.lss.

vw 1.-

in the

apt. Hatch,

<

the voyage from Bel
Jacksonville, i'-e loaded. The ve-sel was
which

-•oro.

in lat. 2P.2'» \..

April Pith,

d

u-

on

was

eit.,oner is PM ton-,

!

is

following

TP

.»w
«

ned in

long. 7b.:io
Bangor and

apt. Haleb's -tate-

ed from Belfast the 2hth of March, and eame
>r under tin lee "f < ape Cod, with a strong
\1ter -i\ day- proceeded "ii the
gerh gale,
t Vine
Ha
I-eft
ge and then a
alter place the ‘.Mb ot April, and at s v m on
*
from
N.i.
the
Bun
to.»k a
; 4;
n*a\y squall
-ii 1 under -mat! -ail till noon, ami then hove
P
P. M. she tilled.
v; oegan lo leak and at
\; } 1
,| tin- mamma-t nwa} to keep the-hip from rollt- ; 1 f»* w a- a v
heavy s,-a at the time
rn. '-.irgo w a- all adrift in the fluid,
''lopped
o'er part -d the liou-t* all through the night;
On the morning of
,r In at P\ being -tove in.
raft with the main and fore-boom
tii made
\
M. tin* hatches
tih.-r thing- at hand. About
if and the in- washed "lit of the hold of tin*
i. causing her to settle low in the water and
move lo theralt and lash ourselves for -atety.
i■ ar*l work iu keep on the raft a-it blew'a
ig gale and there wa- a hea\> -ea most of the
am! very cold. >aw -even ve-sel- running to
rthward and three coming southward, ‘hie
could see her
.1 hark aud she eame very close;
uite plain, ami Frida} night one vessel pa-~e|o-e we could see her sail-.
•a

■

■

Mi.uin'

iiNMENi

i.o\

n

special

A

meet*

city irovernment was hold on Monday
The annua! appropriation of £t'*o,.'*42.mil; .a-t.
-<divi-lo'l a- follows—For interest on rail
.on.is. s->,.'*uu; ‘•ontin^ent fund, £7.000: supf -ciio.tls, S-m.ihh*; tire department, £2,000;
!-•!'.
£2,.'.no; highways, bridges and walks,
tiic

:

labor

1'ti—

*>r

rash, £7,000;

cash

exclusively,

payment of note on 1I *\\ *•-claim. s.V
on taxes, £i.2oo-\n abatement
p« r«-ent. was ordered on all taxes paid bo-••pt. nth. Jan. 1-t, lss2, was the time tixed
the pay ment of all taxes. Taxes paid after that
mil be chargedd
per cent, per month interfor

Useount

att ini lion

carriage

wa-

called to allot her

u a

.V

part

-•!

the mill and

-\s

im;.

Thing

brightening

are

t<> lie

arc

u-cd in the bi i. k

wa-

ard....Mr. W. 11.
dozen cottage lot\

duly observed

pects to leave -oou for Colorado with his brother,
w bo i
oni ..health-Fvidenco of better time- i-

road rvma1 nin^ after paying the interest
rt.-ay' b..-,'ls and
ilaries; and that
I-M of -aid eity iu* and I- hereby authori and iii-'■'■{ed b> receive said balance, and that

semi

measurer

M. (Jailer

-alt-A.

was

of corn,

elected

a

of

i-

lie~i

!

t rai

-a

!*;•

•-*

It

it.

at

company,

it-

earliest

opportunity

changes in it bv law s a- -hall be neees;
comply with this order.. A joint special
•Miinitlee, consisting «»f wo \ldermen and four
e
inen, with tin Mayor, wa- raised, with au-ueu

lty

'i

to

enlarge it from citizen-at laixe.

M.d

m

r<

t to the

|»

city

council

to

invos-

a- -oon as

may

measures, if any. shall be taken to refund
led indebtedness of said eity at a lower rate
bib-rest under tin- a*M of the legislature passed
-cs-ioii in lss|.
A’dernien Johnson and
hat

-m

(dim, Brown. Burgess
appointed by the new board.

Mvlton.aml eouncilmen

Haney,
I'brr

Tin:

were

wa

parsed

p>

reorganize

No. 2 tire

eom-

Baptist society of this
u ill follow tlic example of their Methodist
linen ami remove the spire from their church
This spire is ].’»{» feet from the ground and
< in u«

lil>.

ailt in 1 s7- when tile church was remodelled,
thought the spire causes the roof to leak and
it-idc

building.

The

building

will be

painted
present.

attractive colors than at
Uev. Mr. Gerrish, of the Methodist ehureh in
ciiy, has been t<> Pittslield, where he was sue-ful in raising the debt of the ehureh at that
•....Uev. Mr. Cunningham, who ha- been abi.i l or six weeks, ret urned home last week-The
otarian church was tastefully decorated Faster.
m more

before the altar was wreathed with
alias and cactus blossoms.
\ llower deco*

rgc
-'

cross

1 arch

spanned the chancel, hearing in ever
is risen.” Handsome boil*
i- were on the altar.
Along the front of the
til* ies, in evergreen, were the words, “1 am the
'iirrcction ami the Life,” “This Mortal must
it «>u Immortality.”
Tim service* was opened by
h"ir singing 1 bulk's Caster Anthem. The text
is
from Paul’s tir-t cpi-tle to the Corinthians—
'behold I hew you a mystery,” and was a strong
n

th*

words, “lie

■

illation

of

the

argument- that sustain the

immortality... .The Cniversalist
mroll was handsomely decorated with real and
litieial Mowers. The pulpit was covered with
alias and other house plants, profuse with blosin the chancel, in the rear of the pulpit, was
"iss, elegantly wreathed in flowers, on the top
: which was
perched a white dove, an emblem of
“Tty. The sermon was one appropriate to the
don.
in the evening the church was well tilled
listen to a concert by the Sabbath school eliil*
"’n. wliich, like all others at this church, was well
•adored.The Congregationalist church was
l;,,Testly decorated with house plants, flowers and
:!

-1 i a

u

the number of

our

citizens

engaged

to

see

so

many of

their talents.
at work for

Rev.

\nnior.

Samuel

a

former

100 M. shingles, and have on hand ma
M. long lumber and 200 M. pairs head
ing w hich will be finished about May 2oth_( apt.
Kbcn Hutchings, died at this place on the l;ltli aged
o:i years s months.
During the Kngli-h invasion
and occupation of the Penobscot region in Dll. I »r

terial for loo

in

refusing to take tin* oath of neutrality and for help
ing British soldiers to desert, Air. Hutching- was
seized, carried to Halifax, N. s., and confined in a
dark dungeon as a prisoner of war until June Dll.
sulVered all the torments which it is possible
human nature to endure, and nothing but a
strong constitution carried him through, with health

A.

impaired, lie was commissioned a Captain
in the militia by < »ov. John Brooks of Massachusetts
in ISM.
He held the position until 1S20 w hen he resigned, having discharged tin* duties ol his otli.-t* to
the satisfaction of all. Capt. Hutchings was Ju-

much

young

ti,-e of the Peace fourteen years, and twice rep re
Mi nted fin- town in the state
legislature. In religion
a l' n i versa list, in
polities a Republican, a good
moral man and a useful citizen.

the direction of Miss Alice Oardncr. and the
painting under Mr. Fred Moses_< apt.
Ivory Cranf lately drove to Castine in 1 hour and
-h minute- and >ay> he can make -till quicker time.
under

other in oil

belief in

";,iuets. The pastor’s theme was the “Resurreeof Christ.*’-The Baptist church pulpit eonuned a few choice plants ami bomjucts. The ser« s
were in keeping with the day_The Metho"i' did not
particularly observe the day... .There
>11 be an exchange of pulpits at the North,
Baptist
"1 Methodist churches next Sabbath.
Uev. Mr.
‘•errish, Methodist, will occupy the pulpit of the
*n

‘"iigregational ehureh, Bev. Mr. Boss, Cong., will
Baptist church, and Rev. Mr. Ryder,
baptist, will occupy the Methodist milpit_Bev.
V*’■1'•«'Gerrish, at the North ehureh will speak upon
Mystery of Godliness,” from Timothy 1,

;"'each at the

■‘uapter 5*1, verse 4....There will he union services
the evangelical churches, to-day, Fast
day, at the
•'Mill church. The meeting will’be addressed by
Ross. Subject—“Our Nation’s Danger
i"t
safety.” Services will begin at 10.30_The
'lect of Mr. Ross’
Sunday evening lecture will l»e
( hj
istlanity, a Civilizing Power.”

Ulack, who died the past w eek
whose loss will be felt by the
whole community, he having been one of our most
active business men.
He wa-for 1*5 years postmaster here, and has filled the otiices of Selectman,
Skattsfi

aged 71,

<

<Mi-

»i;i.

was a

of year.-;
himself f •

successively
honest, upright man

for

a

was an

evening

has

l nion

exhibition at his store thirteen eggs that
weigh tw«» pounds, -i\ and one hall' ounces_Mr.
Elmer 1*. Crookcr has been appointed station agent
and operatin’ on the Eastern It. U. at Wenham,
Mass-M. \. Magoon, Dental surgeon here, inon

forms

iis he has within the last five years extracted
teeth and tilled I'.dn, and >ince he commenced
business here has made b'>o sets <>l teeth. No need
to gum it where the Dr. is-Ship David I’.rown,
arrived at Boston from Singapore Friday ...Dark
Robert Porter, ( apt. !>. ('. Nichols, arrived at B»>s

17<X»

from Java, Monday-ship Oneida, (.'apt. Beni.
Carver id arrived at New York from Singapore, Montou

day.... Bark

Littlefield, (’apt. Link. Coleord,
York Tuesday from East Indies,
after a long passage. Several more deep water
vessels are now due-( apt. Oscar (L Eaton leaves
Monday for New York to take command of Ship
Oneida—Capt. Henry Curtis and bride were accompanied to the steamer Monday by a large delegation «>f friends and well wishers. The Capt. goes
to take command of Ship Hope at New York bon ml
for the East Indies.L 11. Lane has laid the keel
of a loO tons schooner for Capt. A1 Closson... .Capt
Phineas Pendleton and Fred Savory were thrown
C.

\.

arrived at New

carriage on Tuesday, but not seriously hurt
The colt belonged to Savery_Rev. Mr. Gcrrish,
on Tuesday evening delivered a lecture at Union
Hall, under the management of the Good Templars
Lodge, entitled “Three Years at the Front—Reinifrom

Court.

Lvmson, Judge.—A.

The

[

A.

following business

Fletcher, Register.

transacted at the
said Court—
Administration <« ranted on Estates of—
Sarah Littlefield, late of Prospect, John A. Par
tridge. Administrator; Edward E. Farnsworth, late
of Uleshf.ro, Wm. P. Farnsworth, Administrator;
Ami M- Warren, late of Jackson, Bcnj. Colson. Administrator; Chas. E. Field, late of Nearsport, Maria
J- Field, Administratrix; Sybil A. Parker, late of
Belfast, Miles s. Staples, Executor: Martha Klwell,
late of Waldo, D. S. Flanders, Executor.
t.i ARDiANs Appointed—Paulina Morse over
minor heirs of Albert Morse, late of Searsport:
Wm. Clark over minor heirs of Harriet N. Prescott,
late of Liberty.
License to*seee Real Estate on Estate of—
Nancy L. Doe, late of Belfast.
License, to seek Personal Estate on I>i \ n:
of—Harriet N. Prescott, late of Lihertv.
Inventories Returned on Estates of—Almira E Fisher, late of Searsmont; Thomas Stewart, late of Montville; Joseph Morse, late of Sear—
port; Alice W. Parker, late of Winterport; minor
heirs of Henry F. Partridge, late of Prospect;
David Kenney, late of Knox; Alfred W. Stevens,
late of Ottawa, Canada; Amos W. Sproul. late *>f
Montville; minor heir James Fowler, Jr., late of
Fnitv; Esther Jellison, late of Monroe.
Assignment or Dower on Estate of—Eunice
H. Cummings, late of Prospect.
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Henrv I>.
Harriman, late of Prospect; Oeorge W. Tinker,
late of Belfast; Xanev N. Staples, late of Stockton;
Adoniram B. Curtis, late of Frankfort; Oakes
Angler, late of Belfast; Eli Moulton, late of Fnitv.
Warrant of Insolvency Issued on Estates
of—Leonard P. Dickey, late of Elko, Nevada; Alfred W. Stevens, late of Ottawa, Canada; David
Kenney, late of Knox ; Thomas Thompson, late of
Fnitv.
Wills Prorated—Sybil Parker, late of Belfast;
Martha Klwell, late of Waldo; llazen Aver, late of
Montville.
Bond Filed —Surviving partners of firm of
.Mathews Bros.

May Term

and

praise meeting wa- held
there ...Mr. F. ". Cy pliers came near meeting with
a serious accident
Monday, at the spool mill. The
sleeve of hi- frock caught in the machinery and
%»oiiiiM ms arm annum an arbor, but
fortunately the
hell was slack and the machine stopped, and he
escaped with some bad bruises_Mr. E 1>. Ilia* k
a

J. 1>.

number

endeared
all with whom he dealt_The Methodist
church was beautifully decorated last Smidav, and
in the

Probate

man

ollector and Treasurer

was

of

The outlaws in New Mexico are so numerous that
the authorities are unable to cope with them. They
roll and kill with immunity. Pleasant country to

emigrate

to

_

Soldier’s Life.”

The audience was
entertaining and well received. The lecturer at the age of 1(J years entered
the 20th Maine regiment as a private, and served
until the surrender of Lee. The lecture was new
in many features, presenting the scenes of army
life as seen from the standpoint of n common soldier. Mr. Gerrisli was three times wounded, and
his description of the trials and
hardships of a
wounded soldier trying to reach the rear, with a rea

small, but the lecture

spection of

It

impossible for a woman after a faithful
course of treatment with
Lydia E Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, to continue to sutler with a
weakness of the uterus. Enclose a stamp to Mrs.
Lydia E Pinkham. 233 Western avenue, Lvnn,
2wlti
Mass., for her pamphlets.

stock

to convince every person that we have the
choicest line at the

lowest prices.
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Boston

Market.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
BLUE

STORE, BELFAST.
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A. CARD.
To all who are suffering from the errors ami indis
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,

"irleiTully j-i-olili.

manhood, &e., 1 will send a recipe tliat will
you, FRLKoF CHARHL. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a sell-addressed envelope to the Rt.v. Josr.ru
T. Tnman, Station I), Xeic York ('itu.
ly.'o
MARRIED.
Searsport. \pril 1>. al the re-idemv of the
bride’s father, by Lev. IL. Merrill, « apt. Henry
<
<‘urtis am! .Miss Fnima F. MeClure. both of s.
1
l nity. March J.'th, by Lev. F. II. Tiiriiieliif.
Charles 11 Kerrv of Troy, and Mi-- Ida .1 Clark of
•.

J’lymouth, Me. April bih. by tin -aim*. Lew el! M.
Kerry and Mis- Hattie M. Myriek, both of l'nity.
April lutli. by le v. F. H. Turnielilf, as.-islcd b\
James Libby, dr., F-<|.. L«'wei! W. Logers, I.- |., of
Kelfast, and Miss Angie F. Libby of Troy.
In Montville, April HIli. Mr. Mavo li. Clement and
Miss Alice K. Kerry, both of Montville.
In

Montville, April .'»d, Mr. Charles ■s. MeCorri-on ami Mrs. Abide F. Rowell, both ot Montville.
In Searsport, April :»d. Mr. Charles F. S\Voit and
Mi-sKvaJ. Moore, both of Frankfort.
In West ( aniden. April nth. Mr. Kirov Michaels
of Kelfa>t, and Miss ( a r vie Ik Kendall of North port.
In Rockland, April 12th, Mr. d. A. < Keen ot Ros
Ion, Mass., and Miss Clara F. Allen of Rockland.
In Orrington, April stli, Reniamin T. >o\vU\ L.-ip,
of Lllswortli,ami Mi-- Flora Ik Atwoodof Orrington.

o ied.

-BETWEEN-

BANCOR
1881.

SUMMER

FOUR

this city, April lotli, Lewi- s., son -o' John
Nash, aged 2 years and month-.
In Xorthporl. April I Ath. John L. < rockctl, aged
in

years and •*> months.
In Jackson, April lsth, Mr. Jedia'.i < ( ales, aged
so years, 1 month and |G
day-.
iii Lineolnville, \pril I'itli, Mr-. Lydia 15., widow
o| the hue 1’olu‘rt Drinkwatcr, aged A7 \r-.. 7 inns.
in IVnohsrot, April |:»th, ( apt. Khen 11 utehings,
aged:»:{ wars and s month-.
In Boekport, April Ith, Mark Dexter Meservev,
aged 2 years. April Ath, Laura Belle Meservey,
aged :> year- ami 11 months. April nth. Sarah \.
Meservev, aged A years and 11 month-, all of diphtheria, ehildreu of Lowell Meservey.
In Boekport, April Sth, Mrs. Janie- Lamvmcd in
years and G months.
In ( auideu. \pril 5'tli,
Joseph II. Ilosmer, aged ns
years. A months and 2 dav-.
In Bockiand, April nth, ('lemei Jine. wife of Ahin
McLain, aged A2 year-, I month and l.'I days.
In Bock land, A pril loth,
•ioseph \\ son of Joseph
and Mary A. Finery, aged Jl years, I mo.-., p;
day-.
In Bockiand, April iUtli. Florence 15. Moor, aged
in years.
In South Thoma-lon. April sth. Maria, widow of
the late \\ illiam Kalloeli, aged (ks years.
In Soutli Tliomaston, April !2tli. Arietta L., wife
of Frank Oraves, aged 27 vears, G months, !» dav-.
In Tliomaston, April 12th, Fred s., son of JdnaDavis, aged 2:5 years, 7 months and 27 davs.
In I’nion. April :id. Miss Hannah Messer, aged 72
years.
In Fll.-worth. \pril sth. ( apt. David (.. Faton,
aged GO years and 11 day-. April 12th, ( apt. Peter
Mazrall, aged A2 years and J months. April 7th,
Xalley 15.. daughter of John 15. and l.vdia M. Milch
ell, aged in year.-, I months and l.lda\s.
In Bluehill, \pril nth, Mr. Ihwvev Man-.
aged 12
-•»

.,

years.

In Deer Isle, April Oth, Mr. \\
M. \. 15. (ireen.
11 years and 27 days.
In Orland, March 27th, Mrs. Louisa T. Boherl-.
aged GO years. I months and 2s day-.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.

\pril ill, sclir-. Decator <>ake-. Baker, Boston:
Jacliin French, Portland; Fmina ilotchkis-. Phil
lips, Boston: Brunctle. Bahhage, do; Orion. White,
do.
April lsth. sclir. II. \ J. Blcndcniiaii. ( avalear,
Boston.
i.

April litli, sehrs. Lillian, B’van. Ilo-lon: Hide,
Hutchins, do.
April lsth. -chr Fail, Darhv, Boston.

&

TRIPS

80c. and 87 1-2c per

BOSTON.

ARRANGEMENT.

sai.k

AUGUSTUS PERRY,

1 Main St.

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE.
F.

\\.

1‘OTF.

Man air it.

ONE

NIGHT ONLY.

Tuesday Evening. April 26.1881.
Till; I' \Mi)[

(i )M|; |,| \ \

~

PER WEEK.

CHANFRAU,

TAYLEURE S SPLENDID COMPANY,
I.K,
and
I

I A5I.I I

sol..-

Manager

ITop'r.

The greatest of American Dramas, hv Kdward
>pene. r ami ( li ton W Taylmire. of the HaitiHrcss.

more

At 75c. per

AMBKIIH.K.

strainer <
.IJlt. OTIS

Extra

.If l /•
A MUST RATED SHOT.
ACT II. A UTILE DIFFICULTY.
ACT HI.
THE lriXXIXf; IIA XU.
A ('T 11
I) ( 77. TO THE 1)E. I III.

Prices 75, 50 and 55 cents, limited.
Reserved seals al F. W. H< >'| K's three days in
advance.
IwlC

HAYKORD OPERA
ONE

HOUSE,

NIGHT ONLY.

FRACTION OF THE SEASON!

JOLLITIES!
t \,

and original nm-i« al aloiirdientitled I he

!
An

entire

new

and iiimpie

abounding

musical absurdity,

••

m nLiisorr:
their

A Iso

own

in:

(aac.v

r

itnu.i

sci:m:.

oivlwMra under the direction of

J.

A. NORRIS.
Reserved Seats, .TO Cents.
Admission, 3.T Cents.
Mile of seal commences Thur>day morning at a

o’clock,

at I

\Y. I’< )T1*: s.

lu ll!

IT

Ladies and

Gentlemen to examine our
goods before purchasing
elsewhere.
r MANSFIELD.
A
MASONIC

TEMPLE.

dm It.

Freedom Notice.
<onsider;iiion of one dollar to me paid hv mv
minor son, M.KWKI.I.YN TV. DRINK WAT Kit,
I hereby give him the balance of his time during
his minority.
I.YDIY 15. DIMNKNY \TKK.

IN

Attest —I. 1). Titkkk.
Lincolnvillc, April if, issi. -:Jwl«!

PRIVATE SCHOOL.
E. REABUOI, will on .Monday,
the isth, open a i’KIVati: sciiooi. in the
small building on Alain Mreel, near.John Stewart’s
house, opposite the Custom House. Tuition *25 ets.
per week. Pupils stdiclted.
I»elfa-t. \pnl 11. ISM.
;u I.,-

MARY

«eCODEALERS

IN

yd.

< <>urt held at
ounlv «d' Wald", on
April, A. I). Ism.
<

of

May

next,

f-2c.,

35c. to 50c. per

XI a Probate ( ourt held
the ( ounty of Waldo,
\pril, A. It. I s-1.

al
on

yd.

Till

WE

descriptions.

50c. each.

|

!

SHALL

ON

APRIL

FRIDAY,
On e at)

OPEN

f5th,

different stg/i

Oar sloe/,
is ronsta nilg eej>legn ith
X/.'lt f.OODS. and tin
sjneia/ties are too nnmi eons to
mention. Suffer it to sag that raeh
artie/i’ a-itt he sold at a hargain

GEO.

¥*.

Every Department
Black Sis, Btt

cs:

SHEETINGS.

PRINTS,
Minabai Lacc Towels.. Table Linens,
NAPK3N5.

CRASHES,

Haniburgs. Hosiery, Kid Gloves,mitsl I s.

,(

All fioods Sold
AT

Lowest

r.

Strict!)

THE

Possible

Prices

Our Meadil) increasing sales are found in the
tael that we ssi\e more \alue lor the monej
than an> «*ttier house in our line.

I

is/ieil

Oni' I'luli’in

io' liav n it lit'cn In 11*<*ut DUi* ruMoiiii'i*' in a
'iraialu foraaril inaniirr. and in
Sivi* thrill dm: Hi mu:I II I 1 NTs in \aliii* lor
firn doiinr li It uitli ii'. at all linn*' iiiMrnn-

In

our

(

iiiiiIiiji*'

nrvrr

to

mi'ri*|in*-i

:ii an

ar

lirlc in ordi r to makr a *>alr.
Our miard i- ilirir t on I’m 11. ONTMil- Ni i and
I’ATHON li.I

H. H. JOHNSON

BURKETT.

Mai a St.,

in m< KS l.nwm Ihan all
OMI’l TITOIJs

s

ladies' Jackets, Dolmans, Etc,
j

lift1

GOODS,
Velvets, Satins,

Ladies' Garments!

i

|

ui

DRESS

These goods hare Inin se/erted
n ith great rare, and iei/1 In
offered
the trade at a ho re mentioned grin s.
Itememhi e ire iri/t sett t arin tings
this season l.l’.SS than offend hg
eom/n tit ion.

& CO.

City Block-

A SPLENDID LINE OF

I. \Mm »N. .indue.
Fi.kt< hkk, Register.

lielfa-t, within and bnIhe stv*»nd Tue-dax

(,0011s, VNI>

FULLY REPRESENTED!

7

w ithin and lor
(he -ceoml Tue-dax *t

*1 AMI.- 1>.
\
\.

16c.

RUGS,
Of all

that

r

Oil Cloths,

licita-t,

copy. Attest

In

ALL VALUES.

and -hoxv eauso, if any tin
should not he allowed.

A true

iSKKil Mil!

Comparison of Prices

50c. and 55c.

STRAW MATTIM.S

ten of the rlork below
have, whx 11,

at

yd.

Curtains, Best Onauue,

\'17’M. H. lit KIM I.I., named Kxeeutor in a irr▼ V
tain instrument purporting: to he
la-t
will ami le-lament «»t WM.
( Rosin, late ..f
Relta-t, in -aid ( ounty ot \\ aide, deceased, ha\ inu
presented tin- -aim* tor Probate.
Ordered, That the .-aid 1.\■ ut«
uive notice
toall persons interested b\ eau-inua
copy uf thi- m
der to 1m* published three weeks -ueiv>-ively in the
Republican Jouruulprintcd at liella-t,that tliex max
appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at lielfa-t,
within and for said < ounty, on tin*
mid Tnesdax
of Max next, at ten of‘the clock before nooii,
and show eau>e, if any they have, w hy the -aim*
-hu 1 d not be pr»ved, approved and allowed.
J A Ml-;> l>. I. \ AI-< »\. .Indue.
\ true copy
Attest
-A. \. I't i:n mar. IP u!-t«*r.

-ante

Ingrains,!

Only

Probate

\: a
ihe

HIM

\U

••

!

1.1 A X. XX' \ KKKN. hax iuu
pre-ontod her pr
tition for the appointment of l>A.\C XI.
as
Xdmini-trator ,,| the estate
;
NAPOI.KON 15. XX \RRFN. lab- of lie]la-1, in -aid
(’ounty of Waldo, deceased.
ordered, That the-aid 1 -aac M. Lioardman ui\e
notice to all person iniere-led by aii-inu' a
copy ot'
this order to be published three week- -uere-.-ivelv
in the Republican Journal, printed at lielfa-t, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt. to he held at
lielfa-t. within and for said ( ountv. on the second
Tuesday of May next, at b*n oi tHock infore noon, and -how can-e, if anv tliex have, wh,
Ihe sann* should not he uranted.
I \MI*;> D. I. X M"()N. Jitd”e.
A true copy. Xttesl
< III I.’, lb u'Mer
X. X I

Tl
HOARDMAN

Prints & Cambrics!
MANSFIELD'S,
MASONIC
TEMPLE.

<

At

Probate Court held
unit v of NX aid",

a

lie (

Xpril,

h.

X.

Wliu arc u telling (•• clitain tin: -<• •> icc< ..r
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I ss 1.

hvlA
.ra.i.

Fringes, Gimps,
Every Style of Trimming Goods,
-A TT/ .l A S/ //.’/ />‘S. Mffsoitir

ed her lir-d account of Administration', and her
private claim a^ain-t -aid deceased, for allowance.
Ordered, That the -aid Xdmiui-Jratrix irive notice
to all persons interested by eau<niir a eopv of this
order to be published three week- ,-ueee—iveh
in the Republican Journal printed at Relfa.-t, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, t-> be held at
Relfa.-t. w ithin and. mr aid C m;.:;,, ,.u
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv the

i.

>i

in:

sin inn

■

»r

'I'rmjtf*

Notice.

Messenger's
< m

w

I-

\
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si \ 11 in M\im:.
\
VI I*.. s-.. \,„ il |«,, \. |>. |SS|.
«.i \ i vmn;, That ..mi■«• 111h• *..
\. D. |sM, a Warrant n le-ohcm
i! I of I In* ( «Mi!: of 111 o
wa- i-.-ued
mm
*r -at
< "mil,'
V'. ahlo, again-l
ol
tin* <■ -tale of IT l\
ADAMS, of I nity, in said County, adjudged
lx* an Insolvent Debtor, on petilion of -aid hr'.
w hieli petition wa- liled on tin* 1 Hildas -T Vpril. \
I >. IsS!, io which Iasi named dale ini civ-i m clatn.
i- |o he computed. 'I hi! I lie payment of any del"
ami the deliver', and I ran-fer of am pr.-peru i..
longing to -aid Delitor, to him or for hi- u-e, ami
the delivery and transfer of auv properl 1
aim
are forhidden I*v law
That a me. ling of tin* r. < 1 if
or- of said Debtor, to prove their 'lei :
and elm.•
one or more a.—ignees of hi- estate, w ill he held at
a < min of In.-olveney to lie holden at the Probate
< Mliee in -aid l»elfa-i.on the :2th dav of
May. V.
D. DM, at ten o’clock in the forenoon
< tiven under niv hand the <late lir-t abo\« w rit ten.
( II \>
KAK l b’, sherilV.
V- Messenger ol the ( onrt of h -olvenev for -aid
( oimly of Wald-2w I'h

r<

k

»

i Hi

i m

n:«'i,u.

Stock

Largest
0 F

W

rn
rpmi>
A. "i Vpril.

—

be allowed.
J A M 1> I). I.XM'-UN. Judw-e.
X. A. Cl.in m:i:, Re^i-ter.
Attest:

At a Probate Court held a! Rcil'a-t, within and l<
the ( ouutv of Waldo, on the .-ecoml Tue-dn\ .■!
April, A. i>. issi.

ofAJ(»LPII MoR>L.
County of Waldo, de

presented a petition for an allow
personal estate of -aid derea-ed.
Ordered, That the said Joanna ^rive notice to nil
persons interested by causing a copy of this ordcto be published three weeks sueet*s-ivelv in the R«
publican Journal prii vd at Rell’a-t, tfiat thev mav

a nee

appear at a Probate C mrt, to be held at Relfa.-t.
within and for -aid County, on the ,-eeond Tuc-dav
of May next, at ten of' the clock before nooii.
and show' cause, it any they have, why the pray cr of
said petition -liould not be granted.
J XMKs 1». I. X M s« »\. J mitre.
X. true ropy. Xtte-t
X. X. Ki.kk ilia:, Re«ii-|ei.

all

Booms in MrCliiitork Block. I psiairx.

M«coRR, Xdmini-tratrix of |Ik*
Id >1 > M» ( ORR, latent Lincoln villc,
(’ounty of Waldo, deceased, having pre-ent

ceased,
out of tin*

w::'n

or

I'*«*lia 'i.

tate of
MARX
in -aid

late
JOANN
having

1ut-**Ii

,1-

At a Probate ( ourt held at Relf’n-t, within and for
the ( ounty of Waldo, on the second Tucsdav of
April A. 1). Iss|.

A R. MOR.'-L,widow
of searsport, in -aid

l

u

I*,(‘l- conti'len! that -In* « :m p!t a>t* a ! win* nia> p*
u it
li«*» -cr\ ire-.
I i
to -11 i t
in* t inn-Mi11 ir’v will font in nr tin* l.n-inrl.u.\KM.\K
I \ <.
u-uni. •-!ampins *!oiu* n ••pier. I.
,i
;
.iinni '' ki'l ii k»\ r- rlt*a.n'<■« I.

I.

copy.

ill

-.

HICKS.

thrir pat f" ia.u'
\ 1 1! I .* I' I .< I' HT w arrant
no chari>v will In* mailt* tor tin* w ork
With
M‘or> "l «*\pi‘rii,m*t* ami -upt-rior ahilitv Mi" !;
•‘I*

Ordered, That the -ai l Jcllivm tuive notice t" all
persons interested by eau-inir a copy of thi-order
to be published three week- -uere—i\ely in the Republican Journal printed at Relfa.-t. that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at R’elfa-t,
within and for -aid
ounty. on the -ecoml Tue-day
of May next, at ten of the dock before nooii,
and show cause, if any they have, whv the -nine
should m»t be granted.
J \MI> !». L XMsiiN. Jud-e.
A true copy. \11<*-t
\. X. l-'u n 111:ir, Register.

lmf

V.

i*-ta.hli

MISS A. A
In- hape> to ~<*rvr

with

"I

M«

should

their a'lvaniauv t" ronsiilt

B"'klainl. who ii.i-

"■

»l> d KU.Im >\. Iiu -band of l.'Tllld! J id.
LlsoN, late of Monroe, in -aid < -eiuty oi
Waldo, deceased, ha\iui: presented lii- petition for
an allowain-c out of the per-ona! e-tate <i -aid de
cease

to

IMISS J. A. BURROUGHS,

i«*r

—

ill till'I it mvalh

"

l-.-l.

j
I

|

Probate Court held at Relfa.-t, wilhin and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the -<*eoml Tuc-da' of
April, A. i>. issi.

At

Collars, Cuffs, Handkerchiefs,

Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods,
Small Wares,
AND

I'll UK Kill VI) IV

IM STORK iV

llils I

ITT.

And at Lower Prices.
rerehr almost duilj auditions to our stork
departments of our business, offerin'; our patrons the HIM’ t.oniis at
«s ahn\r stated.
LOW i K 1*15II Ks
(han others ha\r as jrl uhen

<

HOSIERY, LACES, JEWELRY,
At A. P. Mansfield's,

a

M. FLLTC1ILR. named Fxeeutor of the
last will and testament of ALMIRA L. Cl-ll
HR, late of Sear-mont, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, Inning presented hi- tinal iieiount for allowance.
Ordered, That the -aid K.xeeiu<»r^ive notice to all
persons interested by eau-in# a copy' of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Re-

T<

> 11N

publican Journal printed

Notice of Foreclosure.

allowed.
JAMLs. I>. L XMsoN, Jud-v.
A true copy. \ttest :
A. A. Fi.i:t« 111:i:, Register.

ing from the rppfr to the Power P.ridge: and
wiierea- the condition in said mortgage i- broken,
now by reason thereof. I claim a foivelo-ureof -aid
mortgage, according to the provision of the statute
in such ease made and provided.

—

At a Probate Cou/t bebl at liell'a-t, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tue-dav of
April, A. i>. is,si.

(.PolH.I

lielfast, April IS DM.

M. row Lid.’, widow of JAM Ms foW
LKR, Jk., late of Cuity, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, respectfully represents that said
deceased died seized and possessed "f real estate
in which she is lawfully entitled to dower: that no
part thereof has been'assigned to her b\ the heiror tenants or by process of law, and that -he is desirous to possess and enjoy the same in severalty.
1.1.l’A

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR!
READY MADE WRAPPERS.

Monroe, April 21. lss|.

SKY

KN

PUT

Kl’KNT Stalls.

-A T—

the

fI.ANDKIIS.

Our Black Cashmeres
TKI.I. TUMI! OWN STOHV.

llot.T

A Nice Assortment of

IN

|

P.

Mansfield's, Masonic Temple.

FOR SALE.

The stib.-eribcr offers for «ale hiresidence on Hay V iew -treel. The
house is two stories, all linishctl,
.large cistern in cellar, with a good
-garden spot. The view overlook
ing the harbor and bay is not surpassed in the city.
Price reasonable, (iood reasons fur selling. Ap
If. «i. DYKIf.
plv at this oflieeto
p.elfa-t.

April

11. lssl

—

& Velvets

UWIIT liK. H 1.1 PSM).

Our Monies, Cambrics Ai Prints
Ul. TIM

The lim l«*i* will he suitably rewarded b\ leaving the
same with Miles s. staple-, I lei last, or at this oilice.
( II A". II
111. \( h
I lei fa si, Vpril I**., l»l-:’,w Hi-

I

bargain ><t.

Onr Satins

ON

fPIlK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all A.
±
concerned, that lie has been dulv appointed 1
and taken upon himself the trust of kxeeutor of S
the will of
MARTHA KLW KLL, late of Waldo,

D.

\n* ih<*

SATI'RDAY. APRIL tilth. <m -i:uv n.a.l !„•
tween Wintorport ami stoekton, a IIliming
fuse Silver Watch, with broken chain att;u ln‘«|.

in

County of Waldo, deceased; he therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said de
ceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to him.

QTJR BLACK SILKS

.".win

LOST.

said estate may he assigned and -et out to her. and

in

TEMPLE.

i-.. iia :. .>
!ii:i!i:.\>. i.i < 1 m. iri:-,
her mortgage deed dated April lb, D7s, and
yy
recorded in Waldo Kegi-tn of Deeds, Volume 1-:.
Page 270, conveyed to me in mortgage, a certain
parcel of land situate in Iielfa-t, in the < ounty of
Waldo, being all that part of the eastern half of lot
numhered thirty-two. in the first division of lots in
said lielfast, which lies northerly of the road lead-

should not la*

that eonnnis.-ioncrs may he appointed for that purpose pur-mint to law.
Dated at llelfast this 12th day of April, A.D. l-M.
Ordered, That the -aid Kllen M. fow ler give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy
of this order to he published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at llelfast.
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld
at llelfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
Indore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the praver of the petitioner should not be granted'
JAMfs 1). DAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—A. A. Ki.ktciikk, Register.

their nMoitiersor'junied in
their advertisements.

ait

Re!fast, that they max
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Rclfast,
within and l’or -aid County, on the second Tucsdav
of May next, at ten of 'the clock before nooii,
and show « au-e, if any they have, w hy the -aim*

wcr

MASONIC

!

at

>he therefore prays your Honor that herd*

will repay all

JohnsoN

yd.

Hemp Carpetings

PBGBATt ivG/iCES.

in

I PROARIOIS PI N !
CHARMIM. MI’SIC!
IIIMOROIS SITI ATIONS !
ami

H-H,

,

Overwhelming Decision of Everyone
37

*•

I'MAKIl THK MAVAdKYIKNT OK K. YV. I’UTK.

now

--O F-

in all the

Saturday Evening, April 23,1881,

I'lvsenti.'.g their

Unanimously in Favor

ON 01 I!

Fare from Belfast In Lou ell.
.yi.liO
:;.()(»
Boston,
Lxem-sion ticket-, at following rates
From Belfast and Searspnrt and return,
Xa.OO
Fort Point
.">.00
IL LANK. Agent.
.1 .AAIKS LITTLKFIKLIL
Superintendent.
Belfast. April J1, Iss|. Id

A true

IH MI.

Oeciaed

yd.

62 1-2c per

l\ ania It. It.

s\

same

KIT REDDIJNG, FRANK S. CHANFRAU.
iw, 'Ihi-' ^ivat work w a
witnessed hv upwards
»»f UMI.OOII persons al Komi
and Wallark's Theatres
New N'*rk,and has realized Mr. ( hanfrail over .•<i

75c. per

Only

a.

Mr. FRANK S.

-THEY HAVE—

All-W ool Carpetings

1881.

steamer, KATAHIUN,
< apt. W. li. i:<>!\.
INI.IIAIIWI, ;
1online n ring Monday, April _>:,tli. :mil tun
not ice, will leave Belfast for Boston ami intermedi
at*/ landings, e\ cry Momlax. Wednesdav. Tlnirsda\
ami Saturday, at •_»
o'clock I*. M. Will leave I*,.ton from Lincoln'' wharf, even M<mda\ Tiles,la*
Thursday ami Friday, at I*. M.
t.oing Ljist, eonne'timu made at dockland w ilh
Kao\ A Lincoln It. It. for Thotnast.m. Wahlol.oro,
Damariscotta ami other stations; with steamer
Lewiston for Deer l>i,*. ( astine, s.-.tirwi«k. Mi.
De'.-rt ami Maeliiaspnrt; at Bclfas|.with<teamer
May neon I or ( astine ami i 'lc'l.oro ; at Bmi-jn »rt,
with stages lor Bluehill and LUsworth; at Bangor.
ith L. A N. .V. It. It. ami Bangor A Pi.scat•
t«|uiIt. It., ami all stages for the
surrounding couutr>.
<
.ojng W e>t, ticket' mav he ohtained «m each 'team
er for Lowell, New York,
Philadelphia. Baltimore
and Washington, and Baggage cheeked
through,
ai-o tickets for tin* Wi 't and Southwest via Penn(

*

in

We Invite Ion all to Examine
Our SMI

EXTRA SUPER CARPETINGS

t

sheds.

per yard.

LOWELL EXTRA SUPERS,,

■

OATS,

V lull line ul lie.'i'> ■seeils..
lleid' t.rnss. Ill'll (liner. While
Clover, Alsike
(liner. Iintl .Meadow, Hungarian, Orchard
•■rii". lied Tnji. AImi (lie hi st line nl'Kit'lil.
(.arden and Flower Seeds In the city.

( Xothing beyond //,•,• announcement of (he name, rn/c,
residence,eye.,of dc-utsed persons u iff be published
under this heading.)

j;i

i^mu

>i him )in i;n \\\

In

mai

of llrhrou,

many ,.f (lie heads Inin. |,.n_r.

(tHASS

loss of
cure

ever

RUSSIAN

mu:

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Utanly

prolilii
(Quality exrellent.
lilssi.i.x
u in;.i t.

WH 6TE
"

|»(>T.\Tn|->,

Early Ohio,

Kest wheat

Corn

Corn
Corn

Farmers!
A 1:1 I I I IOF

\ cry

BUY

TO

Fancy Goods,

Look
NKW

TEMPLE,

PLACE

and

Dry

VUKKT.

7
Oat Meal P lk,
7,
jn Onions p lk,
<•;
¥ bush.
07 Oil. Kerosem p’gal..
id
Meal ¥ bush.
>'7 Bolloek ¥ ll>.
; ,al
Cheese ¥ lk,
Ida IT IMrk ¥ Ik.
I lVlJ
dab'
Codlish, dry,¥ It.,
Blaster p ol.i..
.sf.ou
•* live
cranberries ¥ qt-,
j’. at;
Meal, P Ik.
Clover seed. ¥ lk. 10aj:i slmns p
s'l.Tm
Flour ¥ bbl.,
.sr,.7dan.7d sugar ¥ Ik,
p,
II. («. Seed If bush.
lo salt, T. I.. p bush.
Id
= M s. Potatoes ¥ Ik.
Lard ¥ lk,
IJ
n
Lime ¥ bbl.,
la i H
!*o-j l.uo Wheat Meal, ¥ lk,

THE

IS

s

'•

Only $1

Steamship Company

>R<, 1. 1. MAX KNKI5, Administrator <»i the
J estate of rl.KMKNTIM*; II XX KNKli, late of
XViuterport, in said ( ountv of Waldo, deeoa-od,
having presented hi- lir-t and final account «»i \d
ministration of -aid estate for alloxvanee.
Ordered, That the said Admini-tralor uix <■ not'nv
to all persons intoro-tod Iw ean-inu a
eopv of
this order to he published three week- -nooe--i\ eh
in the Repuhlieau Journal, printed at licit;,-t. that
they may appear at a Probate < ourt. to he neld at
lielfa-t, within and for -aid ( mintx. on the -eeond

re. :.

s

Milliner*

I’ojtu/ar

l.«

A. P

the Journal.

i.

HIT THUS,
Tapestry Brussels

BROWN,

ICIf

noun,

CURRENT

to attend.

continues to take charge of the millinen.

Mill

'rue-day
BELFAST

terns of

WORK.

cordially invited

Unheard of Bargains.

Curtains, &c„ Tbe Ladies are the Judges!

At a Probatt
ourt hold at liella-t, w ithin and for
the ( otintv of Waldo, on the -••••ond Tne-d.ux
d
April. A. I), is,si.

Teaching.

I.

Butter—1The market continues tirni for choice
fresh grades; Western creamery, 33 3 34c for tine;
fair to good, 27332c; Northern dairy, 2tiii2.se, the
latter for choice; selections, 30c; fair to good, 20g
25c; ladle-packed, 21 §23r; fair to good, 17«2te.
Cheese—Market Ann and steady at I4j;r for line
factory; (we omit jobbing prices)': fair to good at

\

tin

IIOK»*l»<»^ w ill lake 1
m-iv pupilthrough tin -p-.-iim and summer. I-..*• term-.
Am.. inquire at her re-idema* on ( edar **t.
Jt Id

M

ARHIVKT}.

13C

our

i*»

was

treating army, was’hignlv interesting.

ax

aged

a

nescences of

Cloths,
brics, Prints, Hosiery,
Gloves, Underwear,
Corsets, Fringes, Girdles, Laces, Ties, Buttons, &c., &c.,
We only ask an inCam-

lie

for

people making use of
Two elas.-es in painting have been
mie time.
One using water colors,
our

Dutch

Momie

In ;ill Di'iiiitfi'l'.
Price, onl) $1.00 per Buttle.
(
s. BOBEBTsON. Proprietor, Boston.
<• ko. t
tiOOOW IN A < 0.. tien'l \iienls,
I'
Hanover St.. Boston. Mass.
:{l» A

JnoM. staves

Coodell_
swizey,
Swazey,
The friend- of Mr. < ■'oodell welcome him hack again
to hi> native place.
I fe i- now in Im-im >> with hibrotlier in law Rufus II. Kmery_It is gratifying
P

Kaler

put in two machines at once-The sells. Addic L.
Perkins, Capt. Thompson, >t. Leon. Capt. Perkin-,
Cabinet, Capt. Leach, Lewis Smith, Capt. Leach,
and Diadem, Capt. Sellers, have loaded w ith bricks
and barrels and sailed for Boston_In White A;
Ci-indle's mill, they have turned out since March i-i.

and

Win. 1>.

\;

inissionary t.. Sierra Leone, is giving a course <>i
interesting lectures in the M. K. Church, on Africa
and the Negro-Bowden & Crindlc have -old the
sell, (.ulnare to parties in York, Me., and
bought
the sHi. Amazon of the Roekporl Ice Co. for S] MO.
The Amazon is sixty-one ton-and will be loaded
immediately with bricks and barrels for Bo-| .n.
The same enterprising gentlemen have made ad
ditious and improvements on their boarding li.m-c.
and will employ eighteen men in the yard t hi -mu
mer, and manufacture a larger number of bricks
than they have before-Messrs. Martin & True
Leach have commenced a new brick yard, and will

rebuilding. The residence
of Mr-. Laniard is jo be
entirely rebuilt and remodelled.
A this will most likely be verv extensive a-well as elaborate, it will give
employment
to many tor the greater
pari of the -uminer. Among
others who w ill make improvements are Win. Wil
F. Ware, ( apt. John >hute, Rufus 11.
>•>11. ( apt. (
Finery A. < *»., Win. II. Cemi, F. P. Kmcrsou, How
aid

real

The

■

the

in

painting, repairing

LV

mans, and the Cloth
for both, Woolens for
Men and Boys’ Wear,

on

Pknoiiscot.

at Un-

pay into the city treasury tin* balance of
ouV'imt received by-;.id company* lor therent:*!

elected

Bangor-Con-ideraide

—

nicely arranged. The evening concerts by the chilwere interesting... Mr-. J. li. < raw ford—a
very estimable lady, beloved bv all—died smidav
of eoii-uinption. after a lingering illues.-.
Faster

in

Shaw*- Hill. Tin* la-t named lioti-e i- one
of the olde-t houses in town and will be taken
down and removed... .Our jeweler, How ard M.
White, i- -irk al 1 Minton's hotel.lolm, an interesting ami very pr«»mising lad, aged eleven vear-.
oldest son of Amo- H. Hall, Ks<|., died la-t week.
-Harbour'* Sedgwick and Mt. De-ert steambna!make their landing- ;it the Sanford -ti-amboat
wharf now-The Congregational Sabbath .-i-liM.il
gave a very interesting Kasler concert on -abl.aih
evening last. The church was tastefully decorated
The recent entertainment given by tW* iadie-oi
the Methodist sociable wa- very interesting and
•
Hiite profitable-Our north village school- (-Mir..
meii<-ed on Monday last. Miss Koui-- It. Merrill
and Mi-s Kmma Norton teacher-.

dren

KsuoijT.

panic-

house

"argent ha.-already -old about a
1 doe's Head, and will pr*l>ab|\ have a call for
more soon.
Thi- is a wry desirable location for
many reasons. The climat e i- eomforiahh cool
and healthful; -priug- of pure w ater arc numerous :
there are good facilities for boating and fishing: an
excellent harbor for sailing, there being im rough*
nes- of water, no matter from what
quarter the
wind lay blow
It ha- -team communication with
Portland twice a week, and in the -ca-on ha- dailv
connection with P>elfa-t, P.angor and liar Harbor.
-Faster was ob-erved in the thrccehurrhes here.
The flowers displayed were wry beautiful and

(

Ilu-hlight

to

council start-oil*

ha-bought the Wisvveil -tore, Mrs. Annie
wood ha- bought the Whi'ney H«m-e, on
street, and Mr. K. Bartlett ha- bought the

m ar

Jit

new

has changed hand- lie e recently. Albert \
Lesan has bought the ( hick -tore. I rank W llalev

ne— i- impr<.\ing.
.s.-br. < M. (-ray ha- lately arrived from Kanger with a cargo <d lumber for the
new linn—the Ca-iinc Lumber < o_Mearner
City
of Richmond landed s-'mc imr-es Into last
week,

which

sentry. The

e-tate

up, and bu-i

hay and coal... .The following order was
—That the president, director-, and company
B. A M. !.. It. It. < o. be ami hereby are re-

ami

mi,

was

Toeketi, (,wide: •!. W. Fverleth.
with thirty tom
member-... .('apt. ( Mi-(
Katon has -old tin sehr.

l*rogrr-- (.range ha- ordered three ton- of IJrad
lc>
>uporpho>phale-< «eo. F. Jira- kett Lodge!
cooi 1
Templar-, are Ire—ing their hall w ith a new
coat
paint-The farmers arc now engaging
their help for the coming -ca-on: wage- are higher
than la-t -ca-on-Nearly four indie-of snow fell
hist Friday, but \cry little -leighing was realized
Irom it except fora few hour- on
Saturday nioruiag. .Jediah < 'ate at) aged and rc-peded citizen of
thi- tow n, died "ii Monday morning of
paralyse.
He w a- about eighty \ear- of age.
<

(}.Mil’ll

xenxatlon in Die Bark anil
Lniin. Suppressed nr Inriinlinenl I rlnallun. uilli
nliilixli nr lirli-k dust ilepmii, Driipx}, (.ravel. Iliaiietex. llrsanie Weakness,
Ac.
\ k I*II It!,TIt I VI has mi
ei|iial liir Lameness and
Weakness peculiar tn 1 emalcs.
vmini Tin w i- the i>< »t
kirn an reined] liir llialides.
M I’lllit.TH I >|.as a Tonic
and si I in u la nl liir used persons. is without a rival. Be
sure and ink
liir Dr. Ill LLIHks KIIISH
BKMKII1.
VmillKTIIIM.
hor sale

Orator: Maria L. (

it.

to

CARPETING,

23d,

rximit

to

•

and Summer ’frs. B. F. WELLS.

Silks, Satins,
Dress Goods, in Black
& Fancies, Trimmings
of every style and
quality, Sacques, Dol-

ai} Ursa in, h'entale Complaints anil (ieneral llebili-

the olleer-—JI. T. Sanborn, Com.; J. <
\t
>ti»keli. s,*e*y.; K. 11. ( ro\.
wood, \ ice 1*0111. : L.
ford, Col.; B. IV Hall, Trea-.: Dr. A. W. -welt.
Me 1. F\ : ( ha-. K. Hill, Past Coin.: -J. \. Kilhnrn.
( hap.
Win. H. Baker. Warden ; Flora K. Oilman.

his

the mini lili'cliial Ilcim-

I-

,ilj liir all Diseases or the
kidneys. Bladder. anil I Hu-

are

clo-c j*i «»\iinit to the -aw mi
avoid
I; cut the ends ot each linger
on that hand, and the middle one so badh that it
bad to be amputated at the firs! joint_star of
late

HEPHRETICUM.

IV

Win natron t.
Mr. c. II. Black, .1 ciicl-ea.
Mass.. Deputy Mipreme Commander of Maim*, in
-tiluted at thi- place on the i Kh. Kiv« r-ide ( mneil
of the Nmeriean Legion of Honor. 'The following

he did not notice 111.-

til too

...W.

day.

fast

tv M. on

Could'.-

“treading hack"

churches, as al-o by the Reform Club at Finery
Hall. The stage wa- beautifully decorated with
flower-. Mottoes here and there and in the background the cros-. Tin- -election by the choir were
well rendered and very appropriate for the occa
-ion. The Hall w a- well filled_Hr. Kmer-son ex-

B. Ii. ( <mant

o

As tin-

OR. BULLOCK S KIDNEY REMEDY,

_

Ja< ks«»n. on Thur-da\ <»1 la-1 week Mr. Ii. |>.
Tasker got the linger- of hi left hand quite
badly
injured b\ getting them in contact w ith tin* hack
mill.

lyric.

*dmontnn has again enlered the grocery btisine.-s, having rented the ro.»m
recently occupied by ('. F. Hutebings in the Iligginblock... .There will be a union prayer meeting al

mauagenicnt la-t year.

-:iw
1 os-

No family :lmuld be without LYDIA K. P1NKHA.M S
I.IVFK PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of tin liver. 25 cents pt
box
Sold by all Druggists.

on

Friday evening

hlack-mithiug....T'ln* seleclnn*n wciv in -c--ion on
Saturday, enrolling tin militia... The t *wn farm
ha- been let to James Knowlloii for the
en-uing
I he farm w a- mm h improved under hi> car.

part of the ••hoard circular" in Tasker

o\crei-os opem*d
by the quartette
(.and Mi-- Klia Adam.-.
The

Anthem

his blacksmith -hop. This i
placed large sign
the first time he ha- displayed such an article al
though he has been in the business many vear-_
Last Sunday ( IV W. Mines of Bo-ton, a e.Mimn r
eial traveler, gave a temperance lecture al
Megimticook lower hall wliieh was well attended and ap.
.lollitiepreeiared-The
appear at the ball next
a

-nine

■

1

very line.

were

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is al ways permanently cured by its u-v.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony v it h the laws that govern t lie female s\stem.
l’< the cure..f Kidney < 'omplnints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA K. PI \ lv IIA M’S VEGETABLE C032*
1*01 \l>is prepared at h '5 and 235 Western Avenue,
I.ynn, Mass. Price 01. Six bottles for g.h Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, gl per box for either. Mrs. Piukhom
freelyansw. s all letters of inquiry. Send l\.r pamph
let. Address as above. Mention this 7'uper.

ibnal

The

entire programme was very pleasing. The
was crowded, and the general
c\pre--ion i-.
“The best of it- kind we have ev er had."... .The
schools of Camden v illage all began their spring
and summer terms last Monday under favorable
auspices. A report was in circulation la-t week
that Mr. Trihou had re-igneda- teacher of the high
school, but such is not the cast*_1).
Hunter ha-

are

■

M. liar-tow.

<

house

the

>|iiarr\. Thi- ipiarry i- -ilwat
cd in the w«*-t part of the town "ii what wa- former
ii:.
l'lie-d.-i} at J P. M. I lelegates from j
t m- I lean farm.
d" count} and this -e.-tion will reach there in ! ly
M«»m;<u:.
\ little boy, -on of Janie- Down-, at
taxing the Tuc-la> morning train. Bound
i* kets
'i* one fare will be -old at all the railplay with a hay cutter had hi- hand badh cut
1 'pi'.ions to members of the order on 1}
Hotel The -m»w of la-t Friday drifted -o badly that many
road-had ;•> he -hoveled out.....Mr. Freeman AtIt will
:c 1‘ortlaml sl."<i ami sl.:.n per day.
wood has sowed oat- and pea-.--<
ot the large-t -e-.-iou- ever held-Belfast
apt. John
< lia-c. in llu* S7fh
u ill be repre-ented in the 1 .rand Lodge by a
year of hi-age, i- very a< tive. In
addition t<» hi- farming in* dot's <|iiit.* a bu-iiu*ss at
legation of l."ior2<> member-.... Wald< l)i--

II

nil tho*e Painful Com pin I nth niid Wmlineiie*
mo common to curbed fentule population.
It will cure entirely the worst term of Femaio Complaints, nil ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, ami is particularly udapted to the
hange f Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an curly stage
f
veh.pment. Tin tendency to cancerous humors 1 here is ,-li. ek.-<] very p* dily hv its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulant--, and relieves v.a akm ss of the stomach.
It euros Wonting, Headaches, Nervous Prostration.
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi

held under the direction of

was

superintendent, Mr.

Posit ivo f'nrc

a

for

The

-till pressing hay.
granite quarrie-. A
t lock ha- recent I v been
ipiarried for a -tatue of
»t.-n. 1'il-o:i.
The Dean family are having a menuBu-inc-s i-

Montana.

t

I-

preached an Kaster sermon in the
the evening a very intere-ting -Mm-

by the singing of Kaster
choir, assisted by.!., If.

t'ormerlv ••!' thi- city, came to
I .im oi.nmi.i.i:
on Monday of la-t w eek a- Mr.
>aiurdu\. Mr. Rus-t is lmw foreman of the
\1 pheii- Ivnight was driving down ’t oung's hill the
:tl* \ar'l- at Kan.-a- City. Missouri, and j hor<c -tumhlcd throwing Mr.
Knight out. lie
lain'
.Mr-. Black and lier | es'-aped without injury. The thill- of the
i-t f"i
wagon
■

r

LYDIA E, PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

NS. KV ('ross

decorations

building,

ageiic Bti-t.

d

/

Last Wednesday evening tin* ladie- oi
Congregational church and society gave a sup

1

the

lire is

i:

Stock of

the benefit of the church at Megunticook
lower hall. It wa> fairly patronized_Last >mi
day the usual Kaster services were obsened at *-i.
Thomas elmreli.
At the Congregational church

in, pa-sed

c

cleaning, and the
Mentally originated

s *."!*'i.

to on

intended t.*

house

Spring

AWin:v

morning, and in
lay school concert

k

Assortment

'vhieh all

Our

HAVE JUST OPENED THEIR

henetit of Rev .James Heath... .The discussions
Good Templars’ Lodge are very intere-ting.

lb*v

v

miss

per for

The

22d &

m. fit hi*

OF

—

iiou-c and <table of William
Warren wore totally dc-t roved h\ lire early '-iimlav
morning. Tin* house wa-vacant at the time, Mr.
Warren being in IJivwcr. < »n the
Saturday previ<!<m,kio\.

I*t:u-«'NM.

c

The

\ Dunt.m for

April

’1'"

....

lace and William-on for defence.
The juror- were dl-mi-sed until Friday morning.

of incendiarism.

ea-e-

Thomp-oii

court.

having visited all the mo.-t popular milliners
openings in ISoston, we -hall on

Triininefl Bonnets & Hats!

-The long standing controversy between the
members of School District No.ff, in regard t<> Ineat
ing and building a school house, is -till unsettled,
no action being taken at the Annual Dist. Meeting.
-Tliere is considerable inquiry for working oxen.
A cartload of sha\ ed ash hoops for tisli li.-mvi-.
left the station this week
Two carloads of corn
received. Corn retails at 7*2 cents.

b\ the

AS WIST STUCK

Friday & Saturday,

PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MISS.,

in the

Judge, who ruled that
to Belfast Lodge and not to Castle,

tin*

hen In* di-eo\

a

sustained

wa-

Alter

Good

through a young orchard, leaped a high
fence, and made things lively through the villageThe wagon was left by the way. looking like a relic
from the island of Chio-K. It. Towle, L.-q., who
has been praetieing law in Winn, Penobscot count \.
for some three years, has been in town making hifather. Mr. Kzra Towle, a brief visit. He i- non
on his way to Kansas, where he will
engage In iiiprot'es-ion—Pound party Wednesday evening for
the

HILL Mi THIS DAI

MILLINERY!

excursion

Haney.

li.uk A1 i<<•!' Portland.! apt. Fred"*. Dyer, of
b*r trespas-. The case in reality was to te-t leases
I.iii'-olnvillc. am\ci at N.-w f ork on .Saturday, *5**
t" McClintock Hall.
W. W. ( a-tle claims to hold
•
lays from Uio Janeiro. Had along rough passage. a valid lease lmt one which the owner of the hall
April loth and 11th had heavy gales, ending in a does not recognize, he having re-leased the
premises.
hum :me, which la-ted several hour-, during !
Haney and eleven other- were arre-ted for trespass
11 tin* x --el became completely unmanageable :
for entering Imll, being member- of Waldo Lodge
.iricd a xx a; maintop-ail yard and lost and -plit
"I < M'l f Hlows, which lodge held
it-meetings there
The hark brought on
an entire suit of sail-.
by permission of the Grand Lodge of Maine, then
a
-caman, in iron.-, cliarged with murderously aholding a lease of the hall. The plaiiititfclaim- lie
oiltii i; an oitii er.
i- the rightful le-see, because the lea-e runs in his
i \< kni»i vil\ FlKt>.
A small house m ar the
name, lmt i- signed hv hinmelt “for Belfast Lodge”
j
• \\ei
the bo.lv which tir-t occupied the Hall.
I.ridge, occupied bv John Campbell w a-diDefend\< r«•
>>ii lire al midnight on Tuesday. In parties
ant- claim that the tir-t lea-e wa- to Bella-t Lodge,
-l ima*. It was extinguished when
r*i a ning t
mi
not ('a-tle, that a forfeiture of the lea-e w a- worked
and that defendants had a right to enter, which
; "i
i-Hit w at<
were notified, w ho on going to the
mg

Spring iiinl Suinninr

Thorn in hi;. A- Mr. \. .1. Hurd was getting
into hi< carriage, his horse took fright and escaped,
after dragging him some distance.
Mrs. .John
Gordon, an old lady, was thrown out, and consider
ablv but not seriously injured. The horse took an

deft*.

iiarle-ton.

(

\.

ties

loading-eh. Kiuma llotehkiss with
ia\ : -r l’.o.-ton ...Win. Pit*dier A son have loaded
with hay for New York ami V irginia, seh. Decatur
A Mathew-arc

MRS. LYDIA L

to

Gardner <». snerman, Liberty: H. P. Thompson,
Belfast: Simeon J. Treat. Winterporl: Daniel A.
Whitten, Palermo.

**2d ami *2Jd.

tlie

<*n

opening

—o r—

withstanding receipts have been large during the

j

John llaley, Winterporl, Foreman: Henry A.
Hichborn. Stockton; Vlon/.o Holme-, swanville;
James O. Harding. Waldo; Albert II. Kuowlton,
N'.rtbport: David L. Knowles, Troy: ( iiarles Lane,
Frankfort: Henry W. Marriner, Belfast; Samuel
H. Philbriek. Brooks; Henry A. Picree, Lincolnville; I.. ('. Poor, Scarsniont; Knoeh W. Robbins,
Searsport.

Nkw Ahvkutiskmkm’S.

OPENING

met at

skcom* .inn.

their -lock.

of

!•;<;(,s—|s« lor for Ir.• ~i Case rn slock : p h c_
from all quarters selling .juickh
Ukans—The market i- nv l.rn. ami ad\aiming:
pea ami medium ; re .| lotcd at £2 l'o<2 15. -ome be
-2
piiirthc
ing held at £2 5c: vein w
advance is anticipated.
PoTATOKS—The market is a little excited, net

week. Choice I bullion rose, uoe; Aroostook county
the house of Mr. Dow, gave the minister 1 rose. s5y‘H»e. the latter for choice lots; Maine Ceii
tral and Vermont, TAuSOeand linn: Prolilies. Ibnila good pounding, contributed some rash, had a good
ton, sue: do. Aroostook, 7s«iS0e; do, Maine < 'cntral,
,.»e; do. Northern, TUe; pccrlc-», 70r;
time and returned to their homes feeling it waClumaugoes,
.Jacksons, Maine Central, 70c.
good to be there... .Some of our citizens arc hav- j 55y<J0e:
A 1*1*1.KS—Russett£2 0ii,j2 50 p bbl: P.aldwiim.
ing the Aroostook fever, but doubt if they are taken £2 2552 50; Spys. £.5 00 5:1 5o; the latter for choice:
common apples, £1 505 | 75 p bhl.
away by it.
Hai vm> st it aw
A No 1 Timothy commands
Vis auiavkn. There is sonic activity here among
s2.'» P ton; fair l" good do, s21 5 22; line
hay, £ is
the fishermen. Phineas and George Ginn have 2b:_eommon lo ordinary and swale range from £1.1
a 17 P ton ; other grades being 11 iish, compared with
purchased sell. O. A. Dow, of Portland, to be coni
that of choice Timothy; rye straw, £25520pton,
manded bv the former. Lane & Libby have made and very linn, some being* held at £27: oat draw,
£125 H: machine thrashed rye, £20.
an exteu.sion.to their wharf.
The new fish linn on

.11 in

Bean, Belfast, foreman: O-rar F. Allen\\""d, Belmont; Nathan Ahoru, Kno\; Dudlev P.
< lark. I liity : Unfits
Dyer, Belfast: Kdward Davis,
Burnham: T. -I. Dill, Jackson; Orchard C. Dow,
M«»nr'*e: James I.. Dow, Searsport: Beni. M.
Fames, Pro.-pert: I.uther C. Farnsworth, I-le*hoi«*; Robert II. Foye, Montville.
l-ewi-

Honor,

People in

Huooks. Good sleighing here Saturday morn
ing the l«»th inst....Last week’s cold weather wanot relished by farmers, who are anxious to begin
work....Capt. Sites wa- gardening on the lllli insi.
He is usually first in his garden crop_on account
of flu* storm the party for the benefit of Key. II.
small was adjourned till last Monday, when they |

‘*ourt

sheriff jury coinpo-ed of lli! ha-e, Finery Hoardmau ami Fred A. ( arle
instituted on Wednesday. b» look into the in-

I'lKi: lv>i

1‘Ki.Mi. Ji Mi'iAi. (

>|

Mi—dennie and Ma-ter Harry, ehildren of lion.
Mel.cllan. of tlii- eiiy, will -Imrtlx leaxc for
< iennam
" here they go to be edueated.
\V. ||

iair

I

1 IIONT SKVT.

itm: vi vv us tiki \ mi
Onr

i.kvii.

entire slock cannot he passed hj any one desiring good goods ai a rensnnnhlr price.

OUR CARPETS
Have

been selected with great care from ihe new
spring I’allerns of

JUKI. OOfllTIIW (IT A CO.. .1011 \ II. l*l!U A HI..
.lOlillVS. VI Vl.sll A CO., of lloston, and
(.HI. V. A .1. SI.OVN. of New Vork.
and comprise Ihe largest and most attractive
slack east of Portland, and will be sold to onr
customers at 15 and J5 cents per yard less
than lloston retail price, and from •>
I -•> to 10 cent I.KSS than can hr had
in this city.
lull

BuTterick s Metropolitan Fashions
For Spring and Summer, received.

Mr. & Mrs. A. D. CHASE.

The

-1 N-

1

Positions which they force my form

KINDS

FOR

30

THE

Paints, Oils and farnislies I

worked me standing running, sleeping.
ill ing.
Sometimes Pin gazing at a crewel sun ;
They've worked me every way. 1 think, but dying.
And olu 1 wish they'd do that, and be done !

••They've

PAINT NOW ! PRICES ARE LOW!
E. J. Morison 6c Co.,
ii.w i:

s

\ i-:nv

\

forgive them all this bitter wronging.
If they would grant one favor, which 1 beg,
Would gratify but once my soul's deep longing,
.lust to put down my cramped and unused leg.

•1

////;/; r.

ei

>t«>ck <*e

i.i.

“Know you ot any one with sorrows greater
A creature with a life that's more forlorn
H unded forever by the Decorator:
1 wish. 1 wish. I never had been born !"

Phcenix, Atlantic and Jewetts!
STIU('TL\ PIT.K WHITE LFARs.
Ii

VI

I.1I<

>

\!

>

«

o|.n|;v

Boat

MORISON

J.

;m*l retail «b*al«T- in
Hardware. Iron, steel. Cutlery. Hub*. spftke*.
Rim*. Ac.
Jobber-

*>r'l

r-

t 'I

!•;. mail
ia ran t

<>v

m

e\pre--earv!

|.

all ami

<

l\ ti 11*■ !.

u

u-.

see

Sodr.

••

hike jewels ot light.
The spray Hashes bright:
The waves to the sweet summer breezes
fillde on till the day
iMes softly away.
A: 1 told your white wings when the

"ati>
twit

tailing.

Peas

and

are

calling,

twilight

is

Sardines.

few )ears ago. says the New York Commercial Advertiser, the French held the monopoly of
this market for canned green peas and sardines
The importation ot sardines, at one lime averaged
about su.OMo.omj of the fish a year
But the French
have lost this trade bv theirown carelessness. In
sUudoi carctuily selecting the lish and packing
them in good oil. they began a false economy, and
pat ked the lisn without regard to quality or size,
and with inferior oil
When the goods reached
iio- market they were uluo.'i unsalable, and the
trade fell ot!’. especially when the Americans be
gan To pack the young lish. that were plenty on
his c< a>r. in good. pure oil. and produced :: supe
lior article
The fish packed in Am mica is the
same as the American whitebait, and when prop
er.v prepared with good oil is considered bv
many
equal to the French sardine The greatest revo.u
iifi; wiih regard to imported French goods has
in the pea trade
It has been tound that
A. e. ncaufeas beat the French. because of the
n. :i.i er <>•
preparation. The extra fine French
lias been diiven from the market, and the
natural v.dored French pens are no longer t» be
foumi here
The bright green French pea has
be •; round t«» b colored with the poisonous sul
phatf o! »pper The Amei can pea gets its tine
ei through being packed near the place of its
growth, whiie at the same time, all the sweetness
t the f;v>h pea is -eTamcd
At one time Virginia
; : •.meed good pea-. but it was tound that in the
; r.m-p >1 tar. >n to Maryland f-re inning the
peas
r sweetness
It wa- tht :i arranged that
m-t t:
the packing should be done nearer home, and peas
were givwi, in Aune Ann.del c minty. Md
where
i!ie-v « m' ; be picked at night, or in the early morn
mg. and m less tIran eight hours would be canned,
before the 1 at of the day c mid atfeet them
The
,'i>:
living machines have enabled the American
k**rs
.-deet
the
wnli
care
and
acpa.
great
peas
size
The cost of preparing American
cording
pea.- has been much reduced and they can be sold
cheaper than the French So large lias become
t:m trade in American y as that the planting has
;•> he begun earl;.- in spring, and the “early June
p'-as"Mary I md have to be packed during the
tst two weeks of May
The export trade in
A
erican peas lias largely increased.
A

CONSUMPTION.
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i at a
iua
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-IrmM In* I r«-a
a variet\ "t 111; i; t' i i«
lion, if m>t -n-piei-m tin* invcntm hr-itatc.i sonic
Lime in placing ii hu me tin* public, but from the
aratifyin.:'a-i-uranee b\ a areal numb* r "1 the rare.
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faith
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Di-ar Sir:
Miou me t-ur.
i> that
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sale !>> VV VI. 0. POOli A SON.

or

Queer

w

Coughs, Colds, He rseness.
Sore Throat, Bronchitic
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and
Every affection of the

THROW, UfNCS AND CHEST.
inciudh.fj

CONSU^FTSOR'.
A WELL-KNOWN THY i IAN WRITESs
"
It doe* i. ti-yuj
..ad A
belli:: j,
the ase
::li rn..
loose:: it, ft
the 1 .1
...
thus

let:.
•/
c>‘» -NOT 1512 !>?'( !. 51 !;I;

i

........

tmil
D.

v.

a5*

.r

;icI«. j

i:hc

WI STAR’S

BALSAM OP WILD CHET/'V.

i.;.i.tt are uf !. i
1 1
Ao Ont> and r..,
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it:. :.
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I

ton, Macc

!

y
y.

I. I !:
y

V

arns.

At Brandy Station one of Custers troopers had
b ft stirrup strap cut away by a grape shot,
amt Hie horse, blister
between his

passed

as

if

leg

a red hot iron had been used
He
g his skin
'.isim'iiiitea to ascertain the nature of his injury,
ami
he bent over, a bullet knocked off his hat
and killed Lis horse
In the same tight was a
11 *r who had suffered several days with tooth
ache. In a hand to hand tight he received a pistol
;t. ‘m* right cheek
It knocked out his aching
t-"»!h and passed out of the left hand corner
ot L>> mouth. taking a part of an upper tooth
ah-iur. The joy of being riti of the toothache was
so great that the
trooper could not be made to go
to the rear to have his wounds dressed.
An object, no matter how trilling, will turn a
buiiet from its true course. This was shown one
my at the remount camp in Pleasant Valley.
They had a •bull pen" there, in which about bou
.‘"»uiuy lumpers ami other hard eases were under
:
gmi
Once m a w. if one of these men would
make a break for liberty.
Every sentinel ill positi'-u would open lire, and it did not matter in the
>i>’ it the man ian Toward the crowded camp. On
t:.!' occasion a prisoner made for the
camp, and as
ti.y as six .-hots were tired at him without effect
t the bidiets eidered the tent of a captain in
Twelfth Pennsylvania Cavalry
He was lying
down, and the course cr the bullet would have
buried it in his chest. Fortunately for him the
•audio fy which he was reading sat on a stand be
ween him ami where The bullet entered.
This
■o.i' s'ruck and out S'|uare m two. and the lighted
end dropped to the lloor without being snuffed out.
The bad was deflected, and buried itself in the
pidow under die officer's head, passed out of that
ami Through his tent, entered one behind it, passed
between two men. and brought up against a camp
kettle.
There is in Detroit to da\ a mail who was wound
ed live times in less than ten minutes at Fair
«»aks
'Die iirst bullet entered his left arm
the
>
ond gave him a scalpwound the third hit him
in The foot : the fourth buried itself in his shoulder.
d a fifth entered his right leg.
While he was
; i *'. g carried t<» the rear, the iirst two men who
i""k him were killeii While his wounds were be
j i.c.: dressed, an exploding shell almost buried him
In being removed
under an avalanche of dirt
I further to the rear a runaway ambulance horse
ained him half a mile a id dumped him out. and
i ; "t today he is seemingly hale and hearty, and
without a limp
waiks
I
[Detroit Free Press.
t

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST EELi :'LREKEDIES IN THE WORLD i
THE CURE OF

W ar

<

a

i''J\7LK
c'tjN.S, !.
..chi. :,J
2c.^cner-iiy.
V.

ly

Two

Marriage

Notices.

'Die .Southern cople are nothing :i not
down
A Kichmond paper thus chronicles
it• mi

ly

high
an ex

common occurrence:

'ailed away

!

on

the matrimonial

sea.

on

i?ield

Thinks

of

Men

the Mth

instant, from the bride's parents in Temperanceill-- \ a., the ^t ship Hymen, Mr. Sidney Bowen,
ma-tiT, Mi-- A lice (b>n«pie>t. mate, and the Rev. L.

B. Bet \, Hiaplain
May their life cruise he a happy
«»ne. may the mew be amiable, intelligent and oOelieiit. ami may no backward tiaw or ^tempestuous
gad- mar their onw ai d r-mr-e to the haven of eternal happiness.

The Sanford

Have H'lstar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis,
Whooping Cough, Croup. Influenza, Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints, do cents and
a
bottle.
An astronomer says:
'This is the best time ot
Thank
year for observing the planet Mercury.
Heaven this time of year is good for something
The Reason Why —Mr. Fellows, in his Medi
cal Monthly," gives reason for the peculiar action
ot his Hypophosphites in the cure of
diseases,
which seem to be borne out by facts
From tonic
action of the Sympathetic Nerves all the
Organic
Muscles are strengthened, and the patient ovei
comes his malady simply, pleasantly, and
rapidly.
How
make two children happy—Whip one
and he is happy it is over—the other is
happv that
he escaped.

HAVE .Tl'ST RECEIVED FROM HOSTON

I

3000 Rolls of Room Pauer
tin' LATEST SPKINi; STYLES, which can
he seen at my stores, and at the lowest

<M

now

prices.

Parties buying paper of
free of

Tlie world is

really

Preparation.

of

Prints from 5 to sc.; Sheetings from 5 to 10c.;
t rashes from 1c. upwards; Dress Roods from
an sc. Knickerbocker to a line All-Wool Cashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Satins, Lares.Edgings. Ruches, RuchIngs,Shetland Shawls.Long and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, .l-.-tli for ladies and gents
Ladies Cloakings, lister Cloths, Reprllanls,
Table (III Damask, a dozen patterns, Vthite
Linen and Turkej Red Damasks,
nice

\s

he found in this vicinity.
great \ ariety of

Vet Mr. J. II

.Ianmiry.
Lansingburg. N. V formerly captain of tin*
Troy police, says Dr. David Kennedy V Fa\orite
North

CLOTHS KOI! VIES A BOAS' AAE A,i.

a li'l of Price' : (2c., i .Ac., \ 7c. 20c.. 25c..
30c.. 32c,, 35c.. 10c.. 50c., 55c., 05c.. 75c..
'lie.. '5 c., Ollc,. Si 00, si. 10. SI.20. *1.30, $1.35,
1.75. 2.00, 2.50 Her Aard.

2'c..

I

Have ililVeri-nt kinds

jriuiil-; in these prices.

>*t

well man. but to cheat the sick and the suilWing
deserves a short shift and. a long rope. Whatever

READY MADE CLOTHING!

day. and loudly encored—
Shakespeare says that a low soft voice

the hit ot the

is

an ex

cellent thing in woman a sentiment so sympa
wo
thetic to St Paul that /- absolutely
men to keep silence
llow. then, with ilie ghosts
1
of these authorities rising before me. dare
open
mv mouth, except, of course, to do justice to the
Why. 1 uever made but three
’•lands of Sorosis
post prandial speeches in my life all in Fngkuid
when I was called upon to return thanks for
"the ladies." a subject much more tit to be cm
braced by men. If 1 >,>«.<! say anything to dav.
pray let me toast ‘the gentlemen." who are so
conspicuous by their absence.
The gentlemen. God bless them.' What could
we do. what should we be.without them
Nothing
Who whollop- us and mi our carBe-tows a box that draws forth tear-.<Mir lather'
—

Who bullies u- and call- u- name.-.
Make- life a imrden uiih hi-game-< Mir brother!
Who

taker*

sweetly

"o

home from singing--■!«<••
-poon-, and play- the fo«d>
our cousin'
n-

Who hold- our haml in
t 'util we heed Id- mad

hi-, and kneel-

appeal<

Who pa\
tho
The discipline
Who gi\ e
And take

uu-

Mir lover!

bill-, ami umlergoethat ( audle know-.
<

Kennedy may
guilty of. misrepresent*
tiou of his medicine is not among them. Try it
for Due Dollar,

or

Miiis' I inhrs/iirts iiiiiI Urmrmt !

write to the D..ctor.it Roudo.u1

X. v.

-_>wi:>

Emm 30c. In si.50.

A starved tramp said he w;i> so thin that when
he had a pain he couldn't tell whether it was a
stomach ache or a back ache.
Do you want a genuine Spring Toiiie. one that
will purifv your blood, give y.m an appetite, anti
tic •'tream of life 'lowing in its natural course,
Its virtues
it' so use Dr. Craves Blood Duritier.
arc acknowledged as a purliior of the blood and
builder up ot the debilitated system through the
stomach and liver F.very on** needs atonic in the
Spring to cleanse the system of accumulated 1111
set

)ur !*a« !!cl»r*
■*

of

the

Emm si .00 upward'.
HAT'. I AH'. I.I.IIA Es. s( ABES. OVERALLS. .11 VIPERS. HIBBKH COATS, LADIES' GOSSAMER
CIH.I I LARS. IVIKRELLAS, Ac.
AIA

Census

Reports

What has the Aim riean baby done that G sliouhl
be entirely lgi.oreil by the Compilers! t the census'
W
are informed how many cows. she* j» and pigs
the country 1 a.- <-n hand. but upon tin- little two
footed animals, no i.e of wluiiu conUi be bough*
ror a whole herd ol livestock. we get not a line or
figure. They a-a not noticed even nder the head
of home mdusiii.s or domestic pi- duets, although
they aic objrr’s f mort atbnlioii in these tw<> Ji*partments <>t liuman etbnt than many < ther 3 iehuthat are >» rved up in most ei ilii ss eolu-ni.s ! -‘a
tisties
All this n- veiy uutair foi the baby fro
queinly costs more than all the rest of'the \ ear's
crop
Why should the census report burst with
Statistics about the increase ol sorgimm or the re
viva! « t sugar culture in the south when all the
while a much sweeter product is 1, f: t., -‘of tor
itself* The Gei sus Bureau had netur make ha-fe
to reform, for s* me being- who are mere babies
to day are sure to have it in fin ir own hands one
of these days
[\ Y. Herald
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GROCERIES!
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R«-al- them

all.

Tr\ it.

I k I-! KI *

Meal & fchorts.

Corn.

l’UKD \ 1 i 1 1

\M

>

T<>

rlii

aj»

i-

any -ton* in tin1 rounty.
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CROCKERY
F

& GLASS WARE

\er) lair. I have I hina Sets from $7 to $12.
Alsu

Lr"'HI -t'.M-k of

a

HARDWARE !
lollies Wringers, hath Bench and Common, Hand
sans. k»> and Bracket Sans, Framed Wood Sans,
from sor. u» $1.10. Flat Irons, Ac.

(

The great remedy for Dyspepsia, UnionsDiseases and Functional Derangements attendant
upon Debility. Tn 1-2 lb, bottles, 75 cents.'Six
bottles, $4. Accredited Physicians and Gergymen
suppliedwith net exeeedingsix bottles at one-hal £
the rctailprice, money to accompany order. Sold
by Druggists and by'D. P. Dew tv & Co.. 46
Dey St., ^ York.

! sKI.I.
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rift*
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Years
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m
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Avery Wixoiu. ot the town ot Hauimomlspoit.
Steuben county. New York, died on Wednesday «»•
last week, at the age of si years
Having no apparent physical ailment, but being as well as tile
of
men
<1
bis
for
seveutei
n yeais
are,
majority
age
of the "las; twenty of his life he had laid in" bed.
He took In- three meals regularly, eating heartilv
of whatever had been prepared for the rest of the
family. Most ot the time named he had slept
About Id years ago he go’, up from the bed be bad
occupied lor ten years aud performed three years
ot hard lab r. ea:ing and sleeping as other people.
He then went l ack to his bed aud has never done
a day's work since. n< r sat up longer than to have
j
his bed made and to eat his meals. A short time i
ago he was taken with paralysis, and has taken no !
nourishment of any kind except a small amount f j
water m which crackers had been soaked.
At
loath his form was reduced to a mere skeleton
Chronicle-Herald.
j Philadelphia

rn-ririin/

amount of

new

/

i/nnils In/
llrlf'nst.

m

cigar store in Broadway. New York, has the
following motto hanging over its cigar ligihter-"Light your cigar w.-li aud the recording angel
A

will have less to do.

The Philadelphia Chronicle says that when a
girl writes a love letter she throws her heart iato
her work
She also throws, or rather slings, her
ink into her work.
An exchange
rich too

fore.

says it's a very bad thing to get
rapidly We never thought of that be
Here's another danger to worry about aud

strive to

E.

L.

Fevers,

etc.

IRON BITTERS are highly
recommended ti r all die uses requiring a
certain and efficient tonic.
IRON BITTERS
strength'll the muscles, a.,.
the nerves.
IR< >N BITTER-'.i<
on
the digestive organ1,

dyspeptic symptoms,
food, belching, had :

hi

i<-h He
nee:

charm
moving nil
tusthig the
snitch, haict-

like

t
;
:

n

blood,
If to

a

burn, etc.
IRON BITTERS- the only Iron
Preparation that v. I ..l blacken the tath
or
give headache.
Sold by all druggists.
Write tor the Ail*' Ih>ok,o2 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.
lV.lli

JOHN ATWOOD &
1‘roilucv

Commission
AMI

DEAI.EltS

CO.,

Mirchants,
IN

Hay, Potatoes, Onions, Apples, lieans, Butler,
Cheese, Eggs, Live Fowl, Poultry, t.ume, Salmon,

Fresh Haler Fish of all hinds, Ar.

No. 110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
Shipments paid for soon as sold. Am information given as to markets, Ar.
r,m 1V

Summer Board Wanted.
MMER BOARD WANTED FOR A FAMILY
of
in a pleasant,healthful location, within
of the citv.
\rhlress
14
Box 503, Belfast.

SImiles six,

in

will be
a
set- of nearly all agricultural
till- vicinity in -t«"-U or made

ordi

r

•Who was lirst into the breach
asked Proless
Stearns, when the class in history was up. "The
patch,'* said the new smart boy. But the professor
marked him one minus, aud said no; the hole was
in befoie the patch. [Burlington llawkeye.

or

j

BOSTON & NEW YORK

sylvania

be made low, and we hope and expect
obtain a liberal patronage.

/ hriiii/ir r .'{ /. 1ST 7

$' 7 7. ‘HiU Ti.'i

/ s; s
i s7u

s >7
->r>o.or>o 7:;

is so

:tor,.'i:t 7 7

MOWER!

■

V B -In territory where we have no agene\
."espou*leiice i- solicited from reliable parties.'

Photograph Room &

ami

HIM*

Temple.

Ketm
Honda)
and Thursdu) morning, at l.:i« o'clock,
a- above, arm ing in Portland about midnight.
ai
tie,-ting w ith the Pullman night train for !’► -1•
the WVm.
Pa—eager- will not be di-turbed
-■

1

E

fake the Pullman.
(it of Kb lunoiid nonneet- at li-*eklan
uitli >anf«‘rt| s. "
Co., for Belta-t, Ban,.
.-m
Kiver landing-, even >atnrday morning.
• oming WV-t ninn-vt- tor Ih'Stm. e\e;
lioini:t\
and reivives |*a.->eager- an! t:« ighr !r-.m Kivei
landing- tor Portlaml.
ITr.aigh tieket-s and baggage
.«
k«-•
to td j»o:ntK. < I M11Nt.. .enera! Manag.
('P,) l.. I ».W Oe neral Tinkef \g*-n:. I .-riband.
\pril I. 1 "■*I.— 11

A woman, returning from market, got into a
South Ilill stiet t car the other day, with a basket
till ofdresstM poultry
To her the driver, speak
ing sharply, said. "Fare !" "No. said the woman.
"Fowl" And everybody cackled. [Burlington

tlioBoysofNVw England

To

-or

■

Hall to Let.

Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLE.

II. KMiWI ToN

Cure Your Corns !

I

day at noon, preei-ely. \FTKK APRIL.
I»all""ii -i\ feet liiult will 1
iv!'-a-'-' 1 t r- on tin t-u
'd‘ «> ik Hall. !»'• ton, and a reward
a
sui:
‘dotlies will i>e paid to Hie liov who eapiur:t am!
returns it t > lio-tou.
W'e al-o pitv to \.
u-i
mer in our hoy*.' department, an inflate 1 P.tri-inn
'.«•
Palloon,
centimeters in diameter'
Phe -toek of Mini's and l’>"
"prinu and "inn
uier Suits ami "priiiy Overeat- i- eompU-P .and
in
ariet.
and
all f. rexcellence
urpas.-cgeneral
mer di-piays. In three humlr d New I.nulaml : wi
and citie- we are roprc-ented h\ e-tabli-hed \unit-.
in wdn».-e hands full lines oi sprinu' and "iminier
"ample- will he I u m i. and with w In-m "iir lr de
'■an eontiilently ileai.
Win n you «fo b* P.o-Pmi he -are and
« *.<k
:t
ll.dl —the famous, .me pri-m. l-diarne ( l.-ii :'.

Pensions 6c Claims.

(

allot!-,

•W to

rim: is r;/ a hast in: n

.7

Tim

-.ml

■

1

\orth Strict, lloxfon.
Clothill.ir H"U-< ill New I IilI.ii

W. C.

PATENTS.

H.

IE

•C K

No. 7t> Slate si.,

t £

Ofllee

opposite Mlh). Roston,

Patent- in the l nit* *I "tat-'.-, a!--* in wr it
Pi itain. Prance and a her f. ivi.'ii .■> mnt w.-. «
\ a
of the claim- >a any Patent fi ri i-lied b\ remit tim:
one dollar.
\.--i,u'nmeht- ree. rdad at W a-idnui
.Vo 1g (tt'\i/ in tfi> luititl Sfi't' /loss- .<>■■ s
ariliti, s t\./• obtaining Pat' <Es >>r osrrrt ii.
./
/mtout ihilitn of inr> h/ions.
It II. I:I»1 >N
it.
pat.

BELFAST,

Z
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Hi,

ride and plow.

Yes.

HAVE

IN

BLYING

Send for circular.
I2w 11

THE1B

v

Harmony

of Color!

.>

>

5

in the

«*r*ler-

New
lor

STOCK,

MIN'.

I im s. lios< s. «(r.

lln*

A hoy ran do the work.
FUFP At’Wonp, Agent.
Winterport. Maine.

‘‘I ivua rd Mr. Iv Id > a
nM the
.-7 a ■:»:t
snrotssfnl practitioner
it h win mi 1 h a
a
< ll\". M \>')Nt
oiVndal inh-Y'-onr-i
« omiui--i-»ner <d
Patent-."

1'iiy

■

I'.

11 a

\ e a

complete stock in all j-rra<les ot pa
pel’s,

embracing

\<>l to he

a

class of

huiml elsewhere.

dm 12

PIANO TUNING!
RR. or IK O'* TO*, Will \i-it
lhlfa-1. as usual, latter part of t his month.

S«-S*<n

s< fins a

••

~

NEW

BLEACHERY

FIRM!

U\

and Summer.

for Sale.

New

Marble

W.

Shop

r<m KiiTin i ll a i i il \ vi; i,i \ i:\
to my minor son. i, Id > 11 <, I. iI«»YT. dr.. Ids
I
I -hall
time during the remainder ot hi-minority.
laim any of his
pay no debt of hi- eon I railing inn
date.
i.iddli.l
IliP T.
wages after this
\ itialiiaven, \pril 7. i ->|.
|.V
i-

—DECORATIONS—

(I\v l.‘«

Spring

ntennlai Block, «<:{ K\ch«/<-

<

P*«»s 11 »\, >etob. r la. ISTn.
It. 11. K1 )I>V l-.sy.
l>i :ir
A
und Pv
pi
>im >- tlmn
m haw
me, in Ispl, my iir-t paten:.
acted for and ad vise-! me in humlimd- >■! a
and
procured mail} patent-, r< i-sue- and xtwi-i n-. 1
liave oeea.-ionally employed die be-t aumwie- :n
New A ork. Philadelphia aw! Wa-hiwuh'ii. hi.: 1
u'ive you almost the w hole oi my bu-inein yom
line, and advise other-P• emp, >> > mi.
< 1 V>i;< .1
A ours truh
Hit A PI- it.
lb-ton, dan. I. 1-M -l> rl

!

HOWARD,

FOR SALE,
rr\Mi hoop PI s 1 n \ h YFssK! S, 1 Pin qtl-. eq
paeitv. Well found in cable- and Ulieh rWill make good lime earricr\Mphi>sf wiirri;.
Huek-port, Fei>. s, lssi.—i;

X

HEALTH IS WEALTH !
Pi:.

City

Belfast—Paupers.

SLAI.LD

CEMETERY^

.FREE M?«Co'.

N^«».

(

Wi.-r’s Ni:i:\

i:

am*

IJuaix

Tkkai

specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, hoof Memory, Spermatorrhoea. Impotence, Involuntary Fmissions, Premature old Age, Vau~ed by
over-exertion, self-abust*, or over indulgence, which
leads to misery decay and death, < >uc box will cure
mi ni ; a

Faeh box ontaiii- w*nc month’- treat
One dollar a box, or -i\ boxes for the d 1
lnr-;senth\ mail prepaid on receipt of price. W.
\\ ith ea* h
guarantee six boxes to cure any ease.
order received by u- for -ix boxes, aecoinpanieil
with live dollar-, we will -end the pmvha-cr our
written guarantee to return the money if tin treat
ment does not ell’eet a cure, huaranlee- i- ned by
II. 11 Mi m *ih -ole authorized agent for licit a-t. Me.
N <
W !>T A ( o., s,»le Proprietor-. 1-1 a 1- ’.
dolt
I
W. Madison street, Chicago, 111. .! W. Pkumnwhotesale agent. Portland, Me.
tyreovv 17.
recent
inent.

eases.

Messenger’s
on

i.

<>i

in i; >m.i;ir!

m
m \ n;

Notice.
W

& Counsellor at Law,

Atty.

No. I, Haruden Block, Belfast, Me.
Having preshle*! over the Probate amt In< '"tirt for ttie
pn-t four > ear-. 1 fee1, that I eau re;
\alualile e««un>el ami -erviee t• al! per-ons ha\
matters

in -ant

( "art.

P.e!fa-t. .Ian, r. |svi

BOHAN

P.

FIELD,

Counsellor at Law,
C. C.
Ollier

As

mv

J.

SURE

Put up lit (,>uart >ize Ihci'ic- t.
Kamil\ l -.•^‘ i«‘ii11ilfalI\
prepare.! <■! K.al-am !• in’. I'r;.-!
li/ctl Kock ( amly, > >hl F* e, ami other tmiii -. 'I *,-•
Formula i- kirnwn !■* "in 1" -t ph\-ieiau-. i- higiil
I'oninii iitlnl Fy them, ami tin aualv-i
"I "i:r ni"'l
A. MAl.'lM.I.’,
prominent ehimi-t, I'roi.
w <
Chicago, is on the laFcl ot « cry Futile. !i
knt>\\ n to t he me'lieal prof,
a >n II at T< >1.1
IP M l\
ami F'l !•; will all'"! 'I the greatest n■ ii* I' Ft t mi- a
k
! 11r •..!. W
Kohls, Influenza. l>rom hii iI.ling-, al-o < oiismnption. in tl
im-ipi i.t an t :n
vanee.l .-lages.
I -nil as a IiK\ KKAi.K ami
\FP1. 1 I/I F’. il
make- a lolighttill tonic for I'amil} n-e. 1- pi* a-a:
lo take; it weak or «lclii!itat» -1. ii wive- ton.
a
tivi
tv anti strength t»> tin* w hole human Irani,'.

—
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genuine 1
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V’OII,-.
LAWRENCE A MARI IN, Proprietors,
III Madison Street, Chicago.
Vml ii Burt luj street. New lurk.
kd Ask }»ur Druggist fur It!

KrlfiiM, Mr.

LOMBARD,

CWttn '■/' Cftti.rit d Spnn.j N-.>

li K L FA S T

41 tf

Babbitt Metal for Machinery
BE Mil
r|M
1 1 i11i!ilt mo'

.ni-ti

■

/CAUTION. !::’N;K![a"KHmi'/"A
I try Io palm o|]
in
I
lP-ek ami K

DENTIST,

BEINTTIST

..

upon

MAINE

SURGEON

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchitis, Asthma, Consumption,

K >1.1 IP M l\ A \ I > \l\ 1..
"til
Y'l
S>nlv mmlicated article nuule, th<

D..

M.

J

ISAAC HILLS,

\ l., ! lit
am
in-tii. n u..
! x*■ -. r
tiiio t
-:11« it
rm: jornsai. «)KKH i-

Belfast

Savings Bank.

i; ItEMi >\ hi) b> thoir m a Han kin
K
in ( u~tmn 11••ti>o >iiuan\ ar«“
^ivpaiv I !•
ivi\f 'l» i>t>~’ts, jilafimr tho -amo mi inti r« -t ♦»11
til'-! ilay-' *! Juno. July. Au^us! aii«l >oW* mbaii'l 1 *i ••iiiilu
January !• ■’filar an*l Mai li. E
tor* -t t'oimr rtmijiuiftl >n -anto, tin tii A M<uplay
J lino iii-l 1 m-vuibor
I >«•)•■ 'if- r-iv< ; .la:'
«••]•! on >untla\' an-l i .••^al 11* 1 i. I; y s. tr.uiiut
i\ 'l
A. M.. aiol J t"
milui«la\
Bank olo>o- at
in•>ui.
\> \ I- M N< !
Biv-ilont
John II nt im\\\
I reasuroi
\

H\

■

jour

(iroeer Inr il
Ko A'k
tin Vvk } 11 ur Wine VI e roll a in fur il
tin , liiliirrn. ink }imr Vlammii fur il!

THOMBS & OSBORNE

u
S',III II) IMII lililNTS, (,HIM Mis mill VVIU:
I tv“\i m
VIKBCIIANTs ei er} vi here.
Solil III Belfast h) Ii. II. VI * Ml B V. Druggist.

MAKERS.

SAIL

HALF A CENTURY

j

OLD,

3

JUNK, PAPER STOCK
64'Higho<t
nn

B

1 it 1

2£
0

sr\ere

\

remedy forij“<
Coughs, Colds, Whoopin" Cough, and all Lung
diseases when used in
g
Is

2
CS
6

a

season.

sure

Fifty

Elder Downs

2
O

up Liy h.s pliysieians to
die with Consumption.
Under these circ.mistaiices he compounded this

_

o

r"
go
i

out

was

given

■

M.

niL-

u <•

Triumph.

of

il

Subject.

l> Fiiduml with
Or*.

Kilwanl

Hondoui. V \.

N
Freeman.
The

O

Mi-

ease

Fdward

New York. fimii-hes
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CURED ANNUALLY.

CO, NBrscrymen,

m
w

»mai

help.

for

at oihv

informetl her that il

\va> impossible t
amputated, she recei\<
t i- terrible intelligence
i|uictlv, declined to tak
tlier. stipulating merely to hold her husband
ban l during the operation, and underw ent the
pan

the hand

tul process
1 >r.

WANTED!

Myers,

apt illustration ot

\"t until lu-r hand had In
hand, without benefit
*t petriilcd itcsh, did she turn to In
mass
omr
th«■ ••Favorite Kernel
Kennel;
proprii-n

groan.

Karnesl, capable men to sell Nur.\<T) Slock, in
eluding many new ami \aluable speciultic- v
help insure succj^s. Previous knowledge of t!»«*
To successful im n m*od
business not essential.
wa^es will be paid. For terms, add res-, a ;\ in^c full
name, ai^e, pre\ ions occupation, and reference'.

an

1’his lad} had hern tivai«
power "I < ii«lii;ain
for months in the usual way tor Krysipela- of f!

-:i"'

lull

old

•,,!

surgical Operation,

taking Kiher.

o

lb

I. C. MERRILL &

|

i

^

Jt'fUiy, was cured, and I ^
lived to a good old age.
rn
You can try it for the ^
priceof one doctor's visit.
For sale everywhere.
|

B. !ta

turf,

\*

M>cr*.

years ago,

ffi

m i.-o

ram

bono-,

IRON & METALS

\\

Woman's

3*

§

DKAl.l. US IN

AND

Swan & sjf,

ly r4(5

square” aforesaid; northwardly by land formerly
William F. Sheldon; eastwardly. l>\ land of one
Kellar, and southwardly, by land of Miehnrd Cay.
And the condition of said mortgage having been
broken, I, the undersigned, by reason thereof, claim
a foreclosure.
\ <; Mi HU N
Waldo, April 12. Issi.
*.\\ |

D

h'.“ml from 'hr Ollier.

COWLES,

P,

CURE

Notice of Foreclosure.

of

a ns

CAMDEN.

Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
2w b‘>*
County of Waldo.

WJM.

M.

Johnson A lo/ssiorr,

||. ||.

I'/i i/siritt n

hand the date tir-l above written.
( II AS. 15AKKR, SheritV,

A. MOliKV, of Waliln, l.y liis ilivil il.-iU'.l
the :*lst day of .Inly, A. I). is77, and record
ed in the Waldo County Kegi-try of Deeds, Look
17(>. Page 247, conveyed to me the undersigned, in
mortgage, a certain parcel of real estate -itmate in
\\ aldo, in the County of Waldo, and bounded as
follows : It being the southwardly half part of lot
No. (», in the “three mile square,” formerlv so-called,
in said town, according to the
survey and plan of
Malcom and (ileason, containing about tifty acres
with the buildings thereon, and being bounded
westwardly by llie west line of the “three mile

KILGORE,

oter

MirlK rails

noon.

under

Natlomil lluitl'

ou r

HIGH STREET. BELFAST. MAINE

"o

vi.no

m

ami

Civen

the .-.m
.in'.

:

PHILO HERSEY,

-.

a

Cm \ w,
M vim:,
W vi.no ss.( April 12. A. I». issi.
\
TI1F I- TOCIVL NOTICK. That on rhc 1 ltti
of
I>.
1
A.
Warrant
in
l-s|,a
In-ol.
day
\pril,
vcney was ls.-wed out of the Court of Insolvency
for .-aid Counts of Waldo, against tin* c.-tate of
MILTON COFFIN, of Thorndike, in -aid County, adjudged to be an ln-olvcut Debtor, or. petition of said Debtor, vvhieli petition wa- tiled on
the Uth day of April, \. D. Is.-l, to which last
named date interest on claims i- to be computed.
That the payment of any debts and the delivers
transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor,
t * him or for his use. and the delivery ami transfer
of any property by him,are forbidden by law. That
a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor, to prove
their debts and choose one or more a.-signers of his
estate, w ill be held at a Court of Insolvency to be
holden at the Probate (Mliee in Lelfast. on the 12th
day of May, A. D. ISSI. at In o’clock in the fore-
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it is not pleasant to hive the barber's appren
tiee practice u on you. lay open your cheek
will) a two inch gash, and then follow the cut
with the cheery remark. "Skin's very tender, sir
It is not pleasant. We don’t know what it is. but
it isn't pleasant. {Burlingii n llawkeye
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COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
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as a
fertilizer.
Its qiiilitic- are permanent
and la-ting, and il i- twenty per ••.mt. cheaper than
horse innimtv.
It will assure good top-, and as a
top dressing or for horticultural purpo-e- it ha- no
equal. Apply liheralh and use no other manure.
Send for circular- awl -ee tc-timonial-. Faki.k's
PllosKHA 11 Co., Providence, 11. I.
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OAK HALL.

Price *25 cents. For sale bj all Druggist*.
Try it and you will be con\diced like thousands
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A bargain, t' hall and phot ‘graph rooms over
his store on High -tr* t. Tin* photograph galler\
was recently occupied
FuttU*. and i- eby W.
peeially tilted up f.-r the bu.-ine-s. Abimdanee <*f
water is earned to the rooms ! y pump-, and the -k\
light i- one of the he-t in the Stale. Tile hall <\cr
the store is on lo 20 feet, well adapted for am meetings nr any hall purpose-. Fuipiin* of tie* pr*>prie
b»r at hi-store, on High street adi**ming >1 a-•»i.i.
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Tlii- favorite mower is offered to farmer- for ill.*
coming season. Fifteen year- of eontinue'l -leav-i- -uftieient evidence of merit Farmer- an* m\ it* d
to give the M F \ 1 >< >\Y KIV an examination. TIm*\
will consult their **\\ n inter*-t- ia bu\ ing a r« 1 i a 1 I
mower of responsible partie-.
A fill -1«*< k «*t n
pair-<»n liaml. < ireubirs free.
FltKI) \T\YOOI), Mtntcrport. Mr., (irnrrnl \gcnt

travel
state-, and take
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M. W. HIGH
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SURPLUS. MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
STANDARD.

MEADOW KING

soliciting Agent-.- to

and SICK ROOM.

$3.00

.3.50

Miami, Ml. bsert,

POWER WITH ROOM TO RENT,
C. J. HALL, Leasee
Belfast, March 1, ISM.— n
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Distressing accident—A man went into a house
last night and picked up a gun. of course he
didn't know it was loaded
It went .11
So did
the man
And the man who owns, or rathir who
owned the gun. would give
to know where
they went. (Detroit Free Press.

BOWKER FERTILIZER CO.

1

& Lanman’s

••dnesdav

Last, connections mad* at B«*ckland with
Knox A Lincoln B. B. for Tln-maston, Waldobmo
Daniari'COtta and other Stations; with steauui
Lewiston for l>eer Isle. Castine, Sedgwick, Mt
Poser? and Machiasport; at Belfast, w itti steamer
May ljuecu fold asfine and lsleshoro at Bin-import.
witli stages for Bluehill and Kllsworth; at Banger,
with I
A N A. B. B. and Bangor A Piscata* uis
It. B., and all stages for the surrounding country.
t ioing West, tickets
may ho obtained on each steam
er La Lowell, New York,
Philadelphia. Baltimore
!
and Washington, and Luggage cheeked through,
also tickets for the W.*>t and 'southwest via Penn

(Hot

Murray

\\

M<>nda\

Luiiig

••

-~

Women are such inconsistent creatures. We
heard a young lady remark (rather inelegantly, it
must be confessed.) that she hated "that
Biggs
fellow, he is such a soft cake
Well, in less than
three months she took the cake. (Boston Tran-

Leaving Belfast everv
Friday, at 1'I*. M.

full
in use in
Prices will
t<> merit and
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PERFUME.

Wharf.
at

Monday. W.■dm*sda\ and Friday

everv

implement-

For Sprains, Wonnds, Scalds, "Rheumatism, and
any pain upon Man ox .Beast,

guard against.

It is a notable fact that nearly all murderers,
when ou the gallows, attribute their :irst fall to
lujnor. (Temperance Paper Yes, and their last
fall should also be attributed to one drop too much.

Boston,
5 1*. M

Work

5EARSM0NT, MAINE.

Building

mittent

promptly and just

work

B E AIT,

Copartnership.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy,Loss ofStrength,
Want of Appetite, Inter-

to

min, et rny. />/..{<•/:.

•
m. r. n oom oc/i ,( ,so.v.
: •*>ei those desiring his services in
little unpleasant to the old people, as
as well as
<(
contusing to the reader, that the “ship
Tintittf/
!!<)>((h iny Fimio-Fortes
The Permian Syrup lias cured thousands who
II met/ should have “sailed away"from the bride’s
Dissolution of
"i- othcrw i-e to have them
were suffering from
put in ( < >.M PI.KTK «>K
Dyspepsia. Debility. Liver ; l>KI», w dl please
patents whi n they had evidently been living to
leave their orders at Woodcock's
K ( < IP \ K I N PUSH IP lHT0ti.fi.iv r\istinj;lu‘Complaint, ing fromumors, Female Complaints, bookstore early as possible.
rpil
gether a good many years. It is also unfortunate etc.
:iwl'>
I
tween the undrr-duned under the style of
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
that the Kev Mr. Betty should have been carried
I'ei'c’Uxm
,V Kacklill’e, is this da. dissolved by
Fowle X Sons. Boston.
away in the ship, since he had a middle aged wife
mutual "iis. ni. Tin* alVairs of the e.-neem will
at
home
It is a rather singular ship. too. that
-«• 1111 *• 1 and business continued l»v
for
.I.W. Ker^ruSale.
An editor down South who has served lour days
.1. W. hsKK«;rs< IN
carries only a master, mate ami chaplain.
But the on the
n \ (
I'"i'
>l>* >'■> tlie umler.-aitneil, the M \
says he is so lull of the law that it is
jury,
II.
o.
KAt
KI IKKK.
item sets one question at rest; it fixes one bound
MINK lit IU)lN(,,ot Deer Isle. loeatcl in
hard to keep him from cheating somebody.'
liclla -t March do, |s>|.
Northwest Harbor. II is a two -ton
ary of the “sea of matrimony." which, it seems,
tin;
washes the coast of Temperanceville, Virginia
biiihlini; with a Krrnrh roof, 4o\(!a leer,
Dr Bl' CLOCK'S KIDNEY K KM ED Y.
N FPU
11a•*. ic.a' un- clllcd accounts \\ ith tiieabo\ e
1 Vi
B .t tor up ami down practical conciseness, we
pleasantly lorateit ami car. he nmverteil linn will c.mlVi a favor hv
RLT1CU.M." lias no equal for lameness and
settling them imine«liinto
a hotel, which is mueh iicoicil in Ihimust turn to Et glish marriage announcements,
.I.W. I*. <V < <».
weakness peculiar to females, and for people ot
d\\ II
ale!;
\\ ili he sohl at a barirain if sallcil for soon
which do not deal in “types and shadows," meta
advanced age
It cures Diabetes, and strengthens
H. T. 1.1 1-KIN.
»
to
and
but
g
business,
like
plinth
images,
straight
and tones uj) the system in a wonderful manner.
r Me, Aprilis-l.—latf
this:
It is one of the best productions that science has
At >t.
Bower Marsh-1 >unn—Fit/.-<ierald Butler.
elaborated during the century.
Mi' h.nT- church, Fa.-t Teignmouth, Devon, on the
\ I Mi purchased the interest of Mb'S. II. II.
JiM .January, by the Ucv. II. (J. Deslion, assisted bv
You cau tell a merciful fanner as soon as he
h’ \< K l.lbl I of the linn of I'KKtil st >\ ,y
the Bev.
A. Jacob, I). I)., James Bower Marsh.
K
I.II-IT
we shall continue to
\<
K
carry on the
stops his team at a post, lie takes tin* blanket
hii.-iness in the same store in Masonic
Dunn, Esq., late Thirty-first regiment. King's Own oft' bis wife's lap and spreads it over the
millinery
poor
Light Infantry, eldest son of R. Marsh Marsh-1 Minn, ! horses
Temple. Tliankin.i? the public for their liberal patI:-5 i., of Carlton Lodge, Last Teignmouth, to Ada
ronage in the past, we hope by ^ivinjr strict attenHuw to Secure Health.
tion to tin want of our eu-tomers and b\’ politeness
Emily Owyne Fit/-Deraid Butler, eldest daughter
r
11 1' \ I )KUS'1< «N K1 > would
I1!
of the late James William Fit/ tierald Butler, Esq.,
an
in
supply iuy ! in i> merit a rontinuanee of the
lc is strange any one will suffer from derangerespectfully info
A his old customer', and the public that he has >amc in the future.
d. W. FKlit .I'm >N & L'< >.
granddaughter of the lion. James Butler, of count} ments brought on l>v impure blood. When SCO
received nil the LATL > 1 !.!•> of 1U,<M Ks, .and
( l;i i.and nicer «►» Bight Hon. la rd Dunhoyne.
V ILL’S SARSAPARILLA AND STILLING l A or
i' now
ready to LLl.At II, U»L.i|; and I'Kl **>
BLOOD AND LIVER SYR!’I* will restore health
IFATsand liONNL’TSat short notice.
The Centre of .Population.
to the physical organizations
It is a strengthenI). N. UiKSSKY, 22 (liurdi St., Bdfast, Mr.
For several weeks an expert “calculator" lias ing syrup. pleasant to take, and the BEST BLOOD
April i, issi.—utf
been at work in the census cilice figuring out the PCRIF1ER ever discovered, curing Scrofula. SyFarms
philitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys. Eryexact centre of population of the United States.
'l l •* subscriber oilers lor salt*
It is not an easy task, as ouo can iuaagiue who sipelas. Malaria, Nervous disorders. Debility. Bil
.iP^~ \ ai great bargains, several very
ions complaints aud Diseases of the Blood. Liver.
gives the matter a little thought. The whole ter
I *
mS
i^g ^ fluiiee and desirable farms, local
Stomach. Skin, etc
hi Lmx/irorthi/ lltiihlhxi.
‘“'1 in the towns of Washington,
ritory is divided up iuto small squares, and the Kidneys,
SSI l
^ ■rJLLlfl«lL
Appleton, Lnion, Waldoboro, Jet
population ascertained for each square. This is
cures
Baker's Pain Panacea
T.
fer.-am, Somerville Windsor and Liberty, at prices
pain in Alan and
arrived at by consulting the population of each
sloo
from
to Sd.doo. There is one which can
Beast
ranging
Mannlmtum* ami doaU'r in
civil district, township or ward. The squares are
he purchased for >'72.‘>, '.villi good buildings thereon ;
made to balance against each other until a comMOVEMENTS, TABLETS, fiKAVESTONES, ihe farm paying from its
crops, Ac., more than the
I)r. Roger's Worm Syrii* instantly destroys
mon centre is ascertained
An expert calculator
VM> MAHIJLi: SHKl.VICS,
Another for $s.‘>0, eighty acres,
interest <m s'!,non'
Worms.
has already been engaged more than a month on
good buildings, which has nearly wood and lumber
(,l tin* I a s l Kalian ami American marlilc
this work, and another month will be required be
enough on it to pay for the place. Another for
cur nr u s r /: i: i: i \ /: /; /. / a s 7
If the person to
You should never give advice
fore the true “centre" is known. The work has
si.don, <>ne hundred acres, good buildings, llnely
<Smo$r2
whom you offer it is wise, he doesn't need it; it
located, completely fenced, which cuts -id tons of
progressed far enough, however, to show that the he isn't, he won't take it
hay. and has heretofore been held at $2,000. Any
centre will bo very near Cincinnati, certainly not
one de-irous ot obtaining a good place at a low
Cured.
more than four or live miles from the business
Consumption
figure. upon easy and generous terms, cannot do
centre of the city A few weeks ago it was thought
An old physician, retired from practice, having
better than by addressing or calling upon
THE NKW STYLKS OF HAIUtiOODS
the centre would make a final “landing" upon the had
in
an
East
India
lllltAM BLISS, ,lr., Washington, Me.
his
hands
mission
by
placed
made to order at short notice. Such as
hills which encircle Cincinnati to the northward,
tula
Lon#
of
the
formula
a
tor
April. 1">1
vegetable remedy
ary
simple
Branch
with
Waves,
invisible
Crimps
but progressive calculations now indicate that it the
partings,
speedy and permanent cure for Consumption, Frizzes, Ac. Combines made into Switches
^at
will cross the Ohio river and establish itself on the
Bronchitis, Catarrh. Asthma, and all Throat and onlv H rent sail ounce. Car^e Puffs O cents apiece.
of
south side
This is owing to an unexpected in
Lung Affections, also a positive aud radical cure Switches srreyed, and hair dyed. Work warranted
proposals will be received by the City
crease of population in the South, which will cause
satisfactory and cheaper than elsewhere.
for Nervous Debility aud all nervous Complaints,
Clerk until 12 oYloek on Mondav, May 2d, for
the “centre" to shift further southward than here
MRS. f. 0. MACOMKKR,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
of the paupers of said city. Separate
the
support
'deowlI*
tofore
Kay Mew Street, Belfast, Me.
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
proposals for said support for two or live years,
it known to his suffering fellows
Actuated by
will l»e received, the city reserving the right to re“I declare. John, 1 never saw such a man ! You this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer
ject either or all proposals.
GROVE
are always getting some new wrinkle.”
Per order of Municipal < Mlieers.
And he ing, I will send free of charge to all who desire it. i
I. s. II UtKI.M AN, City Clerk.
IIEEBM
yRRCORHEII
All
:{\\ It
are
thank
for
this
in
persons
“Matilda,
calmly replied,
German, French, or English, with |
not,
you
recipe,
deeds
of lots in (irove
holding unrecorded
tune
If you had a new wrinkle, you would have full directions for preparing aud using. Sent
by
are hereby notified to present the same
Cemetery,
«
«
no place to put it dear
8 Sanii>lf3and raUt«nu«of hestse
Iyi
Which was rather un
mail by addressing with stamp, naming this paper
to the Citv Treasurer for record.
complimentary to himself, seeing that most wives' W. W. Smkrar. I4'i Power’s Block. Rochester
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I premature wrinkles are caused by their husbands.
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IUteow45
5w I
iiu-I l
Belfast, April 11, 1>'<I
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35 cents A pleasant, cheap, arid
valuable remedy for fretful and puny children.
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Boots, Shoes, Rubbers & Overshoes

purities

The Blood Duritiei is a cure for BilLmsiie.-s. In
digestion. Liver Fomplaint. .jaundice. Humors
It will build you up. give yon re
Scrofula. Ac
newed lit-1 a id vigor, and i< iust suited to vu.ir
wants at this sea>on of the year
Rrice. '1 00
For a Dough. Told. Sore Throat, H inrseiiess. Ac
use Dr
Haves' Balsam ot Wi! 1 (’berry am! Tar
Dr.ee l<> cts and V 1 cts per bottle.
Improved Family Catharie Dills, male by Dr.
(i raves. < re Headache. (’mist i pat ion. Ac
Drier.
Joels pm !*• -x
Dr < ii'nvcs Rein. di--s arc f.*r sah*
Vwl »
by W O Door A Son. Belfast
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This is a true ho.
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i the hill or drill
may he used t.„
or broadcast.either it
u
r icrmanure.
and will piodio e a in
h arl:eraml larger
crop. In the lleport< t the Mass. Inspeetor
of Fertilizers, its valuation is from #3 to
#10 per ten higher than ether 1'h• ■<;.hates
wliieli sell at the same pn
i he p.ist
year over 3000 tons wore s.-ld against lot)
tons three years ago. slewing that it is
liked by the farmers, if there is u» local
agent near you. send to us.
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Defect
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called upon to speak, and delivered the following
neat and witty little address, which was declared

sms

HOWARD.
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BANCOR & BOSTON.

Machinery Ship
Colton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool Mining
made
specialty. Duplicate part-or

SHIRTINGS,
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F

our

guests Miss Kate Field and Miss
Genevieve Ward, the actress
Miss Field was

only

their

''••••

is

heater.
1 I prlght Portable Steam Engine, 3 1-2 Horse
Power, with Feed Pump attached, and a copper
coll heater.
These engines having been thoroughly repaired,
are as good as new, and can be seen in motion if
desired.
1 Huntoon Governor new) right size fora 15
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Engine.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine new, cylinder 8x10, connections f r 1 3-4 Inch pipe.
1 Irregular Moulder,in good condition, and with
over $100 worth of Moulding ( utters.
1 am also prepared to cut on carriage axle-, to
take up end play in box. and will guarantee -atisfaction in all cases.
lotf
SHOP IX BRICK III ILDl\(i OX PLEASAXT
STREET, XEAR SHOE FACTORY.

we are

\

as ran

For Sale at n lUtrynin,
fplIK following machinery ran he seen at F. A.
A HOWARD'S Machine Shop, Pleasant street,
Belfast, Maine, where lie keeps on hand, or will
furnish to order, all kinds of castings at manutnc.
hirer's prices, and will do all kind- of machine
work in a style and at prices that cannot fail to
please.
I Horizontal Stationary Steam Engine. 15 Horse
Power, with Huntoon Governor and feed water
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Remedy"

nice line
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Here i'

crammed with swindles that a
honest man or honest thing is almost aso

robins in

charge.

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

Henry a Johnson's Aknu a and Un. Lint
ment is a family remedy which should he in every
family. 1'sed for Cuts. Burns. Scalds. Bruises.
Strains. A c it has no qual.

Honest

ha\

I

Now is the time to use Baxter's Mandrake
Bitters and prevent Dyspepsia. Biliousness and
Jaundice, which are so prevalent in the spring
mouths. Only '-’Acts, a bottle.

An

have it trimmed

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

ITout.ssiunai. Testimony. .Many of the best
physicians use Downs' Ki.ixik in their daily practice because it is the best cough remedy that can
be made.

young man has generally got the winning
cards in his hands when, on popping the question,
he secs a "llusli" m his sweetheart s lace

me can

Curtains & Curtain fixtures

to

A

Steamship Company

-BETWEEN-

Fish are so plenty in some parts of Canada that
in order to tell a first class lie the sportsman hus
to swear he didn't catch any.

And t’.ie cap
tain ought to know tor the medicine cared him of
Liver Complaint.
It is mean enough to cheat a

as

Si

CO.,

&

Kate

Sorosis gave their thirteenth annual lunch, recently. at Delmonieo's. in New York, entertaining

iio ! bravo little boat,
lu the harbor afloat.
read out your white wings to the sunshiny
weather:
The wind we love best
Blows out of the west.
U
sail o'er the bonny blue water together.

BRUSHES. PRICES REDUCED
VsTINr. a *tah*(itute for kal*oinine. Wall Paper. Ac. ( heap and desirable.
Vny one
can apply it.

\L\B

An average of thirteen hundred bushels of
steamed oysters are opened daily, and the average
number of cans prepared for
shipment daily is 1*.
000, two thirds of which are of the one pound size
From fifty to one hundred shuckers are employed
in the raw department, and an average of 1*J00
bushels of oysters are opened daily. These are
put in thirty gallon, barrels for shipment, a block
of ice weighing about thirty pounds being placed
in each barrel
The oysters used by the company
come from the James, Rappahannock and l’oto
mac Rivers and from Tangier and Deal's Island
Sounds
Twenty-five cents is paid for oysters to
steam, and trom thirty five to sixty cents per
bushel for shipment raw. There are three hoisting engines for unloading \essels. and the oysters
to be steamed are dumped trom bushel buckets
into iron cars holding ten bushels each. These
cars are run along a track to the steam box which
is of sullicieiit dimensions to hold six of them at
once.
The doors of the steam box are then closed
and the steam applied. The oysters are subjected
to this steaming process for twelve minutes, when
doors at the other end of steam box are opened
and the cars run into the shucking room where
trom one hundred and fifty to two hundred men.
women ami children, mostly colored, are employ
ed to remove the meats from the shells. They are
then taken to the {lacking room, where, after being
thoroughly washed, they are looked over very care
fully, the poor ones thrown aside, and tin* balance
put in one and two pound cans. The liquor which
comes from the oysters i> heated to the boiling
point, and the cans tilled, after which they are hermetically scaled. The cans are next placed in a
cylindrical iron steam box and subjected to a tem
perature of *J40 degrees for fifteen minutes, when
the cans are removed to the labeling and storage
room, where they are properly and handsomely
labeled and packed in boxes holding twodo/cii
cans each.

What

1 gazed : he had subsided :
silence fell.
I listened vainly. All was dumb and still
rpon the tidy, where the stork resided,
Wit,, upheld log. and red and open bill.
[ liar: er's Bazar.

Pure'Linseed. Lard. sperm. Neal*' Foot,
Paraffine and Black. Turpentine. Benzine. \*phaltum. shellac*. Pratt’* Patent Oner*.
Japan*. ( oaeh Japan, (mid size. Ac.
sale agent tor the Murphy
v nniiloriLui
\arni*he*. ill grade* fur all
kind* of work.
ARTISTS COLORS \\H RRl >H E >.

combined-

are

AdEXTR AND CANVASSERS
Make from *25 lu *30 per week selling goods for
K. iliIDKOl T .V C< >.,lo Barclay street,New V ork.
Mild for their ( atalogue and terms.
lyr.'it

scarce as

A

nil C
UiuO.

E

take.

Sometimes they plant me 'mid some rushes
speary,
lu attitudes no well bred stork would take.
Holding one leg up. till 1 get so weary
I sometimes think my poor strained back will
break.

„

an

of Baltimore,

In crewels, in silk, in worsted and in cotton.
Now black, now white, now grave, now madly
gay.
They've worked me. and one wrong is unforgotten.
Thr ve done me most and worst in applique.

30

I. W. FERGUSON & CO.

Mil y

;

worked me frequently on .lava canvas,
On momie cloth, on llannels thin and thick :
In fact in every single way they >ifll fuss,
1 have appeared, until Pm really sick

NEXT

DAYS

to

near

becoming

large

establishments located
the beds where they are grown,
at

important business. The Norfolk
Landmark describes a packing house in that city
in which twenty-six of the leading oyster packers

They’ve

OF

Goods!

Millinery

is

The) h e worked me in all kinds and sorts of
s.itches.
liigh art and button-hole,outline and cross stitch.
Standing around promiscuously in ditches.
And looking like a buzzard or an ostrich.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
ALL

somewhere

being artistic ;
My life is one long, patient, painful ache ;
am so weary of these weird and mystic

1

-ALSO-

Packing oysters

:

very tired of

am so

Oyster Steam Packing.

j

Jeremiade.

And lo. from out the meshes of the tidy
There came a feeble, mournful sort of squeak
And while, amazed. 1 opened my eyes wide, he
Opened his mouth, and thus began to speak;

Boils k Is!
IN

Stork’s

One legged stork, thou standest sad and lonely
A tear, inethinks, 1 notice in thine eye.
Oh. tell to me, yes, whisper to me only.
What is the sorrow which I think I spy ?"

inch

in

w

it must lu*

ithout moving

a

muscle

or

uttering

Kennedy

then gave “Favorite Kerned}
cleanse the blood and prevent therein!

disease, and Mr- Myers now lives and n
in her great deliverance.
“Favorite Kerned}”
fast becoming a tru.-h
household friend in all eases of Female Weakncand diseases of the blood. One dollar a both.
>t

the

loires

Your

LBIVIHTWX. HE.

druggist has

it.

lyr.tr.

MANHOOD RESTORED.

victim of early imprudence, causing ner\oi:
debility, premature'decay, etc., having tried in a
SEAMEN WANTED.
every known remedy, has discovered a simple mean
of self-cure, which lie will send free to hi- fellow
AN 0 OKI UN AltV SKAMKN, f,.r .-..a-1
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